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EDITORIAL.

In the June issue of "Unsearchable Riches," the last

sentence in the third paragraph on page 236, reads:

"As for conditional immortality, it appears to rest on

bad logic and worse exegesis." The printer by mis

take omitted the word "eschatology". The sentence in

the manuscript read, "As for the "eschatology" of con-

ditional immortality, etc." I do not question the un

qualified statement that "God only hath immortality"

(I. Tim. 6.16). What I wished to emphasize is that

while conditional immortality obviates the difficulty of

Endless Sin, yet it creates a fresh difficulty itself—the

difficulty of Endless Death. In the words of another,

"This doctrine removes the crown from the brow of

Sin, but it does so only to place it all the more firmly

upon the brow of the King of Terrors. And this dif

ficulty becomes all the more real when we note how

distinctly the Word affirms that 'the last enemy that

shall be destroyed is death'."

Again, two articles in the August number, "The

Grace Which is in Christ Jesus." on page 304, and

"The Divine Calendar," on page 322, have been cred

ited to me by the printer. Both are by Mr. A. E.

Enoch.

For the past few months the printing has been done

at a distance and it has been impossible for us to cor

rect the proofs. Hereafter the printing will be done

here, and we hope that such mistakes as have crept

into the last two numbers will be avoided.
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The papers on "The Ages" have caused no little stir.

The writer has received letters from every quarter.

Most of these expressed appreciation; some asked

questions; a number contained criticisms; while a few

charged us with "heresy" and "apostasy". As it is

impossible to personally answer all letters received, we

wish to thank through our pages all who have written;

for we realize that all alike were prompted by good

wishes.

A monthly magazine met our first paper on "The

Ages" by saying that endless torment has been taught

in the past by great and holy men, and by personal at

tacks against us. Such tactics are not creditable to

any one, much less are they becoming to a servant of

God who is enjoined "not to strive, but be gentle to

wards all, apt to teach, forbearing, in meekness correct

ing them that oppose themselves; if peradventure God

may give them repentance unto the knowledge of the

truth." (2 Tim. 2.25.)

The dogma of Endless Punishment has been founded

on the supposition that certain biblical terms meant in

finitude. This belief we shared for a while. Some

years ago, while studying Isaiah, our attention was ar

rested by the fact that the duration of "aulam" ("for

ever") in Isa. 32.14, is limited by the "until" in ver. 15.

This led to a careful study of every passage in both

Testaments. Nothing but the Word of God in the orig

inal languages was given any place. The facts gath

ered from the inspired writers were carefully tabulated,

classified and compared. When the investigation was

complete, the whole subject was reconsidered with

sevenfold thoroughness. The effect was that the whole
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subject emerged in the light in which we have presented

it in the papers on "The Ages".

The main question is: If the terms supposed to im

ply interminability actually refer to a span of time ap

pointed for the evolution of a certain plan, what be

comes of Endless Punishment? If the biblical terms

refer indeed to the "ages" instead of eternity, it is self-

evident that the Scriptures themselves demand a modi

fication of the orthodox dogma.

To obscure the issue at stake by outbursts of vitupera

tion, to dismiss the difficulty by appeals to the views of

God's honored servants of bygone days is unworthy

of a teacher. The charges of "vanity" and "ignor

ance" made against us may be true, but they do not

affect in the least the meaning of "aulam" and "aion".

That must be proven by evidence from Scripture.

There the facts stand, they demand recognition. To

ignore them is to shun the light.

As for ourselves, we make no pretense to learning or

scholarship. All we claim is a sincere desire to know

the truth and a heart honest enough to receive it.

The prerogative to search God's word is the common

heritage of all believers. A loyal acceptance of "the

truth as it is in Jesus," and following the guidance of

the Holy Spirit are the conditions requisite for search

ing into the "deep things of God". These two duties

we have long and earnestly endeavored to fulfill, and

therefore we humbly believe that our unworthy effort

will help to clarify a theme which has been a standing

source of perplexity to earnest thinkers and devout be
lievers. Surely our opponents should concede us the

same love for the Word, the same devotion to Christ,

and the same zeal for His cause which they claim for

themselves.—V. G.



THE SECRET ECONOMY.

THE NEW HUMANITY.

This I say then, and call upon you to bear me witness,

in the Lord, to behave no longer as the nations behave, in

their intellectual vanity, their apprehension being shrouded

in darkness, being in a state of estrangement towards the

life Divine through the ignorance which is in them because

of the callousness of their hearts.

Those who are in a state of moral indifference have

abandoned themselves to impudent wantonness, greedily

making a business of every species of impurity.

Tet you have not thus learned the Christ, at least if you

have heard Him and have been taught by Him (just as

the truth is in Jesus) to lay aside (as concerns your former

conduct) the old humanity which is going to corruption

in keeping with its delusive aspirations,

But to be rejuvinated as to the spirit of your minds, and

to have clothed yourselves with the new humanity which

is compatible with God, having been created intrinsically

Just and with true sanctity.

Wherefore, having laid aside falsehood, speak the truth

each with his acquaintance, seeing that you are members

of one another.

Be angry, and in that case commit no sin. Let not the

setting sun still find you chafing, nor yet give the slanderer

a chance.

Let the thief no longer steal, but rather let him labor,

using his hands at some reputable business in order that

he may have to impart to those in need. Let never a foul

expression issue from your mouth, but only something use

ful to upbuild, to fill a need, in order that the hearers may

receive benefit. And you should not grieve that holy Spirit

of God by Whom you have been sealed unto the day of re

demption.

Let every bit of bitterness, and rage, and revenge and
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clamor, and calumny be dispensed with, with every form

of evil. And become kind to one another, compassionate,

freely and spontaneously forgiving, even as God, too, in

Christ, has freely forgiven you.

Become, then, imitators of God, as beloved offspring and

walk in love, even as Christ also has loved you, and has

given Himself over on our behalf an offspring and sacrifice

to God for a fragrant perfume.

But prostitution and every form of impurity or cupidity—

nor yet let it be alluded to among you, even as becomes

saints; and indecency, and foolish talk or pleasantry, which

is not pertinent, but rather thansgiving. For you perceive

this knowing that every paramour, or impure or covetous

person, who is an idolator, has not the least portion in the

kingdom of Christ and God. Let no one delude you with

hollow speeches, for because of these things the wrath of

God comes down upon the sons of Stubbornness.

Then do not become joint partakers with them. For you

once were Darkness; but now are Light in the Lord: walk

as Light's offspring (for Light's fruitage is seen in every

act of goodness and righteousness and truth) approving

what is well pleasing to the Lord. And do not participate

in Darkness' unfruitful deeds, but rather even expose them,

for it is indecent even to speak of the hidden performances

done by them. Now all those things which are exposed are

made manifest by the light, for everything which is mani

fest is light. Wherefore I say "Awake! O you who are

napping and arise from among the dead, and the Christ will

enlighten you."

Look to it, then, how precisely you walk, not as the

unwise but as the wise, retrieving the era, seeing that these

are wicked days. Therefore do not become simpletons, but

get an understanding of the Lord's will.

And do not get drunk with wine, in which there is pro*

fligacy, but be filled to the full, in spirit, communing with

yourselves, singing and playing on your heart strings to

the Lord in psalms and hymns and spiritual songs; giving

thanks always for all in the name of our Lord, Jesus Christ,

to our God and Father.
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In the third item of the mystery, concerned with our

relationship to one another, we found that Christ had

created us "one New Man" in Himself.

THE OLD MAN

The old humanity had become so "old", decayed and

corrupt that we are now warned against wearing him

any longer. This is the Divine thought with regard to

these two divisions of mankind. They are like two suits

of clothes which may be donned at pleasure. But the

old man is so worn out, disreputable and filthy, that we

are exhorted to "put on" the new man. The only way

of "getting rid of the old man" is to strip off every item

of conduct which characterizes him. In "Christ" we

are created "one new man". In the "Lord" we are

exhorted to conduct ourselves accordingly. There is

no inward change except in the spirit of our minds.

The center and core of the old man is a hard heart.

His conduct is regulated by a rudderless brain, a grasp-

less groping after knowledge, and a dense ignorance

that has become calloused to the sensitive influence of

an all prevading Divinity.

As a man thinks in his heart so is he. The mind is

the key to conduct. It is not the direct suggestion of

Satan that leads men into injurious excesses and de

bauchery • It is due rather to his indirect influence in

leading them away from God. Out of the heart of man,

alienated from God, arises the ill-smelling and foul

vapors of a decaying humanity.

Satan is not against the old man. He is his patron.

His attitude is the same as it*was in Eden. But he is

on the alert to alienate those who belong to the new

humanity—Christ.
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HOW TO PUT ON THE NEW MAN.

How are we to array ourselves with the new man?

Many begin at these exhortations and through them

seek to realize the truth of the earlier portion. They

will say "If any man will do His will, he shall know

of the doctrine" (but they do not add "whether it be

of God or whether I speak from myself".) But no.

The power to strip off the old humanity and to don the

new depends entirely upon our apprehension of the

truth that Adam's offense and the physical divisions

and disabilities which our relationship to him entailed,

have all been buried. Our relationship to Christ and

those in Him are all ties of spirit only. Adam is no

longer the head of our race. His place is taken by the

Last Adam in the new humanity.

Let us then be renewed in the spirit of our minds.

Every exhortation here inculcated will then be seen

in perfect harmony with such a renewal. We will find

earlier standards of conduct far too low and in an en

tirely different key.

A UNIQUE SPIRITUAL STANDARD

Restitution, single, or double, or four fold, or five

fold, is the righteous decree of Sinai. (Ex. 22:1-5.)

But now the thief is to work that he may give to those

in need.

"Forgive us our debts as we forgive our debtors" is

the Kingdom prayer, in keeping with the reign of

righteousness. But now grace reigns and the order

is just reversed. God has forgiven us every offense in

Christ. This was not based on our conduct at all. And

this should be the basis of our dealings with one an

other.
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The key for conduct in the Kingdom is righteous

ness. Love is the true spring of all that pleases Him

in this Secret Economy. God Himself is our example.

Just as a pet child copies his father's manner (for

fondness feeds the faculty of imitation) so we, His pet

children, (being the nearest and most favored of them

all) should copy His way with us. Christ (His fond

Son, who pleased Him well) is the great example of

such a course. Its culmination was the cross, which,

from this point of view (as the reflection of God's love)

wafted a most grateful and delicious fragrance, even

in its submerging sorrows.

God's righteousness was revealed there, it is true,

but only as Love's servant, else the judgment could

not have fallen upon Him. Our path then, is not only

to be laid along the lines of righteousness, but illumined

by the light of love. And love will lead to many a deed,

in which mere justice will be swallowed up by kind

ness and graciousness. This it is that pleases Him.

This is the true sacrifice which we now offer Him. It

is, like all else, a spiritual, not a material offering.

And such a path will far outshine a merely righteous

one. Eighteousness is a fire that consumes. But we

are luminaries, like the mellow sunshine, which, as it

lights up this dark scene, merely exposes the badness,

and injustice and falsity that abound.

O, how necessary it is that we, who wish to please

our gracious Lord, should get a grasp of His mind!

The days are evil, but therein lies our opportunity.

Only in days such as these is there scope for the ser

vice in which He is at present engaged. Grace can

work only in the depths. Every step we take should
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be carefully considered, lest it should misfit this era

and His present occupation.

DRUNK WITH SPIRIT.

Such a course will incur the charge of drunkenness.

Not that we will be overcome with spirits of alcohol,

but we will be m under the influence of the Spirit of

God that our course will not seem normal to the un-

anointed eye. "He makes everything spiritual" will

be the accusation most gladly accepted by us. May

all of His own dear saints drink deeply of this joyous

draught!

THE MYSTERV SONG.

Wine cheers the heart of God and man. It tunes

the instruments of music. But we are so drunk with

spirit that we refuse the organ and the flute and play

on our own heart strings. The music is all unheard

by mortal man, but its mellifluent melody mounts to

the Master's ear, above earth's material sounds, pre

vailing over the music of the spheres, nor halts before

the heavenly harps or the celestial choirs magnificat!

What theme inspires the song which prevails in the

empyrean? And when does the music start and cease?

Nothing less than the love that lies beneath the grace

glorious, that engages omnipotence on our behalf can

tune our heart strings to the celestial measure. It is not

moved by earth's mutations and the music does not

cease in sorrow or distress. At all times and in all

things the spiritual eye discerns and encounters that

omnipresent all prevading love. True, the tears may

come at times, but each drop reflects a tiny rainbow.

It is not wrath but rain that will harvest Him a sheaf

of joy; and ou«r hearts rejoice in hope.
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Even in the elementary material rites the fire upon

the altar was continually ablaze, sending its fragrance

heavenward without cessation. How much the more

should we, with unceasing and unwearied care, see that

the sacrifice of thanksgiving perpetually ascends, in

audible, unphrased, involuntary; the habitual and con

stant attitude of a responsive heart.

PHYSICAL RELATIONSHIPS

Subordinate yourselves to one another in the fear of

Christ: the wives to their husbands as to a master, seeing

that the man is head of the woman, even as the Christ is

Head of the assembly, being Himself Saviour of the body:

but as the assembly is subordinate to the Christ, thus also

is the woman to the man in everything. Husbands, love

your wives, even as the Christ also has loved the assembly

and gave Himself up for its sake, in order that He might

hallow it, having purified it in the bath, the water of which

is this statement, in order that He might present it to Him.

self the ideal assembly, not having stain or wrinkle or any

such thing, but that it should be holy and without blemish.

Thus husbands also are obliged to love their wives as their

own bodies. Who loves his wife loves himself. For no

one has ever hated his physical self, but nourishes and

cherishes it even as the Christ also does the assembly, see

ing that we are members of His body. "Instead of this a

man shall leave father and mother and shall be caused to

cleave to his wife and the two shall be a physical unit."

This secret is great: I tell what pertains to Christ and to

the assembly. However, you too, accordingly, each one love

his wife thus,—as himself—and the wife (love in return)

that she may fear the husband.

Children, obey your parents in the Lord, for this is right.

"Honor your father and mother" (which is the first precept

including a promise) "in order that it may come to be

well with you and that you may be a long time upon the

earth."
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And fathers, do not exasperate your offspring, but rather

rear them in the Lord's training and admonition.

Servants obey these who are your masters, physically

speaking, with fear and trembling, in the artlessness of

your heart, as to Christ, not with eyeservice as menpleasers

but as Christ's servants, doing the will of God from the soul,

with a willing mind, slaving as to the Lord and not to man,

perceiving that whatever good each one does, that he shall

obtain his reward from the Lord whether a slave or free.

And masters, act the same towards them, letting threats

alone perceiving that your Master (as well as theirs) is

in heaven, and there is no partiality with Him.

MUTUAL SUBMISSION.

"In Christ" there are no physical relationships. "In

the Lord" these are rocognized and controlled.

In Christ the slave, the freeman and even the sexes,

male and female, disappear. The aged father is in the

prime of life and the feeblest child is fully matured. In

Christ they are all one. None of these physical dis

tinctions can disturb the absolute equality of every

participant in that spiritual relationship.

As Lord, however, He instructs us how to behave in

those physical relationships which are still recognized.

We might say that such instruction is fully and ex

haustively given in the law which regulated physical

affairs before this time. But no. The standard set

by the law is far too low. They must be readjusted to

harmonize with the new transcendent "spiritual" rev

elation.

The same ingredients, gathered from the first part

of the epistle—love, grace, spirit—should be mingled

with our conduct towards our relatives and control the

mutual attitude of master and slave, which we infused

into every other aspect of our earthly course.
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Christ as Master is the key to the mutual submission

enjoined. In the case of the close relationship of hus

band and wife this Lordship is illustrated by His head

ship over the body which is His assembly. If, as in

the case of Jehovah and Israel, Messiah stood in rela

tion to His assembly as husband and wife this exhorta

tion would have been based upon it. But as nothing

of such a relationship is hinted in the didactic portion

of our letter, and moreover, as Jehovah has promised

Israel not to marry another but to wait for her (Hosea

3:3) the conduct here enjoined is based upon our re

lationship to Him as His body and His headship over

that body.

The argument is not simply, Wives be subject to

your husbands because the assembly is subject to its

Husband, but because He is its Head. But how can

the husband be called the head of the wife? Because

of the physical law that the male is head of the female.

The argument is not simply, Husbands love your

wives because Christ loves His wife, the assembly; but

because He loves His Own Body. But how can the wife

be called the body of the husband? Because of the

physical law that, by marriage, husband and wife be

come one flesh. This is the Mystery of Marriage.

THE HEADSHIP OF THE MALE.

In Eden's garden Eve took the initiative, and, with

out even according Adam a place in her counsels, took

of the forbidden fruit and gave to him.

In the judgment scene that follows every sentence

is in exact accord with the evidence. As she did not

even consult her companion, now she must submit to

his rule (Gen. 3.16). "He shall rule over thee" is a
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law which the great wisdom of the Judge decreed to

restrain, as much as possible, the flood tide of sin and

rebellion, and at the same time teach man that there is

a Master higher than himself, by giving him a corres

ponding place.

Here, then, we have our parallel. As the male is

head of the female, so the Christ is Head of His as

sembly.

This subordinate place into which sin has placed

womankind, vanishes when we look at her in Christ.

He is seen as a Saviour here, delivering her from the

just decree of Eden. He is Saviour of the body. In

the future celestial administrations also this disability

disappears. But while yet upon the earth her place

is in submission to her husband, just as, in his place

as a member of Christ's spiritual body, he acknowl

edges Christ as Head. In the material sphere the hus

band is head, in the spiritual, Christ.



THE GOSPEL OF MATTHEW.

(2) REJECTION OF THE PROCLAMATION.

The preceding section concerned itself with the per

sonal ministry of the Messiah, and the expedition of the

twelve to spread the news of the Kingdom. The one

under consideration (11.2-12.50) shows that the King-

dom announced as "at hand" by John the Baptist, by

the King Himself, and by the twelve, and attested by

mighty works, has been rejected.

In the narrative before us we may readily discern

two divisions. In the one (11.2-30) the "multitudes"

appear as chief actors, in the other (12.1-50) the

"rulers" are foremost. The story is thus developed in

two symmetrical halves, of three members each, while

every member of the one-half is balanced by a corre

sponding member of the other-

The methodical arrangement of this portion of the

book may be exhibited thus:

THE PEOPLE.

11.2-19. The King and the Multitudes.

11.20-24. The Impenitent Cities: their Judg

ment.

11.25-30 An Election: those who

know the Father.

THE RULERS.

12.1-37. Ths King and the Rulers.

12.38-45. The Impenitent Rulers: their

Judgment.

12.46-50. An Election: those who

obey the Father
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The opening member of each part presents a scene,

or a series of scenes evidencing the hostile attitude of

the nation and its rulers toward the King. These are

followed by denunciatory addresses and threats of

judgment against the impenitent cities and the inimical

leaders. The cities are upbraided because they slighted

His mighty works, the rulers are denounced for ascrib

ing to demonic agency His casting out of unclean

spirits. The closing incidents in both numbers combine

to shift the emphasis from the apostate nation to a pre

pared election—the individuals of the Jewish people

who received the Father's revelation and did the

Father's will. The connection of thought with the pre

ceding warnings is clear. He has just recognized His

rejection by the masses; by the authority committed to

Him by the Father He solemnly turns to the disciples.

The outstanding feature of this section—the con

trasted position of the hardened masses and the nucleus

of receptive disciples—is, as will be shown, equally

prominent in the next, with the plan of public parable

and private interpretation, only with this difference:

here the throngs crowd the foreview, the disciples are

in the distance; there their positions are reversed:

the disciples come to the fore and are initiated in the

"secrets of the kingdom of heaven," while the multi

tudes recede to the background with the outward

symbol.

The arrival of the messengers from John the Baptist

is a turning-point in the ministry. An understanding

of the developments that follow depends largely upon

the view we take of John's question and the Master's

reply thereto.

Some hold that John's faith weakened under the
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strain of prison hardships, that he actually doubted

whether Jesus was the promised Messiah, and sent to

Him for a reassuring word. Others assert that John

himself never questioned the Messiahship of Jesus, but

as his disciples had misgivings about it, he asked the

question for their benefit, in hope that an answer from

the Master would dispel their perplexities and settle the

matter.

We believe the above views are wholly gratuitous

and unfounded. That John's question was not pro

posed on behalf of his own disciples is clear from the

personal character of the reply, "Go your way and tell

John the things which ye do hear and see." That John

himself never wavered in his conviction is expressly

stated by Christ Himself: "Blessed is he who hath not

been scandalized in me." A faulty translation of the

sixth verse, which refers the blessedness to the "who

soever" instead of the individual spoken about, lies at

the root of the popular misconception, which robs an

event which gives point and color to all that follows of

its magnitude and importance.

John's question is as follows: "Art thou the coming

One, or anticipate we another?" Not another person,

but a person of a different character, or manifested in

different surroundings. *John had preached the King

dom as "at hand". In harmony with the law and the

♦The usage of the word "heteros" settles this fact. It Is

employed to express difference in appearance, place, kind,

character, etc. Confirmation of this is furnished by every

occurrence of the word and by some of its renderings in

the current versions. "His countenance was altered" (Luk.

9.29); "A 'different' gospel" (Gal. 1:6 R. V.); "'strange'

flesh" (Jude 7.)
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prophets, which include John, *he taught that judg

ment preceded the setting up of the Kingdom. Though

in prison, he has kept in touch with the tide of events

in the outside world. He knows that though the herald

ing of the news of the Kingdom throughout Israel's

land has failed to startle the sons of Israel out of their

death-like lethargy yet the sickle of judgment is not

applied. The axe is laid unto the roots of the trees,

but the King has not lifted it to strike the fatal blow.

The fan is in His hand, but He neither cleanses His

threshing-floor nor winnows the chaff from the wheat.

What can this mean? The delay seems to presage an

impending change in God's methods with Israel. It

suggests a new departure, the inception of a new move

ment. Hence the question. Art thou the coming One,

or anticipate we another? in other words, is the judg

ment of the Chosen Nation (which ushers in the King

dom) to be enacted at this time, or is it to give place

to something else ? Thus the very one who had pointed

Israel to her Messiah is the first to anticipate and point

out a new turn of affairs.

Such is the deep significance of this epoch-making

incident. The Lord's words and acts on that occasion

confirm and accentuate the truth of John's impression.

(1) He enumerates His own works—all of which
point to the miracles recorded in chh. 8 and 9: the re

ceiving of sight by the blind (9.22-31); the walking of

*"All'the prophets and the law prophesied until John"

(Matt. 11:13). "Heos" (until) signifies not only "as far as"

but "into." It is always inclusive (Matt. 1:17; Acts. 13:20;

1 Cor. 4:13). Of place, it includes entrance (Matt, 26:58;

Luk. 2:15; 4:29; Acts. 11:19, 22). That the law and the

prophets Include John is proven from Mai. 3:1 and 4, 5;

Isa. 40:3.
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the lame (9.1-7); the cleansing of lepers (8.1-9); the

raising of the dead (9.18-26); the proclaiming of glad

tidings (9.35; 10.7)—and pronounces John blessed

for not having been scandalized in Him by the delay.

It is generally conceded that in the reply to John our

Lord had in mind Isa. 35.5, where works analogous to

those to which Christ refers are to take place when God

comes with vengeance and the recompense of God to

save His people. The presence of the One of whom

Isaiah spake, and John's acknowledgement of Him, are

thus emphasized (vv. 4-6).

(2) The multitudes are reminded of their estimate

of John. What took them to the wilderness? A reed

shaken with the wind? A time server accommodating

the truth to the failure of the crowd? A man clothed

in soft rainment? A lover of ease bent on indulgence

in luxury and extravagance! No! John's preaching

was not that of a man pleaser working for applause;

his conduct was not that of an effeminate ease lover.

They went to hear John because they recognized him

as a prophet. And they were right, he was a prophet,

and much more than a prophet (vv. 7-9).

(3) The Divine thoughts concerning John are made

known. Our Lord pronounces him the greatest of wo

men-born, solemnly acknowledging John as the " angel"

or "messenger" of Mai. 3.1, and "Elijah" of Mai. 4.5

(vv. 10-15).

The question occurs: Does the Lord mean that Ma-

lachi's prophecy regarding a return of Elijah had its

fulfilment in John the Baptist? This, some aver, is the

meaning of Matt. 11.14 and 17.10-13. These passages,

if closely examined, do not interfere at all with the

prophecy of Malachi. Matt. 11.14 reads thus: "And if
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ye are willing to receive, this is Elijah that is to come."

This refers not to Elijah the Tishbite, but to John the

Baptist. He was the Elijah to those Israelites only who

were ready to receive the Saviour at His first coming.

Matt. 17.10-13 reads as follows: "Why then say the

scribes that Elijah must first come ? And he answered

and said, Elijah indeed cometh, and shall restore all

things; but I say unto you, that Elijah is come already,

and they knew him not, but did unto him whatsoever

they would. Even so shall the Son of Man also- suffer

of them. Then understood the disciples that he spake

unto them of John the Baptist."

Our Lord here confirms the specific and still unful

filled prophecy of Malachi, and also calls John the

Baptist Elijah. Now, it is quite evident that, whatever

John the Baptist was, he was not Elijah in propria

persona. He was not the Elijah who was caught up

to heaven in a whirlwind. Therefore the words of the

prophet Malachi stand, and they will have their ful

fillment, as announced in the 11th chapter of the Book

of Kevelation. It may be asked: Why then does Christ

call John Elijah? The answer is, John the Baptist is

"spiritually" called Elijah because his ministry so com

pletely resembled that of his predecessor: "in the spirit

and power of Elijah" (Luk. 1.17); just as in the Apo

calypse Jersualem in a coming day is "spiritually called

Sodom and Egypt" (Rev. 11.8) owing to the prevalence

therein of defilements for which those ancient coun

tries were renowned.

(4) The multitudes, having received John as a

prophet, had rejoiced in his light but for a season (Jno.

5.35). The Lord reproves their fickleness. The image

is of children's games: they cannot agree among them-
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selves whether to play funeral or wedding, and the

sport is spoiled. They said of John, He hath a demon;

of Christ, Behold a gluttonous man, and a winebibber,

a friend of publicans and sinners (vv. 16-19). The

concluding phrase, "And wisdom is justified by her

works," we take to mean that the course of wisdom

shown in God's subsequent methods with Israel would

justify itself.

The quotation from Isa. 42.1-3 in the twelfth chapter

hints at the nature of that course.

Behold, my servant whom I have chosen;

•My beloved in whom my soul is well pleased:

I will put my spirit upon him,

And he shall declare Judgment to the Gentiles.

He shall not strive, nor cry aloud;

Neither shall anyone hear his voice in the streets.

A bruised reed shall he not break,

And smoking flax shall he not quench,

Till he send forth judgment unto victory.

And in his name shall the Gentiles hope.—Isa. 42-1-3;

Matt# 12.17-21.

The context closely associates the above citation with

our Lord's withdrawal from the synagogue in conse

quence of the plot of the Pharisees and His prohibition

to those who came to Him for healing to make Him

known. Two things are thus emphasized in connection

with the fulfilment of Isaiah's oracle: Messiah's with

drawal from His opponents, and the continued mani

festation of Himself to those who sought Him.

Ver. 18 dwells on the august person of Israel's ruler,

and notes His function of declaring judgment to the

nations. Yer. 19 marks the cessation of His public

ministry to Israel. In ver. 20 we have His gentle for

bearance with the sinful nation :The bruised reed shall
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He not break, and smoking flax shall He not quench.

The "bruised reed" and "smoking flax" represent His

enemies and opponents. For a while He will not deal

with them according to their deserts; He withholds

vengeance; He stays off retribution. Yet His forbear-

ance has a limit. It lasts only until He send forth judg

ment unto victory. Then those who have opposed His

sway will be summarily dealt with. Beyond the judg

ment of Israel lies the day when the nations will trust

in His name.

The paragraph declaring the judgment and doom of

the cities chosen for the testing of the nation is followed

by a prayer to the Father Who is addressed as "Lord of

heaven and earth." The prayer is eucharistic. The

burden of thanksgiving, the hiding of certain things

from the wise and understanding and their revelation

to babes. What are the things hid from some and re

vealed to others? They are not definitely stated, but

are merely referred to as "these things," simply "this"

in the Greek. The demonstrative "this" points back

to verse three and links the prayer with the question

of John the Baptist.

We are assuredly permitted to discern the mutual

relation between the "question", the "woe" and the

"prayer": impenitence has hidden God's impending

mode of procedure from the nation as such; but, though

the nation lag behind, individuals burdened with the

sense of guilt may still come and learn from the Messiah

the secrets treasured in the Father's bosom.

We will now turn our attention to the "Secrets of

the Kingdom of Heaven".
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GEN. VI-IX.

There are some Old Testament Scriptures which come

to us with a sort of double inspiration because of the

use made of them by the Holy Spirit in the New Testa

ment. Such a Scripture is before us in our present

study of the life and times of Noah. It will be remem

bered that in the eschatology of Jesus, in the epistle to

the Hebrews and in the epistle of Peter this history has

been used for the teaching of lessons to those upon

whom the end of the ages have come.

In all ages of the world, in the progress of Divine

revelation, God has always demanded faith on the part

of those to whom the revelation was made, and, in giv

ing a definition of faith, God has always embodied it

in a human life, so that we may see what it is, not as

an abstract principle, but in its fruits and activities.

In the eleventh chapter of Hebrews we have the Holy

Spirit's commentary upon faith as seen in the most

prominent typical lives in the book of Genesis. Noah

is one and in whose life one particular feature of faith

is prominently seen, viz: faith in its witnessing for God

in the most degenerate times of the world's early

history.

In order duly to appreciate Noah's witness we must

approach the study of his life through the previous

lives recorded for us in the book of Genesis and the

epistle to the Hebrews.

We have, first of all, faith exhibited by Adam in

the calling of his wife's name Eve, which means the
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mother of all living. This name would indicate on the

part of Adam, that though sin had brought death, yet

that there had been revealed to him by God, and ap

prehended by faith by Adam, a new way of life, so that

we may say that we have faith in Adam apprehending

that new way.

We have next the outcome of that faith of Adam in

its twofold manifestation in Cain and Abel giving place

to Enoch's godly walk, faithful testimony, and glorious

translation which prepares the way for "by faith Noah

found grace" and witnessed for God in the midst of

evil.

There are three positions in which we may very

profitably consider the subject before us:

1. Noah in the Old World; witnessing for God.

2. Noah in transition from the Old World into the

New.

3. Noah in the New World, as head of a new begin

ning of Divine dealing with the world and man.

(1) NOAH IN THE OLD WORLD WITNESSING FOR GOD.

The characteristics of the Old World can be clearly

gathered from the reading of the Scriptures at the

head of this article, and from the other references to

this time in parts of the New Testament. The descrip

tion of these times are given in Gen. 6, as follows:

"Every imagination of the thoughts of men's hearts

was only evil? and that continually. It repented the

Lord that he had made man and grieved him at his

heart, and he said, I will destroy man whom I have

created from the face of the earth."

Such we see had been the rapid evolution of evil in

man when simply left to himself, and no remedy but
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judgment could avail to clear the scene of wickedness,

so that a new beginning could be made on altogether

new principles of dealing on the part of God with man.

In the midst of this condition of things, we read

that "Noah found grace in the eyes of the Lord" that

he was a "just man", and "perfect in his generation".

In this summary of the elements of this Old Testament

character, we have brought before us the principles

which always enter into and form a true godly char

acter, viz: Grace, Faith, Obedience. Grace in God mak

ing a revelation to man; Faith in man apprehending

the revelation; and a corresponding life of obedience

answering to both the grace and the faith.

In Hebrews 11.7 we read "By faith Noah being

warned of God of things not seen as yet, moved with

fear, prepared an ark to the saving of his house, by

the which he condemned the world, and became heir of

the righteousness which is by faith." We see in this

what faith is and how it looks at things from the Divine

standpoint, having to do only with the word of God

and "the things not seen as yet". It is not influenced

by surrounding appearances, but rests upon God's

testimony concerning coming judgment, the only way

of escape from it, and of what God would have done

in prospect of what is coming.

If we look carefully at Heb. 11.7, we find that there

are seven elements which make up the perfection of

Noah's faith, viz:

1. Its ground—"Noah was warned of God."

2. The sphere of its operation—" Things not seen

as yet."

3. Its effect upon Noah—"he was moved with fear."

4. Its activity—"he prepared an ark."
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5. Its result—"he saved his house.f%

6. Its testimony—"he condemned the world."

7. Its reward—"he became heir of the righteousness

which is by faith."

Several things concerning the witness Noah gave de

mand our attention.

It was for God against the world. This means that

it was positive in character . It was not merely some

particular form of sin which characterized his time,

but it was for God. It is possible to witness against

sin, without witnessing for God, and such witnessing

will not produce fruit for God. Lot witnessed against

the sins of Sodom but effected nothing, he did not get

one soul out of the judgment and only escaped with

his own life through Abraham's prayer for him. No

thanks to Lot. In fact, separation from the conditions

against which we witness is the only thing that will

constitute true witness bearing.

The method of the witenssing. He was a preacher of

righteousness. He heralded forth the message of com

ing judgment. This was the message for that time.

He had no successor excepting the flood, which sealed

home the truth of his testimony.

Noah witnessed by work. He built the ark, and every

nail he drove was a testimony to his own faith in the

coming of judgment. He needed not to say more and

in faithfulness he kept on for 100 years amid the scoffs

and oppositions of all around him. They married and

gave in marriage, were occupied with their schemes

of progress, but knew not until the flood came and

took them all away. Even so shall it be in the days of

the coming of the Son of Man.

He witnessed by character. What he was more than
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what he said. His own faith in God formed his char

acter for God and constituted him a man of God who

stood for God according to all the needs of that time.

Need we emphasize the necessity for such a kind of wit

nessing for the present time? In this intensely living

age will anything impress men but life? The indwell

ing of God in man by the Holy Spirit, and the living

out of God's life in the ordinary sphere of simple every

day routine. Circumstances, whatever they may be,

are for the display of God, the opportunity for Him

to show what He can do through a life in which He has

full control to show Himself out before man. The

time has gone by when men are* going to reach down

from their book-shelves the musty dust covered vol

umes on the evidences of Christianity, they want to

see them in living life, nothing else will impress but

the being able to say, as the Master Himself said, "If

ye believe not me, the works which I do bear witness

of me, that the Father hath sent me."

What were the results of Noah's witness bearing?

It is clear that according to human computation Noah

did not accomplish much, only saving himself and his

family. What is accomplishing much? Let us get a

correct standard of measurement before we conclude.

What is the true measurement with which to test a

life and to estimate its service? The Divine standard

is the accomplishment of the will of God, and just in

the measure in which that is accomplished will the

life at last appear to have been successful.

This fact gives opportunity for any saint of God to

be successful in life and service, because it removes

it from the human comparison of great and small.

To do the will of God where I am and in connection
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with the sphere of life in which I am called to move is

to render successful and acceptable service to God. The

day is coming which shall test every man's service,

and it will then be seen how much of it was of our

selves and what a small part of God. The highest kind

of serving is that which renders service without think

ing of its success or otherwise but delights to serve

for the gratification alone of the one whose is the serv

ice and to whom alone it is rendered. Such was the

spirit of the service of the perfect servant Himself.

What did Christ accomplish as the result of itis three
and a half years' ministry upon earth? In the language

of ancient prophecy we hear Him saying "I have la

bored in vain, I have spent my strength for naught

and in vain, yet surely my judgment is with the Lord,

and my work with my God. Though Israel be not

gathered, yet shall I be glorious in the eyes of the

Lord and my God shall be my strength (Isa. 49:4).

In His lament over Jerusalem, Chorazin and Bethsaida,

we see how little apparently was accomplished by His

painstaking, faithful and gracious ministry, yet He

was never discouraged. His Father was more to Him

than His work, and when the latter yielded Him no

encouragement, He could say at that time, "I thank

Thee 0 Father, Lord of heaven and earth, because thou

hast hid these things from the wise and prudent, and

hast revealed them unto babes, even so, Father, for so

it is good in thy sight."

May we learn in these days of deepening darkness

and apostasy to be witnesses for God, according to

His present revelation, and the need of the times in

which we live, leaving the results of our work in His

hands. He will not fail to give us in a coming day
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enlarged trust and responsibility in recognition of pre

sent faithfulness to Himself and His truth.

"As it was in the days of Noah so shall it be in the

days of the coming of the Son of Man/'
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NEW TESTAMENT TERMS.

At the very outset of our inquiry the reader must

be informed that the words "everlasting", "endless,"

"eternal" represent the Greek words "aperantos",

'' akatalutoe,'''' aidios,'''' aionios.''

The first three words require but a passing notice.

"Aperantos," which some say is the strongest Greek

term expressive of duration, occurs only once in con

nection with "genealogies" (1 Tim. 1:4).

"Akatalutos" is used only in Heb. 7:16, and is trans

lated "endless", though it really means "indissoluble."

This meaning, which appears in the margin of the R.

V., is required by the context to provide the necessary

antipode for "carnal." The point in question is char

acter rather than duration.

"Aidios" appears in two instances. Its meaning is

"perpetual." In Rom. 1:20 we read of God's "ever

lasting power and divinity." It goes without saying

that God's power and divinity are interminable; the

apostle, however, is not so much concerned with the

inherent properties of those unseen things of God as

with their manifestation since the creation of the world,

through created things. While His power and divinity

are endless, their visible expression dates only from

the creation of the material universe.

With regard to Jude 6, the context expressly limits

its duration; for the chains that bind the angels that

kept not their own principality are "aidian" only

"unto the judgment of the great day."
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A glance at any Greek concordance proves that the

noun "Aion", or "age", is not the synonym of eternity.

A study of each case would make a volume; so, leaving

this task to the reader, we must content ourselves with

adducing a few specimens to substantiate our assertion.

In the New Testament we frequently meet with the

phrase "this age" (Matt. 13:22, Bom. 12:2, Gal. 1:4,

Eph. 2:2). In two instances Paul refers to a mystery

once hid from "ages and generations" but now re

vealed to the saints (Eph. 3:9, Col. 1:26). Now, since

this secret is divulged in the course of "this age", but

was concealed from "ages", it follows that the pre

sent age was preceded by other ages. Again, we read

of "the age to come" (Matt. 10:30, Eph. 1.21, Heb. 6:5).

"This age" and "that age" are mentioned side by

side and contrasted by our Savior in Luke 20:34,35, and

elsewhere we read of "ages to come" (Eph. 2:7).

Bordering upon "this present evil age", on either side

of it, there lie other "ages". Here is conclusive proof

that an "aion" is a limited period; and that the total

ity of "all the aions" is itself terminable is proven by

the repeated mention of a "before" and a "beyond"

the ages.

The adjective "aionios," a derivative of "aion," car

ries within itself its own solution; for "aionios" is

simply what belongs or relates to the "aions"—"of the

ages" or "age-long", hence it cannot carry a force or

express a duration greater than that of the "ages" or

"aions" which it speaks of. If therefore these "ages"

are limited periods, some of which are already past,

while others are yet to come, the word "aionios" can

not mean infinity. This fact does not in the least affect

the true eternity of bliss of God's people; for that de-
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pends not upon the meaning of the word "aionios," but

upon such explicit, unmistakable assertions as those de

claring that such as attain to the resurrection from the

dead "cannot die any more" (Luk. 20:36), or "neither

death, nor life, nor angels, nor principalities nor things

present, nor things to come, nor powers, nor height,

nor depth, nor any other creation, shall be able to

separate us from the love of God, which is in Christ

Jesus our Lord" (Rom. 8:38,39).

A scholastic maxim says that truth emerges sooner

from error than from confusion. One is often reminded

of this truth in thinking of certain theological tenets

and the source they spring from. As an example of the

confusion which has been introduced into men's minds

by misapprehension and mistranslation of those terms

we may instance such phrases as "world without end"

(Eph. 3:21) and "end of the world" (Matt. 13:39),

which convey conceptions that are conflicting and mu

tually exclusive. The contradiction is obtrusive. One

text explicitly affirms what the other categorically de

nies. One is made to declare that the world has no

"end", while the other insists on its having an "end",

so that one Scripture is arrayed against another.

Needless to say, flagrant and self-evident contradic

tions like the above which have found an entrance in

our versions do not exist in the originals. Translators

did not seem to appreciate or grap the fact that fidelity

and consistency could only be attained by employing

a separate English word for every Hebrew, Chaldee

or Greek word. The oversight of this foundation prin

ciple of translation is responsible for many prevailing

erroneous ideas. For example, the English "world"

has been made to do the service of two distinct Greek
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words—"aion" and "kosmos"—which convey diverg

ent, though related, ideas. Had these terms been repre

sented by two English equivalents many a theological

dogma would have never seen the light, many a heart

rending controversy would never have raged, and many

so-called "mistakes and discrepancies" would never

have given occasion to the caviller and scorner to point

the finger of ridicule against the Bible.

Though Scripture often speaks of "the end of the

'aion'" (Mat. 13:39, 40, 49, 24:3; 28:20), it never

speaks of "the end of the ikosmos.' " And yet is it not

a fact—a mournful, deplorable fact—that the unbibli-

ca phrase "the end of the world" has brought forth

and nourished systems of eschatology which have

wrought havoc among Christians! Moreover, "world

without end" is the selfsame expression which the

Translators themselves have rendered "for ever and

ever" in every other instance.

These and many other similar forms of expression

in the Bible have been used with a purpose. And one

cannot but regret that the august bodies which have

given us the current translations should have displayed

such looseness and inconsistency in rendering them;

for surely the words selected by the Spirit of Truth

must have a design, even where readers and trans

lators lack the light to apprehend it.

Deferring to a future occasion the more striking oc

currences of "aionios," let us turn our attention to the

phrase.

FOR EVER AND EVER

We will first give a classified list of every occurrence

of "for ever and ever" or "unto the ages" in the New

Testament.
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It appears in the following connections:

(1) "Dominion"—

Heb. 1:8.

1 Pet. 4:11; 5:11.

Eev. 1:6; 5:13; 11:15; 22:5.

(2) "Glory"—

Gal. 1:5.

Eph. 3:21.

Phil. 4:20.

1 Tim. 1:17.

2 Tim. 4:18.

Heb. 13:21.

1 Pet. 4:11.

Rev. 1:6; 5:13; 7:12.

(3) "Life"—

Rev. 4:9, 10; 10:6; 15:7.

(4) "Various adjuncts"—

Rev. 7:12.

(5) "Torments"—

Rev. 14:11; 19:3; 20:10.

The Scriptures where "unto the ages of the ages"

is predicated of dominion, with the solitary exception of

Rev. 22:5, relate to our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.

In discussing the "aulam va-ed" texts it was pointed out

that the quotation of Ps. 45:6 in Heb. 1:8 in conjunc

tion with 1 Cor. 15:24 proves that the Kingdom of the

Son which is "for ever and ever" or "unto the ages

of the ages" terminates when the Son delivers up the

Kingdom to the Father. Another Scripture tells us

when His Kingdom begins. With the sounding of the

seventh trumpet great voices in heaven say:

"The kingdom of the world is become the kingdom

of our Lord and of his Christ and he shall reign for
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ever and ever'' (Rev. 11:15).

The kingdom of the world is now broken into a

thousand independent states. But when the apocalyp

tic visions become history the rule centered in the hands

of earthly rulers will be transferred to God's Christ.

Since Adam fell Jehovah has revealed and asserted

His right to rule, and man has ignored or opposed it.

When God's Son came offering the Kingdom to Israel,

they defiantly shouted, "We will not that this man

reign over us!" (Luke 19:14) "We have no king but

Caesar!" (Jno. 19:15). The King retired to heaven

whence He came. He is invisible at present. But in

his own times God shall show, who is the blessed and

only Potentate, the King of kings, and Lord of lords,

(1 Tim. 6:15). When the rejected Saviour is mani

fested in power and glory, all the nations come and

worship before Him, acknowledging Him as King of

the Ages (Rev. 15:3, 4, R. V.),

Rev. 11:15 and 1 Cor. 15:24 give us the time bound

aries of the Kingdom of the Son. Between the Descent

from heaven and the Abdication intervenes the "for

ever and ever" of Christ's mediatorial reign.

The temporary character of rule has been already

noticed in a preceding paper. Its display and exercise

is limited to the ages. Once the ages reach their de

stined conclusion the sceptre gives place to the Father's

guiding hand. In perfect harmony with the transitory

and finite character of rule is the title "King of the

ages". (Tim. 1:17; Rev. 15:3), which tells us that

"Kingship" is coextensive with the ages.

The other passages will be dealt with in the next

issue.
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(3) THE HEAVENS AND THE EARTHS.

The present heaven and earth are but transients. Six

times are we reminded that they shall pass by (Matt.

5:18, 24:35; Mar. 13:31; Luke 16:17; 21:33; 2 Pet.

3:10) and the seventh time we are told, "I have seen

a new heaven and a new earth, for the former heaven

and the former earth have passed by; and the sea is

no more" (Rev. 21:1). They have flown from the face

of the enthroned and no place has been found for them

(Rev. 20:11). With this agree the words in Peter's

second epistle. After reminding his readers of the

destruction of a previous heaven and earth by water,

he tells them that the present would be destroyed by

fire. God's word had established them from of old and

surrounded them by the element which was used for

their destruction. But now the same word has consti

tuted them a store house of fire towards the day of,

judgment and destruction of godless men. Then the

elements shall be melted by the force of the fire and

the works it contains shall be burned up (2 Pet. 3:10).

There was an earth before the present: there shall

be one after this earth has vanished. So there are three

earths. One, as originally created, lasted till the dis

ruption spoken of in Gen. 1:2. The second is the pre

sent earth. The third will be inaugurated with the

new creation. (Isa. 65:17, Rev. 20:11).

Three -eons and three worlds are staged upon the

present earth. It lasts "until the eon" or as we are
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accustomed to saying "forever'1. (Lev. 49:26; Dent.

33:15; Psa, 78:69; 104:5; Bcc. 1:4).

(4) THE WORLDS.

The underlying thought of "kosmos," the word for

"world/' is adornment or ornamentation. It is almost

always used to translate the Hebrew "adee" ornament

(Ex. 33:4, 56; 2 Sam 1:24; Isa. 49:18; Jer. 2:32; 4:30;

Eze. 7:20; 16:11; 23:40). It is twice used for "beauty"

(Pro. 20:29; Isa. 3.18). It is given a special and digni

fied use when the "army" of heaven is mentionel. Then

it was thought best to translate" the heavenly orders"

("kosmos"). In the inspired Greek scriptures. It is

used but once in the sense of ornament or adornment

(Pet. 3:3).

System or order seem to be the controlling idea in

kosmos as the Spirit of God uses it. The deluge was

sent not merely to drown the ungodly, but to put an

end to the monstrous system of things which threatened

the whole with a far worse fate. Therefore we read

that He "spared not the ancient world" (2 Pet. 2:5).

Peter reminds those who are about to face the judg

ment of "this present evil age" what happened to

crush the world as then constituted. But he reminds

them also of still another world before this (2 Pet.

3:5, 6). The heavens were of old and the earth stand

ing out of and through the water; through which the

world that then was, being overflowed with water,

perished.

This world is often spoken of in a way which can

hardly be true of the next world, or coming eon.

The Lord was not of this world (John 8:23), neither

is His Kingdom of this world (John 18:36) for then
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would his officers fight. When this world began, man

kind was given the authority of life and death, the

sword was placed in human hands. So all the kingdoms

of this world obtain and sustain their authority. It

was not so before the flood and it will not be so when

He comes whose right it is to reign. The title of Satan,

"prince of this world" (John 12:31, 14:30, 16:11)

shows conclusively that the world spoken of cannot

include that future world of which Christ alone is

Prince and when Satan is bound for a thousand years.

The key to the division of the Divine calendar into

its "worlds", lies in the otherwise enigmatic statement

"the eon of the cosmos" (Eph. 2:2). This clearly

shows that eons and worlds are contemporaneous, they

synchronise. We are thus enabled to give a chart of

all the worlds, even when not specifically mentioned.

Let us rejoice then that "the fashion of this world

passeth away" (1 Cor. 7:31). The system which so

often jars and unnerves us is but transient and will

yield to the grand kingdom world and the still grander

world when the new earth springs forth in response

to His word. But even these grand worlds will not

merit the designation "kosmos" (ornament) as that

grand consummation when God will have a world which

will adorn this glory for eternity.

This volume is complete. See index page for explanation concerning page
numbers.
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THE GOSPEL OF MATTHEW.

(3) THE CHANGE CONSEQUENT ON REJECTION.

The Secrets Of The Kingdom.

The new departure foreseen by John the Baptist is

now unfolded in a detailed manner.

All three evangelists treat the matter of this section

in such a way as to suggest that it makes an epoch in

the ministry of Jesus. Hitherto He had preached the

Kingdom openly: now He hides it in parables. The

public parable and the private interpretation becomes

for a time a distinctive mode of teaching. Four times

in the chapter is this fact emphasized.

Ver. 3. "He spake to them many things in parables."

Vv. 10-16. The question of the disciples, "Why

speakest thou unto them in parables ?" and the Lord's

answer.

Vv. 34-35. "All these things spake Jesus in par

ables unto the multitudes; and without a parable spake

He nothing unto them."

Ver. 53. "And it came to pass, when Jesus had fin

ished these parables, he departed thence."

The arrangement of the discourse is clear. The gen

eral parabolic teaching is represented by eight par

ables. There is an interruption after the first, and the

whole plan of public parable and private interpretation

is explained, while the foundation parable of the Sower

is interpreted. Later on there is another interruption,

as if to further illustrate the plan of teaching, for it

will be observed that the parable then interpreted is
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not the one last delivered. At the end there is a formal

conclusion, as if by a completed course of training the

disciples are recognized as fully instructed "scribes".

This structure is crossed by another—a sevenfold

division, of which the leading feature is a parallelism

and correspondence of sections, thus:

One Parable—The Sower (vv. 3-9).

The Disciples' Question and the Lord's Answer.

(vv. 10-23).

Three Public Parables: The Tares—The Mustard

Seed—The Leaven (vv. 24-33).

Reason and Interpretation (vv. 34-43)

Three Private Parables: The Treasure —The

Pearl—The Dragnet (vv. 44-50).

The Lord's Question and the Disciples' Answer.

(v. 51).

One Parable—The Householder (v. 52).

The adoption of parables as a mode of teaching

startled the disciples. They ask, Why speakest thou

unto them in parables? Their question is answered in

five interdependent declarations.

(1) "Unto 'you* is given to know the mysteries

of the Kingdom of Heaven, but to 'them' it is not

given" (ver. 11). The parables were employed with

the evident intention of hiding the fortunes of the

Kingdom from the masses and revealing them to His

own.

(2) "Whosoever hath, to him shall be given, and

he shall have abundance: but whosoever hath not, from

him shall be taken away even that which he hath" (ver.

12). This amplifies the statement in the preceding

verse. The "secrets" are confided to the disciples be-
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cause of something they have, and withheld from the

multitudes because of something they have not. What

was it the disciples had and the multitudes lacked?

What made the difference between them?

The answer to this is in the anteceding incident (12.

46-50). While He was addressing the crowd, one said

unto Him, "Behold, thy mother and thy brethren

stand without, seeking to speak to thee. But he an

swered him- that told him, Who is my mother and who

are my brethren? And stretching forth his hand to

wards his disciples, he said, Behold my mother and my

brethren! For whosoever shall do the will of my

Father which is in heaven, he is my brother, and sister,

and mother." From this we learn that the disciples

were singled out from the crowd and called "my

brethren," because they had done the Father's will.

What that will is may be gathered from the answer to

the question of the Jews, What must we do, that we

might work the works of God? "This is the work of

God, that ye believe on Him whom he hath sent."

(Jno. 6. 29). The disciples had the Messiah, the multi

tudes had Him not. Believing on Him, the disciples

fell in with the will of God, while the multitudes, re

pudiating Him, came into collision therewith.

But, if the multitudes had not the Messiah, what had

they that would be taken away from them? The in

signia of rank which belonged to them as God's especial

people (Rom. 3. 1, 2 and 9. 1-5), These would event

ually be forfeited.

(3) "Therefore speak I to them in parables, be

cause seeing they see not, and hearing they hear not,

neither do they understand. And to them is fulfilled
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the prophecy of Isaiah, which saith, by hearing ye shall

hear, and shall in no wise understand; and seeing ye

shall see, and shall in no wise perceive" (vv. 13-14).

A further reason for speaking in parables is the ful

filment of Isaiah's prophecy in them to whom it was

not given to know the "secrets".

(4) "For this people's heart is waxed gross, and

their ears are dull of hearing, and their eyes they have

closed; lest haply they should perceive with their eyes,

and hear with their ears, and understand with their

heart, and should turn again, and I should heal them'9

(ver. 15). The reason for concealing the secrets lies

in the attitude of the multitudes. They closed their

eyes to the light, and stopped their ears to the truth.

Messiah went about their cities doing good: they paid

no respect to Him; He called them to repentance: they

would not hearken. They did not believe His message,

and the movements of the Divine arm would remain

hidden from their sight. Reception of the message ex

panded the receptive capacity of the disciples and pre

pared them for added light, while rejection of it pro

duced in the multitudes the opposite effect.

(5) "Blessed are your eyes, for they see; and your

ears, for they hear. For verily I say unto you, that

many prophets and righteous men desired to see the

things ye see, and saw them not; and to hear the things

which ye hear, and heard them not" (vv. 17-18). Hav

ing indicated the capacity of the disciples and the in

capacity of the multitudes for further revelation, our

Lord draws a sharp contrast between them:

"Their" eyes are closed: "your" eyes they see,;

"Their" ears are dull: "your" ears, they hear.
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The preaching of the word of the Kingdom, with the

inevitable reception by some rejection by others, has

divided the nation against itself. Ever after in Scrip

ture it offers the spectacle of two antagonistic factions.

Before taking up the parables separately, it may be

well to emphasize a point of great importance in their

exegesis.

"When they that were about Him with the twelve

asked Him of the parables, He said: "Know ye not this

parable? And how shall ye know all the parables?"

(Mark 4.13). The suggestion is that the basic parable

embodies the germinal ideas developed in the others.

As a fact, the relevant feature of the initial parable—-

an apostate mass and a loyal remnant—is characteristic

of the entire series. The group of Public parables

traces the fortunes of the recreant multitudes, which,

though unaware of it, are the chief actors in those stir

ring scenes. The group of Private parables treats of

those who had attended to Hiss call. Of course, neither

group contemplates one class at the exclusion of the

other.

THE SOWER

A notable flaw in the common exegesis of this parable

is the failure to treat it as dealing with a ministry which

was past at the time the parable was spoken. Since His

own received Him not, our Lord has not gone about as a

herald of good news, but has take.n the place of honor on

high. He had gone about as a sower. For three years He

had preached the Kingdom in the cities of Israel. And

now He exhibits, in terms of figure, the results of that

preaching.
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The seed sown fell on four different kinds of ground,

with results corresponding to the nature of the soil. In

three instances the seed drops on uncongenial sod and

disappoints the expectations excited by early symptoms

of vitality. In one instance only it falls on good ground

and yields fruit. The interpretation of these is intro

duced by the formula, "And he that was sown among

• • • is "he" that heareth the word, and # • •"

Obviously, then, these pictorial representations are in

tended to illustrate various types or classes of in

dividuals and the results of their contact with the

truth then dealt out. Some there were, like the scribes

and rulers, who had opposed the light and passed under

the control of Satan. Others at first welcomed the glad

tidings, but drew back for fear of persecution. Yet

others, earstwhile friendly to the movement, realizing

that adherence involved loss of material interests, re

turned to their accustomed ways. Lastly, there were

those, who, like the disciples, forsook all for the sake

of the Kingdom and who were capable of bearing fruit

unto God. The causes which led to rejection are three:

(1) The opposition of Satan, (2) the weakness of the

flesh, (3) the care of the age.

The parable of the Sower opens to our view the

vision of vast multitudes which have spurned the offer

of the Kingdom with a company of those who received

it in their midst. It portrays the status of the Jewish

nation consequent on their refusal of the personal min

istry of the King.

And now the question arises, What awaits those who

have rejected the Kingdom?

The triad of public parables answers this important
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question. We have heard of the opposition of Satan:

the parable of the Tares enlarges thereon. Mention has

been made of the weakness of the flesh: the parable of

the Mustard Seed traces its operation. We have seen

the deceitfulness of riches: the parable of the Leaven

takes up their fearful workings.

It remains to point out the connection between the

public parables and some later revelations.

The parable of the Tares shows that blindness in part

has befallen Israel: the Roman letter defines its dura

tion and traces its connection with God's counsels con

cerning the nations (Bom. 11.26).

The parable of the Mustard Seed tells us that the

recreant nation will become the abode of unclean spirits:

Second Thessalonians unveils the culmination of law

lessness in an individual—the Man of Sin (2 Thess. 2.7).

The parable of the Leaven finds its completion in the

Secret of the Woman and the Beast that carries her

(Rev. 17.5). The Mystery of Babylon shows what pro

minence the apostate nation will yet acquire by reason

of its wealth.

Our way is now clear for a more extended notice of

these parables.



THE RECONCILIATION OF ALL THINGS.

REASON AND REVELATION.

The less cannot, because of its limitations, enclose the

greater. The part cannot comprehend the whole. When

man would have knowledge of matters in which divine

wisdom is concerned, owing to his being finite and it

being an attribute of the infinite God, he must depend

entirely upon a revelation suited to his finite, limited

conceptions being granted to him. Such a revelation

has been given, containing all that is necessary for

man to know concerning the purposes and plans of di

vine wisdom.

Man can only think in terms, and reason from rela

tions which find their source and being within the nar

row circle of his own experiences. Reason, then, mov

ing as it does within a merely local sphere, must, in

many ways, be inadequate to grasp that Wisdom which

has for its domain the infinite circle of Deity itself.

We are therefore cast upon Revelation to pilot us aright

through the troubled waters of controversy concern

ing the future of the Universe, and guide us clear of

the rocks upon which so many merely human theories

have been wrecked.

THE HISTORIC RECORD.

When we turn to the pages of history, we learn that

three theories have at one time or another swayed and
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dominated the minds of earnest thinkers in all ages.

These theories are:

(A) Annihilation,

(B) Restoration,

(0) Unending Agony.

(A) ANNIHILATION. Basing their method of in

terpretation upon the acceptance of Scriptural terms in

their primary, obvious meaning, and the rejection of the

figurative sense except when demanded by the con

text, advocates of this view laid a sound, stable plat

form on which to build their doctrinal system. It must

be, and is a fact that when God used the language of

man as the medium by which He would convey His

mind to man, He of necessity used the very words

which would most exactly represent His meaning to

His children. The strength of this school of 'bought

lies in the fact that it takes Scripture at its face value,

not reading it in the light, or darkness, of Philosophy,

but reading each of its separate parts in the light of

its teachings as a whole. Such a method of dealing

with the Word of God, so thoroughly honest in its

procedure, could not but be productive of a rich

harvest of results. Space forbids a more detailed ex

amination of such thoughts and principles as carried

into practical effect in Biblical study. Suffice it to say

that such errors as have been evident amongst the

teachings of this school, have arisen in proportion as

the rules of interpetation mentioned have been depart

ed from.

The doctrine of Annihilation is true as far as it goes,

but the trouble is that it does not go far enough. It

emphasizes fully the claims of God's Law, and the
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literal fulfilment of its threatenings, but leaves little

or no room for the exercise of His Love, or the fruition

of His original purpose in the creation of man.

(B) RESTORATION. Here we have error in an

opposite extreme; for in this theory the pendulum of

theological thought is found to swing in a contrary di

rection to the views of simple Annihilationism. In the

views first noted an over-emphasis is laid upon the

attributes of Divine Holiness and Law, in those

now under consideration there is an under-emphasis

upon them, coupled with an undue, or unbalanced

prominence being given to the attributes of God's

Affection and Grace.

Universalism creates its difficulties, and furnishes

ready weapons for an assault upon its idealisms, by its

method of making human sentiment the dictator as to

how Divine Wisdom shall act. It makes Reason and

not Revelation the arbiter of truth. Hence we need

not wonder at finding many elements of human weak

ness mingled with what are undoubted elements of

strength in its doctrine. For, not perceiving that In

finite Wisdom has found the means whereby to give full

scope to the activities of both Inflexible Justice, and

Unutterable Love, and not seeing that the Cross is the

meeting place between Righteousness and Peace, advo

cates of the view of universal salvation have exalted

the Love and Grace, in such a way as to ignore the

equal rights of Law and Righteousness.

Truth is symmetrical. Its parts are in equal pro

portion to each other, none of them having undue prom

inence over the others. And as in the radiant glory of

the summer sunset the various colors harmonise and
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unite one with another, and each with all, so in Truth,

the component parts each in its place, and all in their

proportions, unite to fill out the perfect circle which

they in their unity form. Eestorationism, or Univers-

alism lacks this harmony and equipoise in its doctrines

through not being formed in the light of the revelation

that "GOD'S WAYS ARE EQUAL". His Love does

not defraud His Law, nor do the operations of His

Righteousness disappoint or render abortive the activ

ities of His Mercy and Grace.

(3) UNENDING AGONY. If Universalism erred

in not perceiving that the attributes of Deity must

have equal part in the moral government of the

Universe, the advocates of this theory equally erred

in adding to the vindicative elements of Divine

Justice the vindictive elements of human passion.

The Heathen deities were remarkably restricted to

the characters of cruelty and vindictiveness which

Paganism conceived as belonging to their gods.

It has been noted by missionaries in every corner

of the earth, that love as a divine attribute was

and is foreign to heathen conceptions. Cruelty is

the means whereby the gods of the Heathen are sup

posed to induce fear in the hearts of their worshippers.

Diametrically opposed to this is the Hebrew message

concerning Jehovah,

"There is forgiveness with Thee,

That Thou mightest be feared."

It is not that the theory now before us is entirely

false. Rightly indeed does it emphasize the heinious-

ness of sin. Full justly does it linger upon the awful
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deserts of rebellion against God. But where it fails is

in not perceiving that sin's entrance into the Creation

was not an unforeseen event, but fully known, and

amply provided against. "The Lamb slain from the

disruption of the world."

The current so-called Orthodox Theology involves in

its system the belief in the immortality or deathless-

ness of sin. That though there was a time in the history

of the Universe when sin in any shape or form did not

exist, that though at that time no cry of pain, or con

sciousness of guilt darkened the all-extensive bliss and

holiness of Creation, yet since sin and death has once

effected an entrance into such a scene, it came in never

to go out again, indestructible, unconquerable, inerad

icable, endless. Consequently it follows as a matter

of course, that if such be the case, a state of perfection,

happiness, and sinlessness, once existed in the Universe

never again to be regained. And as that original state

was Perfection, and as anything short of that must be

Imperfection, then God's Universe despite Infinite Wis

dom, Infinite Grace, and Infinite Power, must hence

forth remain eternally IMPERFECT. But here again

we find human theory opposed by divine revelation.

For every enemy of God from first to last will be

blotted out of God's fair Creation, as it is written:

"The last enemy that shall be DESTROYED is death."

PARTIAL TRUTH

As an illustration of how each of the three theories

considered have a part, but not the whole of the truth

we would recall to our readers' memories the story of

the blind men who were called upon to pass their hands
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over the body of an elephant, and then describe what

they thought an elephant was like. One felt the ani

mal's side and claimed that an elephant was like the

wall of a house. Another felt the animal's leg and

stated that an elephant was like a tree. Still another

felt his tail and gave forth his conclusion that the mon

ster was like a rope. And yet none of them, though

indeed each was partly right, could be said to have the

truth. So with the opinions we have been considering.

Their mistakes consist in their having been based upon

but a partial investigation of the Scriptures, a partial

acceptation of divine Attributes limited by preconcep

tions arising from the swamps of natural reason, and

in some things diluted by doctrines imported from

Heathen Philosophers and Poets.

SCRIPTURAL DUALISM

When the Bible doctrine of God's dealings with sin

and sinners is studied, it is found that it runs along

two seemingly opposite lines of procedure. On the

one hand there is the destruction of every "sinner"

and on the other the ultimate reconciliation of every

"creature."

The destruction of every sinner is demanded by in

flexible Justice which demands in the name of God's

Holiness that:

"The soul that sinneth, it shall die."

Man's Theology may affirm that the soul, even though

it be a sinning one, cannot die, Platonic reasoning may

declare that it is impossible to die, but Bevelation de

clares it shall die.
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The reconciliation of every creature is promised by

redeeming Love, and is taught by Paul who declares

that as ALL THINGS were created by Messiah, so shall

these same ALL THINGS be reconciled by Him. The

rule of interpretation which we would follow, of taking

God's Word at its face value, insists upon our making

the "all things" in the first instance, equal to and in

clusive of the "all things" in the other—the circle of

Reconciliation equally as large as the circle of Creation.

EXPERIMENTAL DUALISM.

The best possible illustration of this method of deal

ing with the sin question, as revealed in Scriptures, is

to be found in our individual experiences. In these we

find an ample exposition of the way in which God's

Justice is honored and satisfied, and the purposes of

God's Love fulfilled, in the destruction and judgment

of the sinner, and the salvation of the creature. For

we, believers, occupy a double relationship: we are re

lated by nature to Adam, and to Adam's sin, heirs of

his guilty nature and certain doom: and we arp related

by grace to Christ, and to Christ's righteousness, heirs

of his spotlessness and future glory. As related to

Adam, we have died with Christ, judgment has been

meted out, and the penalty being borne, Law has no

more claim upon us. The old Adam nature is wiped out,

annihilated, destroyed for ever. The new nature is

created, the new man formed. Thus does the creature

become reconciled, and the sinner be blotted out of

being.

HUMAN THEORY VS. DIVINE FACT.

Before leaving these few remarks upon the two lines
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of Bible teaching which we have pointed out, and of

which we find an illustration in our own experiences,

we must in passing point out how the divine method

is opposed to the traditional views, based as they are

upon the dogma of the natural, inherent immortality

of the sinner.

In current opinion the spirit of man is the "real"

man, the body merely being to the spirit what clothes

are to the body. This is said to be immortal and

beyond the reach of death—an eternal entity. It fol

lows of necessity that this entity must exist somewhere.

In regeneration a "new" spirit—the new man—is

formed within the believer, between which and the old

fallen spirit is eternal antagonism. Now if the laws

of interpretation are to guide us, and not merely the

exigencies of an insufficient theory, then as the fallen

spirit is an entity, and immortal in its nature, the new

spirit must be an entity also and equally immortal. It

is only the folly of traditionalism which reduces it to

the dishonest method of calling the first spirit the MAN.

but the second spirit a NATURE! But if we under

stand the old spirit, and the newly created one in the

same sense (that is as being both of them entities) and

predicate immortality of the latter as it has already

been attributed to the former, then notice the "reductio

ad absurdum" to which we have attained. The sinful,

fallen spirit, because of its immortality, must share in

the unending doom of all other sinful spirits, and the

sinless spirit, being equally immortal must rise to the

unending glory shared in by all other sinless entities 1

And hence it is possible for man, or rather one of his

spirits, to be eternally saved, at the same time that he,
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or rather his other spirit, is eternally damned! May

God deliver us from such ORTHODOXY! Gladly in

deed do we surrender such dogmas, in order to justify

which makes it necessary to resort to the process of

"juggling with the Sacred Scriptures of Truth."

THE AGES.

When we come to examine Biblical terminology, we

have to preface our remarks with a reminder that the

Scriptures were not written originally in English, but

in Hebrew and Greek. To bear this in mind will save

us from placing too much emphasis upon what we find

in our English Bibles. It is not that our Authorized

Version is not excellent in its way, but nevertheless it

is necessary that we should not forget the fact that as

a translation it was made by men, and uninspired men

at that, and so was open to those errors which always

attach themselves to the best efforts of mankind.

To enter into a detailed examination of the terms

"everlasting", "eternal", and "age", would be ex-

tremely interesting and profitable, but would occupy

too much space. We trust however to see the subject

more deeply explored and more fully explained at some

future date. The results of our studies may be briefly

stated as follows. The strict thought of Eternity, or

Endlessness, does not enter into the Word of God. In

stead of that prominence is given to a series of periods

spoken of as "Age-times". Before these age-times

were introduced God was all in all in His Universe.

After these age-times close God will again be all in all.

Now, it is owing to words referring to these age-times

having been translated by the altogether insufficient
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English terms "everlasting" and "eternal" which

has caused the confusion in the study of these subjects.

The term which above all others is supposed to mean

Eternity—"forever and ever"—has no reference be

yond the limits of these Ages, and a literal translation

in this case would have served as a guide to the real

truth of the matter.

If the foregoing remarks have been grasped by the

reader, it will not be a surprise to learn that there is

no such thing as "Eternal Punishment" taught in the

Word. Instead of that we do learn of a "Punishment

of the Ages", and at the same time of the "Atonement

of the Ages", the "Redemption of the Ages", and the

"Gospel of the Ages."

The Age-times, remedial in their character, may best

be likened to a flight of steps rising from the depths

of the abyss into which sin cast the primeval creation,

up into the light and glory of the Divine Presence.

They are said to have been "arranged" or "made" by

the Son of God' (Hebrews 1:2). The purpose of their

being so arranged or ordered is that at their close, at

their completion and consummation, ALL THINGS will

be reheaded up in Messiah (Ephesians 1:10,11).

That the Ages will have a conclusion is also evident

from the fact that while Messiah's Kingdom is said to

be for the Ages, nevertheless there comes a time when

that Kingdom is delivered up to the Father. And all

this is quite consistent with such Scriptures as Revela

tion 19:3 where the smoke of Babylon is spoken of as

rising up "for ever and ever"—a passage the ordinary

interpretation of which leaves no room for the New

Creation ever coming into realisation.
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THE KINGDOM.

We must now briefly remind our readers of the

assumption (for it is nothing more) made by the ma

jority of Bible Teachers concerning the duration of

Messiah's reign. The point assumed is that the Thou

sand Years exhausts the time allotted for His dominion.

To bear in mind that "for ever and ever", or as we

have seen "for the ages", is predicated of His reign

and also of the duration of the Lake of Fire, will show

the absurdity of claiming that one terminates about the

time when the other is only commencing. This cannot

be called Interpretation, rather must we define it as

being the unconscious misuse of sacred definitions.

Self-evident does it appear to us, that when the same

term is applied to two different subjects, it must be

allowed to have the same force in relation to each or

either of them. Hence the Kingdom of Messiah being

for the Ages, the time of its duration must include the

period during which the Lake of Fire is in existence.

There is a conclusion to Messiah's reign, there is also

a conclusion to the operations of the Second Death.

THE RESURRECTIONS.

Here we touch upon a most interesting subject. The

first remark which those who are antagonistic to the

doctrine of universal reconciliation generally make is

always to the effect that Scripture is silent as to any

resurrection from the Second Death. But on this very

point we shall find that Revelation is not uncertain.

Let us quote without further delay the great statement

of the Apostle Paul upon this subject:
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"For as in Adam all die,

Even so in Christ shall all be made alive.

But every man in his own order (or rank):

Christ the first fruits;

Afterwards they that are Christ's at His coming.

Then the end (or consummation of the ranks)

When He shall have delivered up the Kingdom to God,

even the Father,—1 Corinthians, 15. 22-24.

That the resurrection before the Throne of Eev. 20:11

is not even mentioned in these verses may be gathered

from the fact that the resurrections here are "in

Christ"; and that the resurrection in Rev. 20 is not

"in Christ" is shown plainly by the Scripture state

ment that "If any man be in Christ, he is a new crea

tion"—a truth which cannot be applied to the class

under consideration. Our portion, however, contains its

own index to the time when this end-rank rises from the

dead. Verse 24 defines it as taking place at the time

when the Kingdom is delivered to the Father, which

we have already seen is to be at the close of the Age-

times, when the only place from which it will be pos

sible for a resurrection to take place will be the Lake of

Fire.

How beautifully consistent with its teaching on this

subject is the further inspired statement of verse 26:—

"The last enemy that shall be destroyed is death.."

And in line with this, reference may also be made

to verse 54:—

"So when this corruptible shall have put on incorrup-

tion and this mortal shall have put on immortality,

THEN shall be brought to pass the saying that is writ

ten, DEATH IS SWALLOWED UP IN VICTORY."
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THE PROBLEM OF SIN.

With an intelligent grasp of the Biblical doctrine of

the Ages, and particularly of the fact that they are

remedial in their character, the Student is prepared to

enter into an examination of the great mystery of Evil.

At some time or another we feel sure that the ques

tion as to whether the entrance of sin into the Universe

could have been avoided or not has occurred to every

thoughtful Bible Student. One thing is certain that

with all the varieties of doctrines existing among us,

none find room for the thought of sin ever again enter

ing afresh into the Creation of God. But the fact that

it can be avoided in the future and the theory that it

could not be averted in the past can hardly be called

harmonious. We think that sin could have been avoid

ed, but for some ultimately beneficient purpose it was

allowed to enter by God. Let us suggest to our readers

some of the lessons taught by the admission of evil:

As to God. It has served as the dark background to

display the bright excellencies of the Di

vine Glories. Before the Fall God was

known by His creatures as a God of Holi

ness, of Justice, and of Providing Love.

Through the Fall these attributes shone

with increased radiance, and the wonder

ful revelation of the Creator as the God

of Forgiveness and Atoning Love, hitherto

unknown—and impossible of being known

—burst forth upon the consciousness of

all His peopled Universe.
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As to Man, It has once and for all shown the absolute

dependency of the creature upon the Cre

ator, the impossibility of any being allowed

to choose for themselves, as shown in

man's failure as having a free will and

yet exercising it not for but against God,

his salvation resting not upon his free will,

but upon the action of Divine Sovereignty,

THE PROBLEM OF ELECTION.

And here too light is cast upon a question that has

weakened the ranks of Christianity, and proved a pro

lific source of heart-rending controversy. For instead

of the election of Israel meaning the reprobation of the

Nations^ we see that Israel is chosen in order to be the

means used in reaching out to them and including them

within the circle of the divine favor. But herein was

Israel's shame, for instead of gladly falling in line

with the purpose of Jehovah, Jonah-like, they would

rather moan and murmur than carry a message of

forgiveness and peace to a strange people. There are

Jonahs in the Church.

THE COMPARISON.

In closing our paper we would compare the future as

it is seen by those holding the accepted views, and the

future as seen by those who believe that the "all things"

created by Messiah are to be the "all things" recon

ciled by Him. The former tell of the deathlessness of

sin, the indestructibility of error, and the permanence

of evil. They think of the Universe as eternally find

ing room for myriads of souls rolling and writhing in

the burning agonies of ceaseless flame, eternally sinful,
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vile, and morally hideous. They picture the universal

perfection yet to be attained as leaving room for a vast

cesspool of immoral and degraded beings, continually

existing in opposition to God. The other class look

forward to a time when God shall be all in ALL, when

Heaven and Earth shall forever be purged from every

stain of sin's pollution. They anticipate that glad

occasion when every heart shall beat in unison with the

Heart of God; when every mind and will shall coalesce

and harmonise with the Divine Wisdom, and Purpose;

and every knee shall bow and every tongue confess

that Jesus Christ is Lord. They long for that climax

of the Ages when the last enemy Death shall be con

quered and destroyed, when the victims of its rule

shall come forth.

THE RESPONSIBILITY.

If the popular view of the future state is false, then

we should not hesitate to take our stand against it in

witnessing to the Truth. By every possible means

should we endeavour to counteract the caricatures of

the Character and Wisdom of God which go by the

name of Orthodox Belief. By voice and pen, by tract

and testimony should we show forth the dual truth

that God is One.

"Who will by not means clear the guilty" (The

sinner), and yet is One.

"Who justifieth the ungodly" (The creature).



THE DIVINE CALENDAR.

(5) THE "AEONS" OR "AGES."

God's glory demands expression. The Son of God,
who is the effulgence of that glory, is the executive
of this Divine purpose (Heb. 1:2). He is the Divine
expression (John 1:1). Through Him, also, with this
end in view, God made the eons.
Time was when there were no "ages" or eons to

mark the dial of eternity. God's purpose and favor
was promised us before the eons first began their
course. They were given us before the times of the
eons (2 Tim. 1:9; Tit. 1:2).

Corresponding to this pre-eonian time, is "the eon
of the eons," or that eon which springs from and is
the fruit of the present system of eons.

It is, in a measure, difficult to grasp our intimate
spiritual relation to these, the earliest and latest of all
the times. So, in a future issue we will present a dia
gram which presents the various spheres of blessing,
together with their relation to the past and future. It
will be seen that all that God has proposed has already
had a fulfillment, "in spirit", in spite of the rejection
of His Christ.

All blessing centers about the Messiah and His two
advents. It is remarkable to note how God, when they
tried to balk His purposes of blessing, goes right on
and brings to pass a spiritual fulfillment which far
transcends even His highest thoughts in the sphere of
earth.

Let us note once more, the "method" He employs.
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When He was on earth, He had His laborers reward
ed ''beginning from the last unto the first*' (Matt.
20:8). When Messiah is rejected and cmcified, He di
rects that the proclamation of pardon should first be
made to His murderers. When this proclamation fails,
He retreats to an earlier covenant than David's, that
of Abraham, and He preaches justification to the na
tions on the ground of faith. When the nation, who
claimed Abraham as their father, utterly fails. He re
tires to a yet earlier but hidden favor and finds a means
to reconcile Adam's rebellious race. And then, to
crown all, He retires still further into His hidden pur
poses, before sin invaded the universe, and brings
forth the present transcendent grace, the secret
economy.

His second advent will be the signal for the realiza
tion upon earth of all these heavenly, spiritual bless
ings. And we see that His method is the same with
earth's blessing as it has been with us. First He takes
up His last covenant and confirms the throne to David's
greater Son. Then the nations are blessed according
to the promise made to Abraham. Then, upon the new
earth, the estrangement caused by Adams's offense is
laid aside, and God dwells with all mankind. Then
comes the consummation; when sin is no more, as it
was in the beginning, and glory crowns a perfected
universe.

Another point is too wonderful to pass. In Deut.
29:29 we read: "The secret things belong unto Jehovah
our Elohim; but those things which are revealed be
long unto us and to our sons "till the hidden" (eon)
("forever"), that we may do all the words of this
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law." The word which we have translated "till the

hidden" is translated in the LXX "unto the eon". It

comes from a verb meaning "to hide" (2 Chron. 9:2;

2Ki. 4:27).

So the law and the accompanying revelation lasts

till the hidden eon, i. e., till the new creation, and the

new heavens and new earth, when God is reconciled to

all mankind. This is the boundary of that ancient

revelation, the horizon beyond which all was "hidden"

and belonged to God.

But it is even more true of the secrets which are re

vealed when the nation apostatizes. These, too, were

hidden; these, too, belonged to God.

Thus time may be viewed from two great stand

points, the heavenly one, above the sun, where the

shadowless dial knows no days, nor weeks, nor sea

sons, nor years, nor even eons; and the earthly, be

neath the sun, in which the march of time is measured

by minutes and months and millenniums and the mighty

span of the eons. Heaven's history may have had

many a stirring page before the earthly eons had their

birth. As we consider these eons,let us always re

member, then, that they are too constricted to contain

those mysteries or secrets, that Divine wisdom which

was concealed, which God pre-determined "before"

they began unto our glory (1 Cor. 2:7).

The mystery of the Gospel was kept close during

eonian times. The present administration, the secret

economy, was concealed, till now, from the eons, in

the Creator of the Universe (Bph. 3:9; Col. 1:26).

Let us be clear, then, that our heavenly portion takes
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precedence of, and is above all that the earthly eons

have in store.

THE EONIAN TIMES.

The entire span of time is divided into three grand

divisions.

Before the Beginning we have the Pre-eonian Time.

After the Consummation, we have the Bon of the Eons.

Between these lie the Eonian Times. This may be

shown graphically thus:

g m.
THE TIMES OFTHE EONS g THE EON

OFTHEEOtyS

The grand infinitudes of time before the beginning

and after the consummation have much in common.

Chiefly that in each God is All in All. Sin is entirely

absent. This cannot be said of any of the eons. Satan

was a murderer from the very beginning (John 8:44).

And the Son does not subdue all things until the con

summation.

These are times of which we know little, but, unlike

the eonian times, they are not limited so far as we do

know.

The times of the eons are the scene of sin. They
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record its entrance and foretell its exit. They had a

definite beginning and will have a definite consumma

tion. Theology has made one of its hugest blunders

in stretching the terms descriptive of these times into

such expressions as''forever" and "forever and ever'1.

As will be seen from the chart, these phrases have

definite boundaries and a distinct end. The scriptures

use them of the past where all must acknowledge that

they cannot denote "eternal".. In order to hide this

from us the word usually translated "eternal" and

"everlasting" is changed to "world"! (Eom. 16:25;

2 Ti. 1:9; Tit. 1:2.) It simply means eonian or the

times occupied by the eons.

THE SYMMETRY OF THB EONS.

All of God's handiwork is harmonious and symmetri

cal. Nature and Eevelation are both exquisitely poised.

If we have before us even a crude representation of

the grand outlines of universal history, it "must" re

veal its innate beauty and comeliness.

The cross is the crisis of the eons. (Heb. 9:26.) It

has the place of honor at the very heart and center of

the eons.

On either hand we have the present evil eon bounded

by the "days of Noah" in the past and the "days of

the Son of Man" in the future. We know that these

are but type and antitype. Between these two, the

severest judgments the present earth shall know, lies

this eon in which we live. Beyond these on either side

we have the Disruption and the Great "White Throne

Judgment. These are also the boundaries of the pres

ent earth. In one case water destroyed this planet.

In the other it will be consumed by fire.
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An eon further, on either side, we have the Beginning

and the Consummation, the Beginning inaugurates what

the Consummation concludes. These are the limits God

has prescribed. Beyond, we cannot pass.

Thus we find that the eons are symmetrically group

ed and pivoted upon the cross. To it all things con

verge; from it all things flow.

A glance at the diagram of the eons will show the

grand yet simple plan of the whole.

The first and seventh division correspond. In the

first, God is in solitary supremacy and in the seventh

He has regained that place in spite of the opposition

of His creatures.

The second was delegated to the sons of God, some

of whom compassed its ruin. The sixth is under the

sway of the Son of God Who restores all to more than

pristine glory.

The third was committed to the first Adam, while

his sad failure is retrieved in the fifth by the Last

Adam.

The present, the central age, is under human gov

ernment. The death penalty, delegated to man in

order to execute justice, leads to the most unjust act

of all the eons—the murder of the Son of God. His

cross stands in solitary and solemn sublimity, in the

very heart and center of all. It is the conclusion or

crisis of all former eons. (Heb. 9:26.)

THE PRESENT "AGE" OR EON.

With a laudable desire to " rightly divide the word

of truth" it has become customary to assign the pres

ent economy to a distinct "age" from that in which

our Lord lived while on earth. The distinctions which
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are made are most important and commendable but if

we use the term "age" to describe them we are guilty

of a radical departure from the form of sound words.

(II Tim. 1:13.) Our Lord lived in the very same "age"

as ourselves.

We shall use the word "eon" as the representative of

the Greek "aioon", for the sake of clearness and con

sistency. We have been using the word "age", but

even this term has of late become associated with un-

scriptural thoughts which can be more easily avoided

than corrected. This will help to clear up the confusion

which so many varying lists of the "dispensations" or

"ages" may have caused.

The present economy is not a distinct "eon" from

that in which our Lord spoke. Neither does it end

until that "coining eon" ("world to come" A. V.) of

which He told them (Mk. 10:30; Luke 18:30) is in

augurated. He could not have meant that the present

secret economy is the "coming eon" for that eon will

be quite different from the present (Lu. 20:35). In-

deed, it is preceded by a resurrection.

He could speak of the end of this "eon" and include

much that can only take place after the present econ

omy has run its course. The harvest at the end of this

"eon" is connected with the Son of Man and the King

dom (Matt. 13:39, 40, 49). When the disciples ask

Him, "What shall be the sign of # * the end of

the eon." (Matt. 24:3.) He does not initiate them into

the present secret economy: He does not even stop to

mention the destruction of Jerusalem, but warns them

that the end will not come "until this gospel of the
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Kingdom" has been proclaimed as a witness unto all

nations.

The sign of the end of the eon is the Son of Man

Himself coming in the clouds of heaven with power and

great glory (Matt. 24:39).

Such, then, is the future boundary of this eon. But

when did it begin? We have seen that our Lord's

ministry is comprised within its bounds, but how long

it had existed before this, we are not directly told.

A remarkable expression in Bph. 2:2, gives us the

key to the solution of this question. It reads literally,

"the eon of this cosmos." The thought is, the eon be

longing to or associated with this cosmos or system of

things. When was the present order of things inaugu

rated? In II Pet. 2:5 we read of the antedeluvian as

"the old world" and again of the time before the dis

ruption as "the world that then was" (Ch. 3:6). This

plainly indicates that there were worlds before the

present. It also tells us that the present "world" dates

back only to the deluge.

It may be well to remind ourselves that while the

word "world" has a wide application, it refers primar

ily to the organic systematic constitution of creation or

society. It never refers merely to the material sub

stance of which the universe is composed.

Order is pleasant to behold, so we are not surprised

to find that the Greek word kosmos reverts at times to

its original meaning "ornament" (I Pet. 3:3). Indeed,

its verb always means "to adorn". A radical change

in the disposition of authority, such for instance, as the

committal of government to human hands after the

flood; and such as will occur when the Son of Man takes
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the reigns of government in the Day of the Lord—these

changes work such a revolution in the constitution of

human society that each is a distinct system—or world

—by itself.

There was a world then, from the disruption to the

deluge; another from the deluge to "the coming eon",

another from thence till the new earth, in which right

eousness will dwell.

The present world began at the deluge and ends

with His manifestation. This "eon" also ends at that

time, and, as it is the eon "of" this world, it, too, be

gan at the deluge. "The 'worlds' and the 'eons'

synchronize." They are but different aspects of the

same thing. A "world" recognizes the "constitution"

of affairs while an "eon" is concerned with the effects

of such a system and its "duration".

THE READJUSTMENT OF THE EONS.

The system or plan of the eons had been adjusted

with a view to Israel's acceptance of Messiah. This

will be readily seen on the chart showing the Spheres

of Blessing. When folded, it shows complete circles

of ever widening blessing. But when Israel refused to

accept Him, a readjustment was necessary. This is

what the apostle explains to believing Hebrews (who

were most vitally, interested in the turn affairs would

take now that the nation as a whole did "not" believe).

The eons were readjusted to suit this new emergency,

so that the state of things they looked upon was not

evolved from the previous condition of affairs, before

Israel was thrust aside (Heb. 11:3 "the worlds were

framed!") Meanwhile, believing Hebrews must wait

the coming of the Kingdom, as the cloud of faithful
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witnesses before them had done.

But God does not wait. He hastens on and, in

spirit, lavishes upon aliens the blessings which Israel

spurned. Instead of hindering they hasten the outflow

of His favor. Instead of waiting a thousand years for

a new creation with its attendant reconciliation of

mankind, these are brought forward immediately. In

stead of sending Christ back without a crown He is

given the sovereignty of heaven. Instead of paradise

regained, we see the sovereignty of the empyrean at

tained. The interval of Israel's apostasy gives the

needed opportunity to attend to those parts of the uni

verse which had not been included in His counsels

concerning the earth. He fills up the word of God

(Col. 1:25) and provides for the complete reconcilia*

tion of the universe (Col. 1:20).

THE CONSUMMATION OF THE EONS

In this light we can understand the statement of the

apostle that the consummation of the eons had arrived

(I Cor. 10:11). Not indeed that consummation which

waits more than two eons before it is realized, but that

spiritual consummation effected by their readjustment

to suit the higher spiritual plane during Israel's

apostasy.

A reference to the chart showing The Spheres of

Blessing will show how closely the present administra

tion harmonizes with "the eon of the eons" which is

ushered in by the consummation Both are balanced

by the pre-eonian times. In all of these God is sov

ereign in His work, unhampered by the help of man.

Hence matters are not inceptive and fragmentary, but

mature and complete.
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In Christ, all who are His, are both mature and com

plete. Just as the consummation ushers in the time

when all things are perfected and there is no need of

further effort, so now. The imperfect transitory ad

ministrations of the past have been brushed aside.

The way to God and blessing is open. Sin is no hind

rance here.

The return to sacrifice and law and ceremony in the

coming eon of the Kingdom but emphasizes the fact

that, in spirit, we are far beyond its earthly adminis

trations. They do not follow the present, but are ad

justed to fit the Davidic covenant which falls far short

of our favor.

In conclusion, let us rejoice again that so fervent

was His affection that it refuses to wait till the tardy

eons have brought His blessings to us, but floods us

with its favors long before it finds its place upon the

Divine Calendar.



THE SECRET ECONOMY-

THE MYSTERY OP MARRIAGE.

"It is not good that the man should be alone: I

will make him a help meet for him" (Gen. 2:18). But

in all the creation "there was not found a help meet for

him." And Jehovah Elohim caused a deep sleep to

fall upon the man, and he slept; and he took one of his

ribs, and closed up the flesh instead thereof; and the

rib, which Jehovah Elohim had taken from the man,

He fashioned into a woman and brought her unto the

man. And the man said, "This is now bone of my

bones, and flesh of my flesh; she shall be called "Isha"

because she was taken out of "Ish" *(Gen. 2:21-23).

This is the origin of woman. She was originally one

physical structure, incorporated in the man. They were

one flesh. Marriage is the converse of this. Two dis

tinct physical organizations become merged into one.

Because they originally were but one flesh Adam con

cluded "Therefore shall a male leave his father and

his mother and cleave unto his female: and they shall

become one flesh" (Gen. 2:24).

In heaven unity is absolute. On earth unity is dual.

The female is included in the male, and both are known

as "man-kind".

The return to this original unity, in which Eve was

one flesh with Adam, is the mystery of marriage. As

distinct from all other secrets it is a purely physical

♦The feminine of "man". The ordinary word for man is

"Adam", which includes both sexes, as our word "human".

But "ish" means a man, as distinct from a woman, a male.
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phenomena.

"They two shall become one flesh." Husband and

wife are joined by more than legal bonds. They be

come one flesh. The physiologists would tell us that

the reflex action of the foetal circulation is the key to

the understanding of these words. The physical struc

ture of the woman is thus modified so that she really

becomes one flesh with her husband.

This is the basis of the argument. The parallel drawn

may be set forth as follows.

So ought men to love their wives as their "own" bodies

He that loveth his wife loveth "himself".

For no man ever yet hated his "own" flesh

Even as Christ the assembly. (Eph. 5.28, 29).

In which

Christ corresponds to men

their own bodies )
himself > corresponds to the Assembly
his own flesh ) (For we are members of His body)

"This mystery is great" says the apostle. It had

been revealed in Genesis.

"But", he continues, "I speak concerning Christ and

concerning the church. Nevertheless let every one of

you in particular so love his wife even as himself"

(Eph. 5:32, 33).

This mystery and Paul's particular message are dis

tinguished from each other by the disjunctive "de"

(but). If it were the conjunctive "kai" (and), then

this mystery and Paul's ministry might coincide. But

as it is "but", they must be distinct. Paul's message

concerned two secrets, respectively relating to Christ

and to the assembly, which he distinguishes from that
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one which Moses had revealed.

The love of the husband to the wife is thus enforced

by means of two mysteries; one in the physical and

the other in the spiritual sphere:

We are members of His body. Husband and wife

are one flesh.

Christ loves "His" body—the assembly. The hus

band should love "his" flesh—his wife.

If the church were the wife of Jehovah then the ar

gument would have been simpler, thus i

The Master loves His people—His wife

So the husband should love his wife.

There would have been no need of the great mystery

of the second chapter of Grenesis to show that the wife

was one flesh with her husband and thus put her in a

place corresponding to the church which is His body.

And again, the church is His body now. But His

marriage day is still future. The wife He set aside is

still forsaken, but He has promised fealty to her. He

cannot break His word.

There is immense satisfaction and comfort in those

words "never yet has a man hated his own flesh; rather

he nourishes and cherishes it, as Christ does the as

sembly."

In spite of the great mystery that husband and wife

are one flesh, this statement does not always follow in

their case. Some men hate their wives. But never

yet has the most degraded specimen of humanity hated

his own flesh. It is absolutely impossible.

The entrancing subject of the Wife of Jehovah and

the Bride of the Lamb will engage our thoughts more

fully when we meditate upon The Mystery of Great
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Babylon.

Israel, Jehovah's wife, is forsaken and divorced. But

Messiah "cannot" forsake or divorce His own body!

By a law unbroken and unbreakable, we are told of

Christ's care and everlasting love for the members of

His own body. We are not one with Him as husband

and wife are one. The love and covenant of the mar

riage tie may melt away or may be ruptured for a time

as in the case of Israel. And even if it remains, the

two separate organisms have distinct functions and

suffer for themselves, at best bound only by a mutual

sympathy.

Not so with the "one" body, the closest, most inti

mate and indissoluble unity that graces God's universe!

0 the wonder of His "selfishness"! The selfishness

that includes every one of His body's members.

He feeds us: He warms us. And what more does

His body need! Truly in that glorious day when we

are gathered unto Him, we shall be a glorious assembly,

meet for our manifestation with our glorious Head!

CHILDREN AND FATHERS.

The fifth commandment is the first to have a promise

attached. As the relation of husband and wife were

explained by a reference to physical laws which early

entered into the constitution of the race, so now the

conduct of children towards their parents is based upon

a unique command given to God's earthly people. The

customary formula "thou shalt not" is here reversed.

Blessing is to follow obedience. Long life and pros

perity depends upon showing proper respect and honor

to both parents. And this still holds good in the affairs

of this life. Children, not having a mature conception
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of the grace which we are shown should still be ex

horted to obedience from the standpoint of justice and

reward. These alone may have some force in arresting

the fearful tide of disobedience and disrespect shown

to parents in these last days.

On the other hand fathers should beware of irritating

their children. To press the claims of the Master is

far more powerful than a high handed insistence upon

their own place and dignity.

SLAVES AND MASTERS.

Not masters and slaves. Grace gives slaves the first

consideration. And their course is most easy to deduce

from their relationship to Him as their Master. The

service He can commend is the kind He would have

them offer their earthly masters. Though slavery is

almost obsolete now, the servant of these days may well

copy these injunctions.

And masters, too, though not clothed with the pow

ers of a proprietor over their servants, likewise look

above and find that they, too, are slaves and both serve

one great Master.

THE CELESTIAL CONFLICT.

For the rest of your conduct clothe yourselves with power

(which resides) in the Lord and in His omnipotence.

Have clothed yourselves with the panoply divine, to en

able you to confront the stratagems of the Slanderer;

Seeing that not to us pertains the wrestling with blood

and flesh, but with the sovereignties, with the dependencies,

with those who hold the reigns of this world's system of

darkness, with the spiritual (forces) of wickedness in the

celestial regions.

Therefore take up the panoply divine in order that you

may be able to withstand in the wicked day and having alto*

gether effected your object, to have held your ground.
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Stand, then, having girded yourself about your loins

Truth, and having put on the coat of mail consisting of

Righteousness, and having bound under your feet, in readi

ness, the sandals of the Joyful Message of Peace.

In all having taken up the large shield of Faitfc, in which

you shall be able to extinguish all the blazing arrows of the

Wicked One.

And accept the helmet, Salvation, and the sword of the

Spirit, which is a Divine Declaration.

"Stand!"

This is neither the rest we have at His right hand,

nor yet aggressive warfare.

"When Israel was in the wilderness, "Forward!" was

their watchword. The warfare of the wilderness, how

ever, was all unnecessary and came only as a result of

their refusal to hearken to Jehovah. But after the land

had been given them in possession, it was theirs to

stand upon their inheritance and hold it against all

comers. On several occasions when the people fled

before the Philistines, one of David's three mighty men

defended their fields and gained a great victory.

The believers among the Nations have no earthly in

heritance to defend. But now, by the Secret Economy,

they have been given a heavenly inheritance. No "for

ward" move is necessary now, for the possessions are

already ours by faith. All we need to do is to stand

firm and withstand every effort to take these blessings

from us.

"Henceforth" (now that the mystery is revealed

and celestial territory is ours) "invest yourselves with

power by the Master, even by His omnipotence. Clothe

yourselves with God's panoply, "that you may be able
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to withstand the Slander's trickery/' For we do not

grapple with flesh and blood."

Here our conflict is defined. It is not with flesh and

blood.

It is not with the flesh which would drag us down.

The old man has been crucified. He is dead. We should

strip ourselves of him—as we would a worn-out filthy

garment. There is no conflict here.

It is not with other men. On the contrary, if we

wear the shoes of Peace which form part of our armor

our contact with earth will be only on the ground of

the reconciliation which is now in force.

We have already considerel our path with regard

to fellow saints. In each the great guiding rule has

been love wrought out in peace. There is no conflict

on the earth in any sense.

It is only as we mount by faith, to our celestial in

heritance, that we encounter warfare.

THE DECLARATION OF WAR.

There we find conflict unceasing, carried on with

skillful strategy and unrelenting zeal. If the mar

vellous revelations previously unfolded in this epistle

have been apprehended, two things will have been

clearly seen. On the one hand, all cause for enmity

between man and man has been utterly removed, but,

on the other, a heavenly portion is ours by faith which

the Adversary still claims for himself.

In a coming day the Adversary will come down t<j

earth and be a roaring lion to the remnant of Israel.

Why does he single them out for his prey? Because

he knows that earth's sovereignty, which he has held

for well nigh six milleniums, has been given to Messiah.
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and that His people Israel will administer its govern

ment when He ascends the throne. The very same mo

tive impels him now in his opposition to the assembly

which, one day, will displace him in his heavenly rule.

His one object now is to keep us from that inheritance.

And how well he seems to have succeeded! How

many have lost all enjoyment of their inheritance

through his trickery! But how are we to resist his

attacks?

Those who have entered into the possession and en

joyment of their portion through the precious truths

we have been reviewing, will find that many a device,

many a scheme, many a deception will be tried to keep

them from holding their own. They must henceforth

eat and sleep as well as watch with all their armor on.

THE ADVERSARY

Some, perhaps, will welcome a description of their

enemy, so that they will recognize him and his agents.

In the future, on the earth, as we have seen, he will

resemble a roaring lion. It will not be hard to tell

him then. He will cause the saints to be cruelly tor

tured and killed.

Not so now. To all appearances he is an "angel of

light." His servants inculcate righteousness.

Let us suppose that some radiant angelic being

graced the earth with his presence, teaching men every

where to forsake wrong and to cleave to the right, dis

closing marvellous secrets of science for the betterment

of humanity, adding to its store of knowledge, harness

ing the forces of nature for its use; let him be the

patron of education, of philanthropy, of religion in its

most sacred and uplifting form; let him inaugurate a
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movement for the ultimate realization of the confedera

tion of mankind, a congress of the nations, the bro

therhood of man; let him take steps for the suppres

sion and control of those human views which mar his

schemes at every turn; in short, let him be their bene

factor, their guardian angel, their guiding star; and

let him ask no pay for all his pains but this one thing,

that they render the recognition and worship which

his work inspires; and we have a true picture of Satan,

the adversary of God and His Christ and all who wor

ship Him. Any and every effort for the welfare of

mankind "apart from Christ" owns him its author

and its patron.

He is the great deceiver who deceives the whole

world. He employs a satyr with horns and hoofs

who delights in torturing men and dragging them

down into the gutter to make his real work. Most

men imagine that he is the monarch of an imaginary

underworld, that he is enthroned in hell. But from

God's word we know he never was, nor is, nor ever

shall be there. But when death and hell are cast into

the lake of fire he is already in it, not its monarch,

but its most miserable victim. In that day Christ alone

will rule, not only in heaven and on the earth, but in

the underworld as well. But now Satan reigns in

secret on the earth and openly in his heavenly domains.

It is only by stealth and deception that he can hold

the allegiance of mankind. If men knew that the

Serpent of Eden's garden has changed his shape into

a radiant angel, but still carries on his earliest work

of weaning men's hearts from God by urging them on

in their pursuit of the knowledge He withheld—if they
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knew the angel had the serpent's heart—would they

so eagerly and blindly do his bidding?

He is the God of this age. He is the God of Heathen

dom and Christendom, the one great being who re

ceiving worship at all men's shrines, except the feeble

handful who are true to God and to His Christ.

Even though the Nations worshipped demons, they

always acknowledged one superior to the rest as Zeus,

or Jupiter, who is none other than Satan himself. As

the god of this age he blinds the minds of unbelievers

lest the illumination of the good news of Messiah's

glory should reach them.

HIS TRICKS.

He could never blind men to this by torturing them

with miseries. That would drive them to Christ as a

Refuge from his hands. No, indeed, He has learned

better than that. He can blind them only by filling

their vision with a future filled with blessing and pros

perity under his leadership. He could never gain their

allegiance by siding with wrong. But by evangelizing

right and justice, he can find multitudes to applaud

his measures and acknowledge his pretensions.

Such is his course for the unbeliever. But how does

he behave himself towards the saint! Here, too, the

danger lies with his ''trickery." One's heart fails

them as they see multitudes of Christ's members be

come Satan's willing tools for the betterment of this

dark, doomed scene.

Not only are they involved in sanitary politics,

philanthropies and other associations for the uplift

of mankind, but even the "gospel" which is preached

glides over the blood of Christ into a promise of better
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clothes, a cleaner and more prosperous life, and a

standing in the community, all of which Satan will

gladly give to those who worship Him. Christ's gos

pel bears no promises of temporal good. It may mean

nakedness, and poverty and ignominy: it brought all

these to the great Apostle who is the example of its

power.

But still more subtile are his schemes to deceive

God's saints. With ingenuous art he plies one scrip

ture to displace another, he misplaces truth, he presses

the most precious portions beyond their proper sphere.

How glad we are to acknowledge the power of the

blood of Christ! None shall surpass us in appreciation

of its potency! And can this be ever out of place?

Let us see. In God's presence the blood is everything.

But has God given us the blood to carry into the pres

ence of the Slanderer? Is this our covering from his

arrows, our deliverance from his devices? Not so.

For these God has given us a complete "armor", and

not even one of its parts is the blood. " Truth, righte

ousness, peace, faith;" these are absolutely necessary

to shield us from his power. Let one be lacking, and

all our appreciation of the value of Christ's death will

not suffice to deliver us from the snare of Satan.

And this explains why some, who "seem" to give

the blood a place we do not accord it now—its power

to heal our physical frames as well as the body politic

—this explains why they fall in with his present pro

gram, and are deceived by his consummate imitations

of spiritual and physical gifts and marvels and right

eous government, all of which are indeed in the atone

ment but which await God's time for their realization
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in His earthly people*

His warfare, then, is largely a matter of stratagem.

He has arrows, too, as we shall see, but his weapons

are mostly tricks. But we need not be ignorant of his

devices.

OUR DEFENSIVE ARMOR.

Let us then don the armor God has provided. And

examine each piece separately to discover its use in

our defense.

THE GIRDLE OF TRUTH.

First, our loins are to be girded with Truth. This

implies strength and readiness for action. The Truth

gives us assurance and steadfastness. It only can keep

us from being moved from our position. And to have

the truth we must have a grasp of what God has made

ours and distinguish it from His gifts to others of

His saints. Here Satan has obtained an immense ad

vantage. Not being girded with truth, many have

deserted their heavenly stand and "appropriated"

some of Israel's inheritance or its appurtenances.

THE CUIRASS OF JUSTICE.

Next comes Righteousness. Satan teaches his dupes

to do right. He gains a great advantage when one of

Christ's members is tempted to do some unjust deed.

The plates of Righteousness are for both front and

back. Let us leave no injustice on our trail and pre

sent a righteous front.

THE PREPAREDNESS OF PEACE.

Then comes contact with the earth by means of

shoes. The gospel of peace, the Reconciliation, is the

proper means of contact with mankind.
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Satan has so far succeeded in taking this from us

that its very name is scarcely known, and its adminis

tration hardly understood. Wrath and religion have

replaced peace upon the feet of most of His accredited

ministers. The attitude which the reconciliation in

vites and involves is the best preparation for meeting

our fellowmen.

THE SHIELD.

In ancient warfare two kinds of shields were needed.

A small buckler was used to parry the blows in a hand

to hand conflict. The other was a large shield cover

ing the whole body. Its name signified a "door", so

large was it. It caught and quenched the arrows of

the enemy which imbeded themselves in it. Such a

large shield is ours to protect us from the blazing

arrows which Satan aims at us.

One of the devices of ancient warfare was the use

of huge elephants to dismay an enemy by their heavy

onslaught. A counter trick was soon discovered. Ar

rows were fitted with combustibles, lit, and shot into

the thick hide of the elephants, who were so terrified

by the blazing arrows and maddened by the burning

wounds that they stampeded, doing more damage to

their own than to the enemy.

Satan uses blazing arrows for Christ's friends. Only

the large shield of faith can fend them and quench

their fire. And, alas, too often Satan uses some of

Christ's own as a bow to wing his fiery darts to their

destination.

All who have engaged in this warfare will find their

shield studded with the charred arrows which would
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have rankled in their flesh if faith had not caught their

force and quenched their fire.

A favorite dart, pointed and fiery, is his plan to get

some misguided soul to hurl his anathema upon a fel

low saint declaring that they are not saved at all!

How Satan would like to make that arrow reach its

mark! How he would like us to lose confidence in

Christ! If we should be tempted to entertain the least

insinuation of this kind the dart would soon rankle

and burn most fiercely. But Faith interposes as it

quietly says "Christ's precious blood prevails". The

arrow's flight is stopped. Its fire is extinguished.

RECEIVING THE HELMET.

The girdle and breastplate and shoes are to be put

on. The shield is to be held above all. When these

are in their place then (and not till then) God tenders

us a helmet—Salvation. Not salvation from our sins

or from coming wrath—these have been provided for

apart from any armor we can wear—but deliverance

from the Adversary and his wiles.

OFFENSIVE WARFARE: OUR WEAPON.

And only thus accoutred are we ready for offensive

warfare. Only thus does God hand us the Spirit's

sword,—God's very words. With it we may be able

to clear our inheritance of the enemies that still infest it

and keep us from its full enjoyment.

Israel, even under Solomon, never claimed all the

land God gave to Abraham. And we have never yet

possessed but a small part of the heavenly land which

is our portion. Satan, who has kept us out by his

craft, will do all in his power to keep us from doing
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all the work there is to be done. He will even try to

regain the ground our feet have trod upon.

The words which God has given for our joy and de

light are blades to use against our foe. He will be

bruised under our feet shortly, but even now, he and

his myrmidons fly before that sword unbroken and

invincible. Men may care but little what God has said,

but the heavenly host have a saner estimate of His

statements. Let us then, in the war to regain and hold

our long lost heritage, use only the sword He has pro

vided. Every other blade will bend and break.

And let us not use it on one another. Satan has great

glee when he succeeds in introducing sedition into the

citadel of the saints. Our every aim is the very same.

We are not enemies, but lovers.

To sum up, Satan still holds the inheritance of which

we have the earnest. He will not be entirely dislodged

until the day of its release, when he will be cast to

earth. Meanwhile he resists every effort of Faith to

grasp its blessings and maintain its heavenly stand.

Finally, then, our conduct towards mankind and to

wards Satan are as opposite as can be. For the former

we have the olive branch of peace, for the latter no

thing but a sword. Let us always keep this in view

even though Satan bends men like a bow, to shoot his

blazing arrows into our upraised shield. Men do not

know the power that impels them. They are not to

feel the sword's keen edge. Indeed, for them it has

no edge.

Let us rejoice that the Adversary is at such a dis

tance that he must use a bow and arrows to reach us.

Far worse is the case of those who have fallen in his
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toils, lacking the girdle of Truth, a willing slave in

his own philanthropic schemes for this world's better

ment. How many of God's warriors lack this defense

and weakly work in some Temperance Club, or So

ciety for the Prevention of Vice, for Social Purity,

doing their utmost to help Satan renovate this filthy

scene so that it will not feel the need of Christ's return!

Let us stand, then with all our armor on, with shield

uplifted and sword in hand, and, like Shammah, one

of David's mighties, defend the heavenly fields from

the forces of the Prince of Darkness.



THE GOSPEL OF MATTHEW

The Secrets op the Kingdom

The initial parable of the Sower opened out before us

the divided state of the Jewish nation in consequence of

its failure to receive His proclamation. Among the

causes responsible for the rejection of the Kingdom

Satan holds the foremost place. His malignant activity

is the main theme of the next parable.

THE TARES.

The parable of the Tares is before us. At the very

outset a serious difficulty is encountered. The opening

note of the explanation informs us that, like the pre

ceding, this parable also contemplates the ministry

hitherto exercised. "He that soweth the good seed is

the son of man.'' This, and the added fact of the twice

repeated statement that His mission was limited to

Israel (Matt. 10:5-6; 15:14), fix the area within which

the sowing is restricted. Further on, however, the limits

of the Jewish fold are overstepped. The assertion "the

field is the world" excludes the thought of anything

short of world-wide operations. The two explanatory

declarations are thus at variance with each other.

The solution of the dilemma lies in the word "world"

(kosmos) which is capable of another meaning, name

ly, "adorning" (2 Pet. 3:3). In Dan. 8:9 Palestine is

called "the pleasant" (hatzvee)*; and in Dan. 11:16,

41, 45** "the glorious (tzvee) land," with the marginal

alternative "land of ornament". Surely nothing would

♦"Land" is not in the text.

♦*In these places the LXX has transliterated the Hebrew

word.
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be more natural or appropriate in a prophetic forecast

like this than a designation of the Holy Land by an

epithet similar to the one employed in the prophets.

This fact effectually removes the contradiction which

the common rendering creates.

Under the parable of the Sower, the personal ministry

of Christ is represented. Under the parable of the Tares

the activity of the devil, during the same period, is set

forth. The commencement of the conflict, its duration

and final outcome—these are the points dwelt upon.

Side by side with Messiah's preaching in the cities

of Israel and gathering unto himself the sons of the King

dom, there went on an active hostile propaganda. Tacit

and unobserved at first, it went on acquiring strength

and influence, steadily increasing in volume and mo

mentum, welding the various elements of opposition and

organizing them into one powerful combination. As a

result of the concurrent activity of Christ and Satan the

nation is divided in two rival factions*, some side with

the King, others align themselves with His antagonists.

The story of this conflict is told in the subsequent por

tion of the Gospel: the Acts trace its further progress:

the Revelation takes up its final stages.

The conspiracy of the scribes and chief priests is re

lated in the closing chapters of Matthew in a realistic,

impressive manner. We watch the swelling side of enmi

ty ; the growing hold of the scribes on the populace; Mes

siah's retirement within the circle of His close friends;

the betrayal, arrest and trial before the high priest. The

climax is reached in the scene in front of the governor's

judgment hall. The King, pale and fatigued, is brought
forth and faces His subjects; the mobs, incited by the
priests, shout furiously, Let him be crucified!
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In the Acts the call to repentance is taken up again.

The sinful nation is assured that, notwithstanding its

crime, the King is ready to return and bring with Him

the promised seasons of refreshing. The tidings, start

ing from Jerusalem, sweep over the entire land, gaining

disciples and multiplying enemies. Eventually the op

position gains the upper hand. A number of witnesses

are killed. Peter retires to far-off Babylon. The last

incident in Jerusalem strongly resembles the scene in

front of Pilate's judgment hall. The King's herald,

fettered and guarded by Roman soldiers, stands on the

castle stairway; the infuriated mobs below throw off
their garments, cast dust into the air, and shout, Away

with such a fellow from the earth: for it is not fit that

he should live!

The Revelation portrays the closing panorama of the

age. Jerusalem is the heart and center of its turbulent

scenes. Satan's plan forms itself into an attempt to

draw to himself the allegiance of as much of the human

race as possible, and until the coming of Christ holds

an unfettered sway over Israel (and mankind as well)

with the exception of the elect of God. The consumma

tion of this sway will be, when his minion, who is de

scribed in Rev. 13:1-10 as the "Beast", is revealed, and

receives divine honors. An assistant beast arises also,

to help the first carry on his work and by glorifying him

before the world. The acceptance of the Beast by apos

tate Israel fills up the measure of its sins. The hour of

judgment has come. The descent of the King of kings

from heaven is attended by avalanches of ruin, and

ushers in the Kingdom and the reign of the Israelites

with Christ.

The exegesis of Matt. 13 has suffered through the un-
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warranted treatment of "age" and "dispensation" as

synonymous terms. They represent distinct concep

tions.

The parable speaks of the convergence of the age. In

answering the disciples' question about the sign of the

convergence of the age, our Lord concludes the answer

with the phrase "As were the days of Noah, so shall be

the coming of the Son of Man" (Matt. 24:37). He goes

back to the opening days of the age which are to be re-

enacted at its conclusion on a grander scale. The falling

away at its inception, when human society was in a state

of the most terrible corruption, violence, and anarchy—

a chaos, in fact, second only in its terrors to that which

is to take place at its close.

We learn in Eph. 3:9 that the present dispensation

was a mystery unknown and unknowable until revealed

to Paul and divulged by him. But where is there in

Scripture as much as a hint that the present age was

ever a mystery? This fact alone should have taught us

to put a difference between the two terms. Unlike an

age, which affects mankind, animal and organic creation,

a dispensation concerns only the household of faith. A

dispensation is in an age in the same way in which a

month is in a year or a province in a country. Now, just

as one may speak of the events of a year, or affairs of a

country, without allusion to the particular happenings

of a certain month or the local affairs of a particular

province, it is possible to speak of the events within an

age without the slightest reference to the peculiar feat

ures of some particular dispensation.

And this is precisely what we find in the Parables of

the Kingdom and the Prophetic Sermon. Our Lord

lived in the same age with ourselves. He speaks of the
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fortunes of the people and land of Israel during the

course of the age, commencing with His ministry, and

then gliding on to the final outcome without even moot

ing the present dispensation, then still hid in God, for

the time for its disclosure and enactment had not yet

arrived.



THE SON OF GOD

We live in a questioning age. The spirit of the times

is one of doubt and inquiry, and nothing is counted too

sacred or prosaic, too holy or profane, to render it im

mune from the interrogation mark of modern criticism.

Political questions are prominent in the daily news.

The relations of the peoples and the governments of the

various nations are a matter of grave concern to the

powers that be. The masses of trained and disciplined

soldiery, the armadas of modern dreadnoughts, and the

ever-increasing weight of armaments are riddles which

perplex the ablest statesmen of the world. The world

asks these questions and having no answer wherewith

it may solve the enigmas they contain must perforce bow

its head in silence and in shame.

Economical questions are also to the front. Men are

beginning to look ahead. They see that the wanton

waste of natural riches must inevitably tend towards a

a state of ultimate poverty. Men are using more forests

than they are growing, and taking more from the

ground than they are putting back again. Like the

prodigal son in the far country the race is awakening to

the fact that it has been squandering its riches in ex

travagant waste and looks with anxiety to the after

math when they shall likewise " begin to be in want."

Social questions—the relations of the classes—are also

knocking insistently at the doors of men. The poor are

turning wane, pinched faces, and extending lean, shrivel

led, and empty hands towards the wealthier classes of

society. They ask why they should want whilst others
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waste. The laborer looks askance at the capitalist, and

strikes—the harbinger of revolution—and lockouts

harry the commercial world, preparing the way for the

great struggle yet to come.

But the sphere of religion is the most disturbed of all.

Here questions are known by legion's name, and the

professing church—like the demoniac of Mark 5—dwells

amongst the tombs—the place of death. The verities of

faith are questioned. God, Christ, and the Bible are

alike interrogated. The church has ceased to build upon

the rock, and its structure is well nigh covered with

the shifting sands of religious uncertainty.

These questions are as locks to which man holds no

key. The present state of things, political, economical,

social, and religious is one vast complicatetd riddle which

the world finds itself unable to solve, a much tangled

skein of men and circumstances which it seems impos

sible to unravel. Man finds himself upon the high seas

of doubt, without a harborage in sight. But the Chris

tian, having Christ and Faith, holds the solution and

possesses the key which dissolves the mystery and un

locks the brazen doors of unbelief.

Christ is the answer to all these riddles which perplex

the brains of puny men. His coming will dispel the fog-

mists which overhang this world of ours. Then, as King

—like Solomon of old—He will answer the questions

which burden the Shebas of Earth. As Creator He will

replenish Nature's wasted stores and renew her bounte

ous treasures. As Judge He will espouse the cause of

the poor and needy. As God He will once for all eternal

ly annihilate the doubts and fears of humankind.

The first questions in the Old and New Testaments
have such a wealth of suggestion in them, that we can-
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not proceed without pointing them out. In order to

display their relation to each other to the best advant

age we will put them in parallel lines thus:

The first question in the Old Testament was asked

by god.

The first question in the New Testament was asked

by man*

In the 0. T., it was God seeking Man;

In the N. T., it was Man seeking God.

God's question was "where art thou?" (Gen. 3:9.)

Man's question was "where is he?" (Matt. 2:2.)

The Old Testament question is one which really serves

as an index to all that is contained in the law and the

prophets. The Old Testament is one continuous record

of Man's continued wandering from God. Israel's his

tory is a record of deflection from the path of obedience.

But side by side with the account of human wandering

is the record of divine search. In the priesthood and its

services; in the many victims whose bloods were shed

for human sins; in the mercy-seats and its appointments,

we have the voice materialised which first asked of man,

"Adam where art thou?"

The New Testament question is one which indicates

the point to which the manifestations and dealings of

God were designed to bring man. When the creature is

brought to the sense and to the confession of his need,

he is not very far from knowing the sufficiency of God

in meeting it. The yearly entrance of the high priest

into the holiest of all; the continuity of the sacrificial

services; the perpetual slaughter of the flocks and herds

of Israel; alike combined in voicing man's outcry for

Him who would make an atonement once for all, and

effect an eternal entrance into the presence of Jehovah
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God. A seeking Savior and a seeking sinner are two

facts which effectually annihilate all distances between.

It is with this Savior that three questions, which we

find in the ninth chapter of John's Gospel, have to do,

In dealing with them we shall reverse the order in which

they were asked. These questions are:

Verse 36—Who is He?

Verse 26—What did Hef

Verse 12—Where is He?

The first question has to do with His Person.

The second question has reference to His Performance,

The third question has regard to His Place.

We shall now proceed to meditate on these three ques

tions separately.
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THE MYSTERY OF THE GOSPEL.

Praying in every prayer and petition, on every opportun

ity, in spirit, and being vigilant unto this [end,] with every

[recourse of] perseverance and petition concerning all the

saints, and on my behalf, in order that expression may be

given to me in opening my mouth with assurance, to make

known the secret of the joyful message for the sake of

which I am an ambassador in a chain, in order that I may

speak of it without reserve, as I ought to speak.

In order that you, too, may see how I care,*and what I am

engaged in, all will be made known to you by Tychicus, the

beloved brother and faithful dispenser in the Lord

Whom I have sent to you for this self same thing, in or

der that you may know about us, and that he might console

your hearts.

A chained ambassador! What a transition from the

mailed and weaponed warrior in the heights!

At one stroke of His graphic brush, God has given us

a picture of the secret good news more fully enlarged

upon in the epistle to the Romans. While the apostle

holds his own against the fearful onslaught of the powers

of darkness in the heavenly regions, he takes an ex

actly opposite course on earth.

PEACE.

He is an ambassador from the high court of heaven.

And as heaven has decreed peace with earth, he must

plead for peace even though they load him with a chain.

An ambassador is never sent to a foreign country with
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which there is war. Indeed the very first announcement of

hostilities demands that the ambassador be withdrawn.

The treatment the ambassador receives is but an index

of the attitude of the capital where he is stationed to

wards his home court. Rome, the capital of all the in

habited earth, gives Messiah's plenipotentiary a chain.

It is an outrage, a challenge, a gauntlet thrown down

before the God of heaven to provoke him to hostilities.

Will He not at least deliver His own ambassador from

their fetters? No, for His attitude towards mankind is

most forcibly featured by those very bonds.

He is for Peace! All their maltreatment of His am

bassador does not shake Him in this resolve. Messiah

has made reconciliation for mankind and its administra

tion demands conciliation in the face of the fiercest op

position.*

This secret, concerned as it is with the apostles' atti

tude towards the outside world, is not the burden of this

epistle. In this letter the apostle is presented, not as an

ambassador, but as a servant of the family, a steward

who makes the necessary arrangements for the domestic

economy of the household of faith. This is His attitude

in organizing the Secret Economy. Previous to this econ

omy, during the Acts period, while the nations were

still at a distance from God, he was their minister; a

priest, as the peculiar word which describes this ministry

implies. (Bom. 15:16.) But now they need no priest,

for they come nigh themselves. Nor do they need to go

♦See "The Mystery of the Gospel" for a full presentation

of this secret. This truth is absolutely indispensable for

those who wish to preach the gospel so as to win God's

approval.
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to Israel's store for blessing. They need a steward to

deal out the precious secrets God has given directly for

their delectation.

His ministry towards the world likewise endured a

change. As a herald of the Kingdom, he had traveled

as no one else, proclaiming the glad tidings. But now

that he is bound, he cannot be the herald he had been.

Free to go where he was sent, he had freely proclaimed

Messiah everywhere. But now he cannot go. How shall

he make the secret known?

THE PRAYER FOR EXPRESSION.

And so he beseeches them to pray for him on this ac

count. "In every prayer and entreaty praying on every

occasion in spirit (bent upon it with the utmost perse

verance and supplication) for all the hallowed, and for

me, that He may grant me expression by opening my

mouth fearlessly to make known the secret of the good

news for which I am an ambassador in a chain, in order

that I may speak with liberty as I ought to speak."

ITS ANSWER,

God heard and answered the prayer of his ambassador.

Writing to the Philippians but a short time afterwards

he told them "But I wished you to know, brethren, that

my experiences have tended rather to the progress of

the gospel, so that my bonds were publicly known to be

for Christ by the whole of Caesar's court and every

where else, and the majority of the brethren in the Lord,

spurred on* by my bonds, are not afraid to speak the

♦How could Paul's chain make them "wax confident"?

Rather were they spurred on by the consideration that their

leader was imprisoned and now they would avenge him by

spoiling the enemy.
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words of God with much more daring."

Some, indeed, thought to add to the apostle's troubles,

fearlessly fulfilling the ministry which his bonds for

bade, nothing daunted by the treatment he had received.

But others did it out of love, knowing that, even though

chained, he was the Defender of the Gospel.

Since, then, his imprisonment had borne such fruit,

he was content to leave it so, yea, if his death woulki

operate as his imprisonment had done and give a still

greater impetus to the gospel he was ready for that, too.

But in the midst of all he was longing for Christ's re

turn, when all the suffering would be over. This would

be far, far better than either. Indeed, it was Lystra's

vision that lighted up his life. He longed for its realiza

tion. The sacrifice of his body, either as living or by

death redounded to Christ's glory and his gain in that

day, but these could not replace that heavenly halcyon.

A PRAYER FOR THE PRESENT DISTRESS

Now that the great apostle has poured out his life, the

prayer for him is no longer needed. But the need for

such a prayer for all his saints is much more urgent than

when it first was indited by the Spirit. Even where the

gospel has not been absolutely annulled by admixture of

foreign elements its secret is not discerned. It is neces

sary first to rid the Mystery of the Gospel of the incubus

of a rotten theology and the burden of truth foreign to

its scope and character before making it known to men.

0, that the limits of persevering prayer and supplication

might indeed be reached that this marvelous mystery

might be rediscovered and made known!

Let the reader quietly consider the basis upon which

the present day gospel is proclaimed by the more faith-
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ful preachers. The commissions of Matthew, Mark and

Luke are often cited as their "marching orders." But

Matthew's commission was never taken up by the

apostles. They knew that its administration waits until

the King is seated on his throne. Mark, on the other

hand, is past. He records its fulfillment. The servant

of Jehovah is seated. Luke was taken up in pentecostal

days and forms the basis of Peter and Paul's ministries

as recorded in the book of Acts. It was carried on by

the promised Holy Spirit.

The rejection of Luke's ministry by the nation of

Israel is the opportunity for a new and distinct revela

tion, hitherto hidden. Hence it is confusing to go back

to Acts or the Evangelists for an account of its character

and administration. Once this is acknowledged and the

secret is grasped, its distinctness from all these previous

ministries is so pronounced that we wonder that they

ever could have been mixed together as they have been.

We refer our readers once again to a meditation upon

4'The Mystery of the Gospel" which (D. V.) will follow

the present treatise.

Our unceasing prayer to God is that He would grant

that the prayer His spirit has indited for us here might

echo in every heart that's His, and might find at least a

partial answer in the feeble effort we have made to make

known the mystery of the gospel.

THE BENEDICTION

Peace be with the brethren, and love with faith from God

the Father, and the Lord, Jesus Christ!

Favor be with all who love our Lord, Jesus Christ im-

perishably.

Peace to the brethren! What a balm this benediction
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brings! To float calmly on such a troubled sea must

mean anchors well grounded in His stable, rock-ribbed

word. One links us to our Father, God. The other to

our Lord, the Christ.

The Father's affection and faithful provisions for His

children can only be appreciated by the faith which ap

propriates His grace. This is the only true ground of

tranquillity upon this tottering earth.

The peace from the Master is for those in His service.

Alas, how rare has this become! The slaves who should

be about their Master's business are much given to strife,

even thinking to please Him so. But He sends only

peace. May we not hope that the grand unfoldings of

His grace, in which He Himself becomes the ground of

peace between the Jew and Gentile may form a basis of

peace between many of His warring servants?

May favor be the lot of all who love Him with a never-

dying love!

Love, unending, deathless, imperishable, is the due

response to His eternal love which has now been made

known. All his own are known by this true token. The

namby pamby sentimentalism about a mythical "Jesus"

is repudiated here. It is but the effervescence of decay.

This we cannot countenance. But for those who have the

love which is kindled at His flame, we should have but

one pure wish. All other motives must melt before this

fact. If they love Him—that is enough. Favor alone

can be their portion at His hands, and why not then at

ours? What if they make our ears tingle with their

teaching! What if they oppose us bitterly! Let us

rise above all this and bid our hearts confirm the favor

that flows freely upon ALL who love Him in sincerity.
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CONCLUSION

THE SECRET ECONOMY with which we have to do

is dominated by one controlling thought, which is ex

pressed in the words "joint" or "fellow" or "sharers in

common". The elect among the Nations are associated

with the chosen remnant of Israel for equal, ineffable

glory. This may be viewed from three distinct stand

points, according as it expresses our relationship with

God, with His Christ, and His people.

God, in His absolute sovereignty, selected some out of

the apostate nation of Israel to a heavenly inheritance,

giving them the pledge of His Spirit. The believers

among the Nations, receive the same pledge and are

therefore, Joint Heirs.

Messiah forms this remnant of Israel into His spiritual

body for the administration of His universal empire.

The spirit has already incorporated the believers among

the Nations in that body, but now thew become Joint

Members.

The saints, as a result of Israel's defection, are severed

from the earthly gleanings of the land, from the King

dom and the temple, but are recompensed by supernal

spiritual blessings in a spiritual family, a spiritual King

dom, a spiritual temple. As the aliens who believed re

ceived the very same spirit, they became Joint Partakers

of these promises.

Each of these three items touches another mystery,

from which we must distinguish it.

The heavenly inheritance depends upon the full revela
tion of the Mystery of Messiah. His earthly sovereignty
had been revealed. Now His heavenly headship gives
Him His universal throne. "As it is now revealed"
Christ's celestial domains are our inheritance.
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Faith has already seated the members of the body of

Christ on their heavenly throne. But Christ's resurrec

tion, ascension, and rest shall yet be their portion as to

fact as well as faith. But our bodies are not like His.

They must undergo the change which the Mystery of the

Resurrection set forth, to fit them for its celestial activ

ities. They will be changed from mortal, miserable,

soulish, earthly bodies to imperishable, glorious, spiritual,

heavenly bodies like His own radiantly beautiful efful

gence.

Following Israel's defection is proclaimed The Re

conciliation, or, the Mystery of the Gospel, by which all

mankind is reconciled to God, no longer being kept from

Him by that nation's intervention. The physical su

premacy they .held is thus brushed aside, forming the

basis of the third item of the Secret Economy, that the

Nations should be Joint Partakers of those promises

which Paul had proclaimed in connection with that rev

elation of our Master which is expressed by the title

"Christ Jesus."

Now that we have noticed the vast distinction be

tween the Mystery of Messiah and the Secret Economy,

we no longer think of the latter except as an absolute

secret. The former was previously revealed, but not "as

it is now revealed". But the latter was not made known

publicly until Paul wrote his letter to the Ephesians.

He himself had known it years before, but had been re

strained from making it public until Israel was finally

set aside.

This lifts it entirely outside the Pentecostal economy.

Indeed, those concerned in that dispensation were not

even incorporated into "the assembly which is His body"

when it was made known.
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Not so with the distinct ministry which Paul calls "My

Gospel", which was inaugurated by the Holy Spirit by

separating Paul and Barnabas from the rest and send

ing them forth among the Nations, far from Jerusalem.

Those who received this ministry were afterwards in

cluded in the Secret Economy. The ground of this lay in

the fact that they received the spirit upon believing, thus

fitting them for the spiritual blessings it provided.

The Secret Economy is characterized by an intense

spirituality. Israel will inherit the land, ours is a spirit

ual inheritance. Their unity will be based on physical

relationship. But the body of Christ is purely spiritual.

They will approach Jehovah by means of the rites and

ceremonies and sacrifices which will once more be re

vived when Ezekiel's temple is reared in the holy obla

tion. But we need no such access for we are ourselves

the very holy of holies in which He dwells by His spirit.

Physically, our blessings hardly equal those which God's

enemies can claim and enjoy. All blessing in the Secret

Economy is spiritual.

And, finally, love underlies it all. Without a com

mencement, causeless, ceaseless, endless, love lodges once

again in the bosom that sent it forth, enriched with the

response for which it has adventured all. Can we not

explain the pain, the sorrow and despair, but the balm,

the joy the ecstasy and ineffable delight which could find

root in no other soil ? His love must find a field for ac

tion or remain forever buried within Himself.

Every gracious attribute He bears, His power, His

wisdom and His love, were put to their supremest test

by the crisis of the ages—His third and final rejection

by His earthly people Israel.

And the infinite wisdom, excessive power, and fathom-
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less love, which the Secret Economy displays will forever

set His Name at the very pinnacle of fame, not only now

and in the coming age, but in the ceaseless cycles^of eter

nity ; not only to the sons of Adam, for generations upon

generations, but to the spirit world as well, with its

myriads upon myriads, from the meanest messenger to

the mightiest prince, throughout the starry universe.

Such glorious grace, such infinite favor, appalls, pros

trates, and applauds. Silence and adoration can only

recover themselves sufficientlty to whisper

* 'Blessed, blessed, blessed indeed be the God and

Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, Who has blessed us so."

And There Is No

End!



THE AGES

NEW TESTAMENT TERMS.

FOR EVER AND EVER

Our inquiry, thus far, dealt with texts where the

Hebrew and Greek terms translated "for ever and ever'*

have reference to rule. We found that rule, called forth

by the existence of opposition, is coeval with it; its in*

troduction coincides with sin's entrance,* its abolition,

with the destruction of the last enemy. We also found

that the Ages exhaust the display and exercise of rule,

and that the title King of the Ages (Jer. 10:10; 1 Tim.

1:17 emphasizes and agrees with its transitory char

acter. We proceed to examine the passages where the

term appears in connection with glory. Glory is defined

"as an attribute, quality, adjunct, characteristic, or

circumstance by which a person or thing is glorified or

made illustrious; occasion of praise; honorable boast."*

From this definition is clear that God's glory is mani

fold; just as God's attributes and adjuncts, and the cir

cumstances through which they receive expression, are

manifold. Certain aspects of the Divine glory shone be

fore the Ages (Jude 25); others receive expression

through the Ages (2 Cor. 4:17; 2 Tim. 2:10; 1 Pet.

5:10); yet others come to view only after the Ages have

run their course.

The context of the passages under consideration asso-

♦A full list of these passages is given in Vol. Ill, No. 1,

page 35.

♦Standard Dictionary.
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dates glory with redemption in its various phases and

operations—with Christ giving Himself for our sins, to

deliver us out of the present evil age (Gal. 1:4; 1 Tim.

1:16-17; Rev. 1:16; 5:13; 7-12); the power now work

ing in the saints (Eph. 3:21); provision of need (Phil.

4:20); exercise of gifts for edification (1 Pet. 4:11);

working in believers that which is well-pleasing in His

sight (Heb. 13:21).

Clearly, the glory in the above Scriptures contemplates

redemption as wrought in the Ages; for the obvious rea

son that deliverance from evil and provision of need are

unnecessary where neither evil nor need exists; redeemed

men, perfected in the image of their Creator, have out

grown such gifts as are requisite at present in the same

way as manhood outgrows the toys of infancy; inde

fectible creatures beyond the possibility of lapse and

fall require no expedients to keep them in the path of

obedience. The light afflictions, ordered and controlled

by our Heavenly Father, work a more exceeding

weight of aionian glory only so long as affliction exists;

once affliction ceases, its workings cease also, though

the fruits it yielded through the Ages will continue to

be enjoyed.

Redemption antedates sin's entrance (1 Pet. 1:20),

and not till after sin's exit does it enter on its merid

ian path. Before the Ages redemption is potential:

its beams fall upon a flawless universe untainted by

sin. Beyond the Ages the increased volume of its

light falls on a flawless universe emancipated from

sin's thraldom. The Ages reveal its scope and furnish

a stage for its activities. The cross is the crisis or con

verging point of the Ages (Heb. &:27). All things

focus in it. Symbol, promise, prophecy, point to it
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and are exhausted and done away by it. Here past

and future intermingle their beams and blend their

glory. It vindicates God's justice, opens a channel

for the outflow of His love, provides a basis for the

fruition of His original purpose of grace, and re

moves the guilt and stain of sin from the universe.

In view of this we may speak of redemption glory

as pre-aionian, aionian, post-aionian. Its inherent

glory shone before the Ages (1 Cor. 2:7). During the

Ages it acquires new excellencies by contact with, and

triumph over, evil. Beyond the Ages it will blaze in

the combined effulgenec of glories inherent and ac

quired.

We now pass on to the title, "He Who liveth for

ever and ever." Its use is peculiar to Daniel and

Revelation, and links the two books in a very special

manner. It is found in Daniel 4:34 and 12:7; and in

Revelation 4:9-10; 10:6; 15:7.

The first occurrence explains its significance and

force. The fourth chapter of Daniel relates the extra

ordinary experience of King Nebuchadnezzar. Let it

be noted, the special object of God's strange dealings

was to teach him that "the Most High ruleth in the

kingdom of men, and giveth it to whomsoever he will."

Upon the expiration of the decreed seven times

of chastening, Nebuchadnezzar, recovering his under

standing, said: "I praised and honored him that

liveth forever (aulam); whose dominion is an ever

lasting (aulam) dominion; and his kingdom is from

generation to generation; and all the inhabitants of

the earth are reputed as nothing; and he doth accord

ing to his will in the army of heaven, and among the

inhabitants of the earth" (Dan. 4:34).
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The trend of the narrative as a whole proves that

Nebuchadnezzar does not refer to the life God, but

to the manifestation of Jehovah as a "living" God,

as distinct from the dumb gods he had previously

worshipped. God wished to teach Nebuchadnezzar

that He rules in the kingdom of men. The mania

was a means to bring this about. It fully accomplished

the purpose for which it had been intended.

Emerging from the ordeal, Nebuchadnezzar con

fesses that God's dominion is for the ages (aulam),

and that throughout their course He is the

Ruler and Disposer of the destinies of men and na

tions, and the title He uses on the occasion reflects

the truth he learned.

It is striking that the title "He who liveth forever"

is not met with elsewhere until it reappears in the

Revelation in circumstances precisely analogous with

Daniel—the judgments of the day of the Lord and the

Advent in power to assert His right in the kingdom of

men.

During the Ages God keeps Himself in the back

ground. His interferences in the affairs of men have

been few and far between, and, with rare exceptions,

confined to one. nation. Since the days of the Apostles

all visible signs have been withdrawn. The Heavens

have been silent. Man has been allowed to work His

pleasure without molestation. The earth, it seems, has

been left to shift for itself. In the presence of crime

He has remained strictly neutral and indifferent. Such

attitude encourages sin. Because sentence against an

evil work is not executed speedily, therefore the

heart of the sons of men is emboldened to do evil."

(Eccl. 8:11.) The wicked curse Him to His face and
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prosper. His very existence is doubted or denied.

The Apocalyptic visions transport us to the days

verging on His manifestation. God is no longer sil

ent then. His voice is heard; His judgments are seen;

heaven and earth tremble at the signs of His ap

proach. Then those who had worshipped the Beast

will acknowledge, as did Nebuchadnezzar, "Verily

there is a God that judgeth in the earth." (Ps. 58:11.)

Then it will be seen that the Most High Who so long

kept Himself in hiding had been working through the

Ages. Then it will be seen and acknowledged by all

that God is not a principle, force, or law, but the

Living One, the Ruler of the Ages.

' c Great and marvelous are thy works, 0 Lord God,

the Almighty; righteous and true are thy ways, thou

King of the Ages. Who shall not fear, 0 Lord, and

glorify thy name? for thou only art holy; for all

the nations shall come and worship before thee, for

thy righteous acts have been made manifest." (Rev.

15:3-4.)

We may note in passing that the related title "the

living God" has always a direct or latent reference to

idols and judgment on idolaters, and is invariably con

nected with Jehovah's making Himself known. The first

occurrence (Deut. 5:26) is connected with the giving

of the Decalogue, when Israel "heard the voice of the

living God speaking out of the midst of the fire."

In 1 Sam. 17 it appears twice (w. 26 and 36) when

David went out to slay Goliath "that all the earth may

know that there is a God in Israel." In Isa. 37:4,17 it is

used against the reproach of Sennacherib, when God

made himself known in Judah in such a marvellous way
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that the king of Babylon sent messengers to HezeMah to

inquire of the "wonder" that was done in the land,

(2Chr. 32:31).

In Ps. 48:4648 we read, "The Lord liveth.8..It is

God that avengeth me from mine enemies;" etc.

Exigencies of space forbid expansion. Enough has been

said to show that "He who liveth forever and ever", and

the related title Living God, refer to the acknowledge

ment of God as Ruler of the Ages.

The Ages, like the days of Genesis, speak of a prior

fall, and are devoted to remedial work. Salvation, rule,

priesthood, aionian life, are restorative agencies oper

ating during their course.

Our Saviour said: "And this is aionian life, that they

should know thee the only true God, and him whom

thou didst send, even Jesus Christ" (Jno. 17:3). Aionian

life is part of the remedial plan of the Ages, and is de

signed to repair the ignorance and alienation caused by

sin. To know the true God, who has sent His Son to be

the Saviour of the world, and to know the Son as the

Redeemer, mark and constitute the life which is peculiar

to the Ages. Aionian life therefore is not, as is generally

supposed, a life having neither beginning nor end; but

rather a life, the distinctive feature of which is, that it

has to do with a Saviour. The declaration "Jesus Christ

is the same yesterday, today, and for the ages," implies

that through these Ages a Saviour is needed, and will be

found. To receive that Saviour, and the Father whom

He has declared, is the only means of fellowship with

God during the Ages, when the vast mass of humanity is

alienated from the life of God because of the ignorance

that is in them.
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In drawing this paper to a conclusion it may be well

to notice one or two perplexing texts.

"For the things which are seen are temporal; but the

things which are not seen are eternal'* (2 Cor. 4:18).

Here, it is argued, "aionian" must mean endlessness be

cause it stands in antithesis to "temporal," L e., pertain

ing to time. We wish to show that the facts of the

case will not bear out this claim. The word rendered

"temporal" is proskairos. It occurs again in Matt.

13:21; Mark 4:17; Heb. 11:25, where it is translated

"for a while," "for a time," "for a season." That

such is its true meaning is abundantly evident. The

rocky ground hearer does not endure during the course

of time, but "for a while"; a person does not enjoy

the pleasures of sin during the course of time, but

"for a season." The contrast in this passage is be

tween things enduring for a while and those which

last through the Ages.

"When he had offered one sacrifice for sins, fdr ever

sat down on the right hand of God; from henceforth

expecting till his enemies be made the footstool of his

feet" (Heb. 10:12-13). By rendering dieenekes

"continually," as in Heb. 7:3 and 10:1, the difficulty

is removed, and the real force of the statement be

comes apparent. The priests in the tabernacle were

standing, offering "continually" sacrifices which

could never make perfect them that drew nigh (10:1).
But Christ, having offered one sacrifice which takes

away sins, sat down "for a continuance" on the right
hand of God, till his enemies are subdued under him.

The contrast is between the continual standing of the

priests whose work was never done and the session of

Christ "for a continuance" having made expiation

for sin.
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In Rom. 16:25, 26 we read of a mystery kept in sil

ence through the age-times (A. V. "since the world

began"; R. V. "times eternal",) and then of the God

of Ages ("eternal God") by whose commandment

that secret is now divulged among the nations. The

word "aionios", twice used in the same sentence, must

in each case have the same sense. As applied to

"times", passing or past, aionial cannot mean never-

ending. The title "aionial God" shows Him in rela

tion to the Ages working in grace to correct and re

move the effects of the fall.

The Old Testament title El Aulam, the equivalent

of the New Testament "God of Ages", is found in

Gen. 21:33; Isa. 26:4; 40:28, where the context con

nects it with Jehovah's covenant-faithfulness and de

liverance. He is the Rock of Ages. And so long as

the conflict rages, so long as any refuge or support is

needed it will be found in Him.

The whole series of the "forever and ever" texts

has been reviewed. It remains to emphasize the salient

points that have emerged in the course of inquiry.

(1) The Greek and Hebrew terms rendered "for

ever and ever", "eternal", "everlasting", never refer

to endlessness; but to a series of terminable periods

known as Age-times.

(2) These Ages are periods in which God carries

on reinedial work, but they have a conclusion and

pass away, when the purpose to be accomplished in

them has been realized.

(3) The Ages are never synonymous with end

lessness but always distinct therefrom.

To substantiate the tenet of unending agony its ad

vocates can do no more than follow one another in the
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weary iteration of the worn out argument that since

"forever and ever" is applied to the life of God, and

employed of the believer's weal as well as the unbe

liever's woe it must perforce mean infinity.

The first claim, if it were true, would certainly be

conclusive. But the fact is "forever and ever" is

never applied to the life of God but, as has been shown,

refers only and always to His making Himself known

as the Living One.

The second claim, that "forever and ever" is asso

ciated with the hereafter of both believer and unbe

liever, is true; but in the case of both it is limited to

the span of the Ages, and has not the remotest reference

to the final state of either. Therefore the dogmas of end

less Agony and Endless Sin rest on purely imaginary

premises and are without the slightest shred of biblical

support.

Words are inadequate to describe the harm which has

resulted from confounding the Ages with Eternity.

We have endeavored to draw attention to the neces

sity of keeping the two conceptions distinct. The sub

ject has by no means been exhausted. We have only

touched the fringe. Perhaps no line of Bible study

promises a more rich harvest of results than a thorough

study of the Ages.

Our way is now clear for the marvellous unfoldings of

the Pauline Epistles.
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"If thou shalt confess with thy mouth Jesus as Lord,

and shalt believe in thy heart that God raised him from the

dead, thou shalt be saved."

This text is an epitome of the essence and effects of the

Gospel of Grace.

"Jesus is Lord." This is the heart and substance of

the Gospel. God has made Him Lord of all. It was the

Father's pleasure that the Son should have the pre

eminence in all things. It is the Father's purpose that

every creature should give Him the preeminence. All

God's dealings, in grace or in judgment, have this one

end in view.

"Thou shalt be saved." This is the result flowing

from receiving Christ as Lord. The phrase "believe in

thy heart" refers to the inward act of accepting Christ

as Lord by the individual; "confess with thy mouth"

indicates its outward expression through the lips.

The writer of this text exemplifies its truth. Jesus

Christ has shown in him an example of them which

should thenceforward believe on Him (1 Tim. 1:16).

His is a pattern case. What was it that transformed this

chief of sinnersf One magic word. Lord! (Acts 22:8).

The marvels which grace wrought in and through him

were the outcome of his confession of Jesus Christ as

Lord.

Such is the message which Paul was commissioned to

preach among the nations. Truly it brings glad tidings

of great joy. The tangled problems created by sin have

been untangled by the Son of God. Every point has

been settled, every difficulty adjusted, every obstacle
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removed, every need met, every requirement of both

infinite Justice and unutterable Love has been satisfied

by His cross. He has taken away the sin of the world,

(Jno. 1:29); He has given Himself a ransom for all,

(1 Tim. 2:5); He has made propitiation for the sins of

the whole world (1 Jno. 2:2); He is the Saviour of all

men (1 Tim. 4:10). Salvation has been wrought. The

resurrection is proof and pledge of its accomplishment.

Man has only to acknowledge it.

The prophet Isaiah has eloquently expressed this truth.

"Our transgressions are multiplied before thee,

and our sins testify against us; for our transgres

sions are with us, and as for our iniquities, we know

them: transgressing and denying Jehovah, and

turning away from our God, speaking oppression

and revolt, conceiving and uttering from the heart

words of falsehood. And justice is turned away

backward, and righteousness standeth afar off; for

truth is fallen in the street, and uprightness can

not enter. Yea, truth is lacking; and he that de-

parteth from evil maketh himself a prey.

"And Jehovah saw it, and it displeased him that

there was no justice. And he saw that there was no

man, and wondered that there was no one to

strike:* therefore his own arm brought salvation

♦The meaning of the verb "paga" is primarily to fall upon,

assail, hence to slay (Judg. 8:21; 1 Sam. 22:18; 1 Kings

2:25-29). It carries the thought of violence, not tender

ness. The following examples substantiate this fact.

Isa. 47:34: "I will take vengeance; I will not merely

"strike" a man/' viz. the judgment will not be confined to in

dividuals; it will be wholesale and thorough.

Isa. 53:5: "Jehovah has 'caused to fall' on him the
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unto him; and his righteousness, it upheld him. And

he put on righteousness as a breastplate, and a

helmet of salvation upon his head; and he put on

garments of vengeance for clothing and was clad

with zeal as a mantle." (Isa. 59:12-17).

What words are these! In what glowing terms they

tell us that God is greater than sin; that His grace is

greater than man's guilt! How impressive the con

trast between human importence and Divine compassion

and omnipotence!

Failure to correlate these truths underlies and vitiates

the schemes of second probation. They found themselves

on the theory of philosophers and sages, that man is radi

cally good and virtuous, the victim of an unfavorable

environment; who, granted proper opportunities and

congenial surroundings, is capable to joyfully respond

to God, and serve Him loyally.

The Millennium explodes the theory of the goodness of

the natural man. For a thousand years mankind will

enjoy unprecedented privileges and blessings. The

causes to which the advocates of man's inherent goodness

iniquity of us all." Like a beast of prey, the iniquities of

others violently assailed Him.

Isa. 65:4-5: "Thou hast 'striken* him that worketh right

eousness with joy." The onlookers express amazement at

the violent fate overtaking the righteous. Who ever heard

of such a thing? or has it been seen before?

Jehovah "wondered that there was none to 'strike* (the

enemy): therefore his own arm brought salvation." Com

pare Isa. 53:12; "he was 'smitten* for the transgressors."

The "intercession" in both passages is that of one who steps

between to receive the blow due to the offender. See marg.

R. V. "none to interpose."
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ascribe the accumulated sins of centuries are then re

moved. Satan's power is paralyzed; his spell over the

nations broken. A perfect government is provided; law

is rigidly enforced; authority is in the hands of abso

lutely righteous men above reproach of weakness or in

consistency ; every visible offense in all parts of the globe

shall be instantly punished. But what is witnessed at the

close of that age? A triumph of goodness, or an out

burst of wickedness? Revelation 20:7-9 supplies the

answer. A second "chance7', yea, a million chances, so

long as man remains what he is, afford no relief. They

would only lead to recrudescences of the post-millennial

apostasy.

Not that the theories now before us are entirely false

Rightly do they recognize the absolute necessity of a

spiritual metamorphosis. But where they fail is in not

perceiving that this necessity is amply provided for in

the work of Christ. Not only does the cross secure sin's

removal and fends all possibility of its recurrence; but

it insures a constitutional change for the fallen. In or

der to effect this change the Divine and the human will

must meet. * * Wouldst thou be made whole ?'' said Christ

to the impotent man. "Sir, I have no man; but while I

am coming, another steppeth down before me." In other

words, I would be made whole: but the only sources of

help I know—self and friend—are unequal for the task.

"Arise, and walk" replied the Saviour. The man arose

in the fullness of physical vigor not because of any latent

capability, but because his will coalesced with the will of

the Saviour. The conversion of Saul of Tarsus, as all

conversions since, have been wrought on the same prin

ciple.

The question therefore is not of man's capability to
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achieve or evolve anything good, but of enabling him to

merge his will in the Divine in such a way that, while in

dividuality is retained, it becomes a willing, conscious

and free instrument for the expression of the Divine; as

was the case with our Divine Lord. The agencies in op

eration through the Ages have been ordained for this

very end. Judgment, God's strange work, is one of them.

Temporary and remedial in character, it is removed as

soon as the desired effect has been produced. The cases

of Jacob's sons and the Kings of Judah, the humbling

of Nebuchadnezzar, the experiences of Israel, past and

future, are a few of the many examples which the Scrip

tures afford.

This principle receives added support from the double

meaning of certain Hebrew words. We cannot here en

ter at length into this intensely interesting subject. One

example suffices to illustrate our point. The verb

nacham means both " repent" and " comfort ".* The

very fact that a single word has been chosen to express

two conceptions is proof of their being related in some

way. Repentance, with the attendant threatenings and

qualms of conscience, is not intended to distract or de

stroy the creature: it is not an end in itself, but a means

to an end—the comfort of the creature. God's method

with the creature is through repentance to comfort.

Until this truth is grasped, judgment must remain

irreconcilable with the character of God. He does not

punish to inflict pain or cause suffering; still less to ex

piate culpability. That has been done on the cross. Pun

ishment is simply a means of leading the obdurate to

♦We give a few specimens of each class. For "repent",

Gen. 6:7; Num. 23:19; Job 42:6, etc. For "comfort/' Job

2:11; Isa. 40:1; 61:2; Lam. 1:2 etc.
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salutary reflection. But it may be said, Punishment is

a severe means to induce wise thinking. Severe it is, but

surely no more so than man's stubborness. Desperate

cases call for drastic measures. They cannot be treated

with rose water. Viewed as a means to ultimate blessing

judgment presents no difficulty. We do not think pun*

ishment inconsistent with mother's love. She does her

utmost to avoid it, and when forced to employ it em

ploys it only in the interest of the child. The same prin

ciple obtains in God's methods. Grace and judgment

are correlated. They often act in conjunction. But

judgment is always subservient to grace. Calamity,

wrath, punishment, the Lake of Fire itself, are correc

tives which Divine Love employs where unmixed grace

has produced no impression.

The story of Joseph and his brethren is a parable of

God's dealings with mankind. God proposed to bless

Jacob's sons through Joseph. His brethren were ap

prised of this intention through the dreams of the bowing

sheaves and the reverential stars. The communication

was understood. They said, Shalt thou indeed rule over

us? or shalt thou have dominion over us? (Gen. 37:8.)

They hated Joseph because he held the supreme place in

the father's affection. They resented the thought of

offering submission and royal homage to the youthful

and despised member of the family. The mere idea of

its possibility aroused their hate to action. Their energies

were bent on preventing the dream from materializing.

"Come now therefore, and let us slay him; and we shall

see what will become of his dreams" (Gen. 37:20).

Joseph falls into their hands, and is sold by them into

Egypt. Yet, strange as it may seem, this was the path

to empire. By this abasement, the foot of the ladder to
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the throne is reached. Joseph becomes Pharaoh's execu

tive. The destinies of the Egyptians and his own breth

ren are in his hands.

In the heyday of Joseph's power, his brethren, driven

by misfortunes, go down into Egypt, where they are put

into ward by Joseph's order. It is here, in the darkness

of the dungeon, that conscience, long outraged, asserts its

prerogatives and claims its rights. "We are verily

guilty concerning our brother, in that we saw the distress

of his soul, when he besought us, and we would not hear;

therefore is this distress come upon us." (Gen. 42:21.)

On hearing this confession Joseph makes himself known.

The supreme moment arrives when the all powerful

Grand Vizier declares to his brethren, guilty of intelli

gent and wilful rebellion, "Be not grieved, nor angry

with yourselves, that ye sold me hither." The frightful

tragedy enacted long ago on the fields of Shechem could

not be undone in fact. But it was undone in the con

sciences of its perpetrators. Joseph, judging that act by

their present disposition, planted on their cheeks the

kiss of reconciliation. Is Christ less than Joseph? Are

His compasions more restricted? Is His love less bound

less or less potent ?

This marvellous story pales as death in comparison

with the great event to be witnessed at the conclusion of

the Ages. It is described in the second chapter of

Philippians. Starting with the time when the suprem

acy of the Son was undisputed, and briefly touching the

successive stages of His stupendous descent, the apostle

moves onward to the consummation to which the Ages

are advancing. The grand climax of the Ages is reached

when
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"In the name of Jesus every knee shall bow, of

things in heaven and things on earth and things

under the earth, and every tongue shall confess that

Jesus Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the

Father,"

As this Scripture has greatly suffered at the hands of

Theorists, it may be well to note some points that are

strained to make it conform with preconceived ideas.

It is said that the subjection of all things is effected

by power without any reference to grace. But the very

opposite is the case. Power is not even named. The one en

grossing theme is the grace of our Saviour expressed in

His sublime downward stoop to the death of the cross and

the reward of His self-abasement by the conferment of

the name which is above every name—Jesus—Saviour.

The subjection is "in the name of Jesus", a name asso

ciated with redemption: "Thou shalt call his name

Jesus; for it is he that shall save his people from their

sins" (Matt. 1:21). The translation "at the name" is

insufficient. The preposition en, which is here used,

always implies identification, as a study of the familiar

expression "in Christ" proves. The phrase "in the

name of Jesus" points to the dispensation of the fulness

of the seasons, when all things in heaven and on earth

will be headed up in Christ. Eph. 1:10 presents Christ

as head of the universe; Phil. 2:10 presents Him as its

savior. Every tongue confesses that Jesus Christ is Lord

to the glory of God the Father. Compare with this two

statements of the same apostle: "No man can say, Jesus

is Lord, but in the Holy Spirit" (1 Cor. 12:13); "If

thou shalt confess with thy mouth Jesus as Lord, thou

shalt be saved" (Rom. 10:9).
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It is also claimed that the word "bow" connotes

4'forced" submission. This is wholly gratuitous. The

verb kampto is used in Eom. 11:4; 14:11; Eph. 3:14

and simply denotes to bow in worship.

In conclusion, the Old Testament Scripture quoted

from and amplified leaves no doubt as to the meaning of

Paul's words. To prove this we present the words of

Prophet and Apostle in parallel columns:

Isaiah 45:21-25.

4'In the name of Jehovah."

(v. 25.)

"Every knee shall bow."

(v. 23.)

"A just God and a Sav

ior." (v. 21).

"And be ye saved." (v. 22.)

"All the seed of Israel

Philippians 2:10-ll.

"In the name of Jesus."

(v. 10.)

44Every knee shall bow."

(v. 10.)

"Jesus—Savior." (v.10)

shall be justified." (v. 25.)

Prophet and Apostle are in perfect accord with each

other. They differ only in two particulars—time and

extent.

Whereas the Prophet has in view the time when the

Israelites "that are escaped out of the nations" are sum

moned to draw near (Isa. 45:20), the Apostle carries us

to an ulterior point in the march of time—the dawn of

the Age of Ages.

Isaiah's horizon is restricted to the "ends of the earth"

and the "seed of Israel"; Paul's range of vision is im

measurably enlarged: it includes "every knee", and

embraces "heaven, earth, the underworld."

Such an outcome of God's ways is soothing to the

heart. The sweetness of the goal softens the asperity of the
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ordeal through which it is attained. The light of Recon

ciliation transforms and suffuses everything. The mourn

ful mysteries and paradoxes of our existence put on a

new complexion. The moan of the wind, the song of

the bird, the groans of cration, the sufferings of hu

manity, become instinct with meaning. Fears and doubts

melt in the glow and warmth of its light as wax melts

in the rays of the morning sun; impatience gives place to

reverence, despondency to hope when we see that, before

sin cast its shadow on the diurnal path of the universe,

God purposed Reconciliation in the sacrificial Lamb. Sin

furnished the occasion for its enactment in history. The

whole creation groans after perfection now, because that

was its first origin and state. "We are fallen and degener

ate; but that was not our beginning. All things come

forth from a perfect God, and all things return to Him

through much tribulation; "for of him, and through

him, and unto him, are all things."



THE LIFE AND TIMES OF NOAH

Noah in Transition From the Old World Into

the New.

In our last article we drew attention to Noah, as wit

nessing for God in the midst of the evil of the Ante-de-

luvian world. Witnessing by what he was, by what he

did, and by what he said. He found grace in the eyes

of the Lord, that made him what he tvas; he was warned

of God of things not seen as yet, which set him to work to

build the ark, and to preach righteousness and give warn

ing of coming judgment.

We shall now take up the second part of our subject,

viz., Noah in transition from the Old World into the

New, in the ark which he had built and in which he saved

himself and his house.

1. The plan of the ark was from God and was the

outcome of his grace for Noah, and in this we have at

least an illustration of the greater salvation of God pro

vided for man in Jesus Christ. We used to sing,

"Grace first contrived a way,

To save rebellious man

And all the steps that grace displays

Which drew the wondrous plan."

But such hymns are being fast eliminated out of our

Church's services and our Hymn books. Yet the truth

contained in such hymns is the truth, Divine Revelation
makes known—the plan of Salvation in its conception—

carrying out—application and final consummation, is all

of God, and the glory of it all belongs to Him.

2. The provision of the ark witnessed to the end of
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all God's measures with the men of that time. "The

end of all flesh is come up before me, make thee an ark."

The end of God's patience and forbearance had been

reached and now nothing but clearing of the scene by

judgment and a new beginning upon an entirely differ

ent principle could meet the need.

The full measure and meaning of this is to be found

at the cross of our Lord Jesus Christ. In the transac

tion of the cross, both God and man have fully revealed

themselves, man in all the depth of his wickedness, God

in the unspeakable riches of his grace. Man's probation

is now over. The cross is the end of all flesh and pro

claims the utter uselessness of any further trial of him.

What can be expected from him after having put to

death the Son of God? Who came not to charge home

upon him his guilt with a view of punishing him for it

but to declare to him a love which had provided for the

putting away of sin and the righteous acceptance of the

sinner into the favor of God. The rejection of Christ

now becomes the ground of the sinner's condemnation

and not the mere fact of sin. "He that believeth on Him

is not condemned but he that believeth not is condemned

already because he hath not believed. "This is the con

demnation that light is come into the world but men

loved darkness rather than light because their deeds are

evil." John 3:18.

3. We read there were stories in the ark. Lower, sec

ond and third (Gen. 6:16). This may remind us of the

different apprehensions Christians have of Christ and of

their privileges in Him. To be in the ark meant to be

saved from Judgment even though in the lower story, but

to be in the second or third may recognize advance in
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apprehension of Christian truth and privilege which

gives a larger outlook as to the future.

There are many Christians who seem to be satisfied to

live in the basement where but little of the sunshine of

an abundant Christian joy reaches them. They know

themselves saved through faith in our Lord Jesus Christ,

but they do not enter into those things which God de

sires to make known unto His saints, and have them to

enjoy with Him. To such we would say: Take in the

extent of your wealth by the vision of faith, as it is given

you in Eph. 1, and then put your feet upon more of it,

realizing while you do it that the land of promise is al

ways larger than the land of possession and that every

step taken calls for further advancement.

4. We read also that in the ark there was a window

finished at the top. Noah could not look out upon the

Judgment but his eye and heart were directed upward

to God. Even so the Christian's occupation should not

be with things around or yet with the things within him;

there is nothing in either of these directions that can

give peace for all is failure and disappointment, but up

ward we have God in all the sufficiency of His gracious

provision and ever present help. He is always near and

ever to be counted upon.

5. The ark finished, Noah was invited into the ark.

''Come thou and all thy house into the ark." He was

not commanded to enter into the ark but invited. Come

thou. This meant that God was going into the ark with

him. A beautiful type of the Gospel invitation. It

comes not with the word of command as did the law but

with loving invitation from the living voice of the Word

who became flesh, that God might speak to man in the

nearness and likeness of the nature which he himself
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wears, and that man might be able to respond to a grace

which stooped so low to reach him in his i*uin. God now

virtually says in Christ "I have come to you—won't

you come to me?"

6. Noah came into the ark. This meant that he had

faith in the Word of God. This is seen by the com

mitting of himself to the ark. Noah is what faith is and

what it does. It commits the soul to God for all he has

done, promised, and is able to do. We are talking often

to the sinner about "accepting Christ." Whoever heard

of a debtor accepting the payment of his debt. The cred

itor does that. If man was a debtor to God, who ac

cepts payment? God or man? Surely God. What then

has man to do ? To commit himself by faith to the sim

ple testimony of God as He declares that He has accepted

Christ for the sinner and the Resurrection is the evidence

of the completeness of the transaction. The work is

done, faith believes it and has peace. Cp. (Jno. 5:9-13.)

God is saving men by believing words, not by doing

works.



THE DIVINE CALENDAR

(5) THE TWELVE ECONOMIES.

An economy or administration (usually called a "dis

pensation") has been defined as that practical adjust

ment, or organization of affairs which is adapted to the

end in view. It includes the thought of a dispensation,

but is not confined to giving or dispensing. The Admin

istration of Government through Noah included the dis

pensation of authority by means of which it might be

made effectual, but it also included the disposition of

this authority, and the dispersion of Babel when it was

abused.

The leading thought is that of administration, man

agement. In Galatians we are told that the minor is un

der "tutors and governors." The ordinary rendering

"stewards" was too suggestive of the table to find its

place here.

It is notable that for purposes of administration, God

divides into twelve. Twelve apostles administer justice

to twelve tribes which administer it to the earth. So it

is most satisfactory to find that He administers the affairs

of earth in a series of twelve distinct economies.

Each one begins with a dispensation and almost all end

in judgment.

INNOCENCE.

We begin with Adam in the garden of Eden, an econ

omy which is marked off from all others, except the last,

by the absence of sin, and differs from the final economy

in that the innocence of Adam will be displaced by
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Divine righteousness. This economy was brought to a

close by the fall.

Innocence did not restrain Adam from offending his

Creator. But now he has acquired the knowledge of

good and evil. So that the next is characterized by the

possession of

CONSCIENCE

in which mankind is tested under entirely different con

ditions. The blessings of Eden had been no restraint.

Will their loss and the rigor and toil of living teach man

kind the blessedness of obedience to God's word? On

the contrary, Eve had listened to the serpent, but now

mankind becomes actually and physically tainted by in

tercourse with the evil emissaries of Satan. At its close

only one man, Noah, is found who was physically free

from this incurable sin. As the line of the Seed, by

Whom alone help was to come, must be preserved at all

hazards, the balance of mankind was swept away by the

flood. Conscience has failed.

So in the next administration man is invested with the

authority of life and death, thus to enable him to re

strain the flood tide of evil. In it we see the beginnings

of the rule of man over man. We may call it

GOVERNMENT

But, alas, Noah, its head, could not even govern him

self. And all government since has taught the same les

son. Instead of using this new power to exalt their

Creator and preserve His righteousness; they use this

new administration to make a name for themselves. Men

hitherto had been units, but now government unites them

into one. This gives them the power of concerted action.

But when they think to make a name for themselves,
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God steps in and takes steps to make a name for Him

self. He confounds their language and breaks them up

into nations which He disposes according to the bound

aries of that one nation through whom He purposes to

govern the earth. Babel ends this ambitious administra

tion and leads us to the economy of

PROMISE

Leaving the bulk of mankind to the status which con

science and government gave, Jehovah turns to one man,

Abram, "a Syrian ready to perish," and promises him

a land and a Seed. By him He would bless all the other

nations. This promise was absolutely unconditional, and

depended solely upon Jehovah's faithfulness and ability

to carry out His own word. And so, when the time came,

He delivered the Sons of Israel out of Egypt and was

about to bring them into the land of which he had

spoken. Unbelief interfered. They limited the Holy

One of Israel, but placed no limits upon their own abil

ities when it came to the requirements of His holiness.

So they must be taught the vanity of their own works

before they can enter the land in such a way as to exalt

Him. Otherwise they, too, like the other nations, will

make a name for themselves and not for Jehovah. In

their self-confidence they say, "All that Jehoval hath

spoken we will do." (Ex. 19:8.) So, for a time the

promises are in abeyance and they enter

LAW

But even before the stone tablets can reach them, they

have broken the first commandment which compre

hended them all. Only Jehovah's great name, which was

now linked with their welfare, kept Him from consum

ing them, (Ex. 32:7-14). Moses takes the tables down,
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but breaks them at the foot of the Mount, so that they

never reached the people (v. 19).

The second set he took and put into the ark, beneath

the propitiatory (Ex. 34:4; 40:20). So, in connection

with the law, we find priesthood and sacrifice and a Di

vine ritual, apart from which it would only have con

sumed them. If they had kept the law, they would have

been a kingdom of priests, through whom the other na

tions might draw nigh. They would have been His pe

culiar treasure. He was to be their king.

In their repeated failures, even after He brought them

into the promised land, He allowed the nations to drive

them back to Himself and He raised up rulers for their

deliverance. But the sceptre of Jehovah did not suit

them, so they rejected Him and desired a king like the

other nations. In His anger, Jehovah gave them a king,

but took him away in His wrath, placing David over

them to shepherd His people and foreshadow His Beloved.

And when priests and kings failed. He sent prophets.

But they mocked the messengers of God, and despised His

words, and misused His prophets, until the wrath of

Jehovah arose against His people, till there was no

remedy. Therefore He brought upon them the King of

Chaldees (2 Chron. 36:16-17.)

This administration itself is divided into four import

ant epochs. The Rulers (Judges) from Moses to Saul,

the Bangs, the seventy years' captivity, and the Return.

His faithfulness is seen in bringing a remnant back

from captivity and preparing for

Incarnation

The text of conformity to His holy law had utterly

failed. The thunders of Sinai could not bring them up
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to a thrice holy God. So He comes down to them, not

in His majesty and might to an awful mountain top,

but down into the very vale of sorrow, veiled by a hu

man frame, dispensing blessing on every side, claiming

the allegiance of the heart rather than the work of men's

hands.

Like the previous economy, this is a private one, con

fined to Israel. He was sent but to the lost sheep of the

House of Israel. He was a servant of the circumcision.

The other nations still continued under the same con

ditions which were inaugurated when Jehovah scattered

the nations in order to school Israel, His glory.

Israel had not believed Jehovah's promises, they had

broken His law, and now still worse they murder the

Son, the Messiah He had appointed for them!

This is the crisis of the eons: the final fact that eternal

ly and incontrovertibly establishes man's utter enmity

to God. Innocence and Conscience and Government and

Promise and Law and His Presence—all is summed up

in that cross, all unite their voice to cry "Away with

Him!"

God had left the earth lest He should break forth and

consume His sinful creatures. He became the Ascended

God, the God of Heaven. Now he re-visits a chosen

people, prepared for His advent, but in spite of all His

grace and bounty, they thrust Him from them!

But the cross not only proves that fact, but provides

for it and makes it the needed background for the dis

play of His inexhaustible stores of grace and glory.

Three eras mark this economy. The era of the proclama

tion of the Kingdom, ending with the Transfiguration;

the proclamation of His sufferings, ending with the cross;

and the Resurrection era, ending with the Ascension.
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Man's utter ruin is now no longer an issue, neither is

it a bar to blessing. So that, in spite of that fearful

deed, pardon is proclaimed to His very murderers in

the following

PENTECOSTAL ECONOMY

The Kingdom is again proclaimed, as in the Master's

early ministry, only now it is to follow a season of reno

vation to prepare for its presence. The powers of the

Kingdom administration were anticipated, just as the

spies had entered the land bringing back the fruit of

Canaan. (Heb. 6:5). But, after repeated opposition,

when the truth is brought home to the Sanhedrim by

Stephen, they follow in the footsteps of their fathers, re

fuse the Spirit's testimony, thrust the Bang and King

dom from them and turn back into the wilderness. Had

they obeyed, the Kingdom would have come and they

would have been the kingdom of priests to rule and bless

the other nations. Since they have failed, these blessings

are made good to the other nations in a spiritual ful

fillment. This leads to the

Transition

characterized by Paul's priesthood for the nations. Paul

could not do as the priests in the coming eon and bring

the nations nigh by means of the ritual at Jerusalem.

But in place of this he brings them nigh by means of

the gospel of God (Rom. 15:16). While he did this, he

also proclaimed the Kingdom itself to the Jews among

the nations. But the climax came when they, together

with the Jews in Jerusalem, try to kill him. Instead of

rejoicing at the spread of God's glory, they are jealous

for the "people, the law and this place." (Acts 21:28.)
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Culture of the natural heart of man only produces its

bitter fruit in more abundant measure.

Left to themselves since Babel, the nations have had

none of the schooling in the ways of God which Israel

had. God, seeing that it would get Him glory, is found

of those who sought Him not (Rom. 15:21). Many

among the nations believe and receive the blessing prom

ised through Abraham. His physical seed, the sea shore

sand, is swallowed by the sea, but his spiritual seed, the

stars of heaven, begin to multiply as the darkness falls.

Finally, then, Israel as a nation is thrust aside and

we enter

THE SECRET ECONOMY

Characterized by Paul's imprisonment. In this pres

ent administration God is carrying out the determina

tions which antedate the eons, which concern the heavenly

spheres and their restoration, rather than the earth and

the eons which mark its history. Our place and portion

in Christ must be kept quite distinct from these eons,

for they are in a realm where time has not been marked

off by these earth-born divisions.

The oracles of God are now committed to the custody

of the Nations. They are graffed into the olive tree.

But they unite with Israel in chaining God's ambas

sadors and in thrusting God Himself from His creation.

They dispose all of their affairs so as to get along with

out Him. The nominal avowal of His Name is attached

to the worship of Satan, who cooperates in the develop

ment of every means to bring the golden age without the

intervention of Messiah. So long as God is graciously

calling out His own He does not interfere, but when they

are taken out, His earthly people Israel come before Him

again, which ushers in
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Wrath

Judgment must begin at the house of God (1 Pet

4:17). It begins in the assemblies of Israel (Rev. 2 and

3), and ends in the seven last plagues and doom of

Babylon. Satan is cast out of his heavenly domains and

gets all the world to worship his messiah. Thunders and

lightnings and hail and great earthquakes are tokens of

the tremendous judgments which will clear the scene for

The Administration op the Kingdom,

or "The Coming Bon." The knowledge of God takes

the place of Conscience; a King administers a just gov

ernment ; the Promises are fulfilled; the Law is inscribed

in the hearts of His people; Satan is bound; Jehovah is

once again in their midst. Every possible incentive is

offered for allegiance to Jehovah.

But when Satan is loosed for a little season at its close,

he succeeds in raising an immense army to besiege the

holy city, Jerusalem.

The creature cannot stand apart from his Creator.

Fire from above devours all opposition. Then follows

the burning up of the creation and the fruit of man's

ages of effort to make place for The Economy of the

Fullness op Times

When Christ shall be head over the whole universe.

The present system of affairs ("the world") will have

passed by Sin, that seemed to mar His glory, will be

seen to have been its sombre setting. Man's failure has

heralded His success. Man's hate was but the flame that

spread the perfume of love's incense.

Everything is created anew and founded upon the

work of the cross. The cross is the fulcrum upon which

the eleven economies which find fulfillment upon the
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present earth balance. Surrounding it, we have that

central economy, the Incarnation, the Presence upon the

earth. Three times God visits the earth. Erstwhile in

Eden, again in the Coming Eon and midway between

these glorious theophanies, He deigns to wear the garb

of mortal man, to veil His glories and descend to the

accursed death.

That life he lived, that death He died, create and ad

ministration without a parallel, a solitary central econ

omy round which the others cluster.

Before it, came the Law. After, its counterpart, the

Pentecostal Economy. In both unbelief and zeal for

law keeps the blessing from them. As their fathers did,

so do they. Beyond this on either side is Promise, and

Paul's Separation. The promise to Abraham is made

good to believing Israelites and the nations.

Still further on each side are Government and Paul's

Imprisonment. The former is before Israel's day and

the latter after Israel has been thrust aside. Both deal

with the nations and in each, man is making a name for

himself.

Beyond these in either direction we find Conscience

and Judgment. These are characterized by the two great

judgments, the flood and the day of wrath. In each,

malignant heavenly hosts take a very prominent part

and are finally bound to keep them from further mischief.

"As it was in the days of Noah so shall it be * *"

Then comes Eden and the Millenium. Both are

blessed; with the curse removed, and a Man at the head

of all creation.

If our delight is in God and in His way with man

kind, we will note that each of these economies deals with
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a distinct problem, and is the subject of a distinct ad

ministration. Anarchy was perfectly right during Con

science for if conscience did its duty, there was no need

for government. But now, even God's saints must be

subject to properly constructed authorities. The eradi

cation of vice and crime and injustice is the very pur

pose of the Administraion of Wrath. And it will then be

accomplished. To attempt to suppress it now is only

to heal over the sore and is entirely out of line with

God's present purpose. To "mind earthly things" will

be most commendable in the millennium, but now it is

the mark of apostasy (Phil. 3:19). Then the height of

blessing will be citizenship in Jerusalem, the city of the

great King. But now we are enfranchised in heaven,

above both the world and the evil eon from which we have

been delivered.

Prom this it appears that what is blessedly true in

one economy may be utterly false in another. Both are

God's words; but are not His truth unless properly ap

portioned. This is the key to unlock the difficulties

which have caused so much discord and division among

God's people. All who value God's approval will never

ignore the proper division of His word.
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EDITORIAL

With this issue our readers will find two charts. The first

of these is intended to illustrate the series 'The Divine

Calendar". The smaller chart is designed to help our

readers to a better understanding of the paragraph "The

Readjustment of the Eons" (VoL III. No. 2, pp. 32, 33).

When it is folded, only one series of circles appears. Ood's

secret purposes are hidden beneath the fold. When the

chart is opened up these are revealed. It is our purpose

(D. V.) to issue the Divine Calendar in pamphlet form,

including the diagram and two charts. Will our readers

kindly let the publication office know how many they can

use, so that we may know how many to print. The Lord

may use it to spread the truth among those who will not

look at the pages of a magazine yet may be readily inter

ested in the charts. Let us spread these glorious truths.

In the series on "The Ages" we have endeavored to es

tablish the fact that the Ages are distinct from Eternity

and must not be confounded with it. Eternity is infinite

duration or existence, independent of time, and having

neither beginning nor end, past nor future. Now, since

Scripture affirms that the Ages were "made" (Heb. 1:3),

and since it refers to a time "before" and "beyond" the

Ages (1 Cor. 2:7; 2 Tim. 1:9; Tit. 1:2), it is patent that

Eternity and the Ages represent two distinct conceptions.

The Ages are in Eternity but are not Eternity.

The series on "The Triumph of Love" is devoted to the

exposition of the purpose of God. In this issue an attempt

is made to set forth the Divine forepurpose as unfolded in

Ephesians and Colossians. In the next issue (D. V.) it is

proposed to take up Romans 5:12-21, where the Two

Heads, Adam and Christ, are brought before us. The third

paper will deal with the Resurrection as presented in the

fifteenth chapter of First Corinthians. A number of papers
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will be devoted to the elucidation of separate passages and

discussion of difficulties.

In the present article on the Purpose of God there will

be found a few remarks bearing on the subject of evil. If

the Lord will, we hope to give a series on the problem of

evil as treated in Ecclesiastes, Isaiah and Job.—V. 6.

We are profoundly thankful to our God that, at last, the

time seems almost ripe for the consideration of the Mystery

of the Gospel, the Conciliation. It does not seem wise,

even yet, to entertain the secret itself, for it is almost use

less to set it forth until the Previous Commissions have

been examined and accorded their true place. It is only

when the commissions in the so-called "Gospels" no longer

intrude upon the present transcendent administration that

the true gospel for today beams forth in all its brilliant

effulgence and pales every previous commission.

The key words, Conciliation and Reconciliation, not only

represent two Greek words but distinct, though closely

related, thoughts. Conciliation katallassoo is used to

denote God's pacific attitude towards mankind even while

they are still at enmity to Him. It concerns only one party

to an estrangement. When, however, both parties are

conciliated, then there is Reconciliation apokatallassoo.

Conciliation received (Rom. 5:11) is Reconciliation.

As this subject will be presented in fragments at long

intervals extending over several years, we herewith present

an outline of the entire theme as it will come before us:

THE MYSTERY OF THE GOSPEL

1. Israel Thrust Aside

II. Exhortation to Peace

III. The Conciliation of Mankind

IV. The Nations Grafted In

(The Pfevious Commissions)

V. The Administration of Conciliation

VI. The Nations Brought Nigh

VII. The Reconciliation of the Universe

(Objections to Universal Reconciliation)

VIII. Exhortation of Vigilance

IX, Israel Restored
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The Prisoner of the Lord had only one request for

himself in writing to the Ephesian saints: he craved their

prayers for an opening and boldness to make known this

mystery (Eph. 6:19-20). How much more do we need the

prayers of God's saints for courage and opportunity to

make this grand secret known!

After appearing in the magazine it will be reprinted

(D. V.) in book form. Kindly let the publishing office

know bow many copies you can use in His service.—A.
£. K.

A few have received the strange impression, forced from

our teaching regarding the ultimate reconciliation of the

universe, that we have no place for the gospel. On the con

trary—as the mere fact that we shall devote much space

to it for the next few years amply demonstrates—we are

very jealous for the gospel of the glory of the blessed God

and have a consuming desire that it be restored to God's

saints and be proclaimed to every human being. Current

error regarding God's ultimate achievement is responsible

for the fearfully low level of present gospel preaching and

for the widespread aversion to it on the part of thinking

people. How few have the consciousness that what they

are heralding is a fragrant perfume to God in those that are

saved and in those who perish! Yet such was Paul's tri

umphant administration of the glad tidings. His burning

zeal was not fed by the flames of "hell" but his lips were

touched with a coal from the golden altar of God's glory.

O, for some to proclaim the gospel, not merely for man's

deliverance, but, above all, for God's delight!

—A. E. K,

We wish to thank all who have sent expressions of appre

ciation, criticisms, financial help, etc., and we would ask our

readers that prayer be offered on our behalf that the pages

of our magazine may be used for the glory of His name

and the good of His people.



THE PURPOSE OF GOD

"Who is the image of the invisible God, the
firstborn of all creation; for in him were all
things created, in the heavens and upon the

earth,tthings visible and invisible, whether, thrones

or dominions or principalities or powers; all
things have been created through him, and unto
him, and he is before all things and in him
all things consist. And he is the head of the
body, the church; who is the beginning, the
firstborn from the dead; that in all things he

might have the preeminence. For it was the
good pleasure of the Father that in him should
all the fulness dwell; and through him to
reconcile all things unto himself (having made
peace through the blood of his cross); through
him, I say, whether things upon the earth, or

things in the heavens" (Col. 1:15-20).

"Blessed be the God and Father of our
Lord Jesus Christ, who hath blessed us with

every spiritual blessing in the heavenly places

in Christ: even as he chose us in him before
the disruption of the world, that we should be
holy and without blemish before him in love:
having foreordained us unto adoption as sons

through Jesus Christ unto himself, according
to the good pleasure of his will, to the praise

of the glory of his grace, which he freely

bestowed on us in the Beloved." (Eph. 1:3-6).



THE TRIUMPH OF LOVE

1. THE PURPOSE OF GOD

An intelligent conception and unclouded view of the con
summation which Scripture sets before us as the goal of

faith and hope is contingent on a clear grasp of the Divine
purpose and intention. Man's distinctive prerogative is the

power to purpose and achieve. Men and nations rise in

the scale of life in proportion to developed purpose and
power of achievement. The humblest human life is inspired
and moved by some purpose. God works according to a
predetermined purpose which has been in operation in the
past, is in operation at present, and will continue to be in

operation until accomplished. The tangled web of complex

processes serves His purpose. The whole natural order is

but the body and organ of a spiritual order which it exists
in order to serve. The present state of things, viewed
apart from the controlling purpose, seems aimless and
baffling, creates perplexities, engenders doubts. Through
preoccupation with the agencies at work we are apt to miss

the purpose and misunderstand the nature and function of
the agency itself. Herein is a prolific source of failure in
both doctrine and practice. The sons of Israel did not
ground themselves in Jehovah's promise and were in con
sequence unnerved by the test. The sorrows of the desert,

divorced from their objective point, seemed devoid of mean
ing, and so intolerable as to make a return to Egypt a
desideratum. Theological activity has been characterized
by attempts to analyze, systematize and unify processes
rather than by sustained effort to grasp the underlying
purpose; and the prevailing views of human destiny and
one-sided conceptions of God are the sequel.
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The paramount question is, Have we a declaration of

God's purpose? If such a declaration exists, we may un

hesitatingly take our stand thereon, and venture our all on

it, assured that no statement relative to methods can modify

or contradict the purpose to which God has pledged Him

self. However little understood, much misunderstood, or

seemingly inappropriate, the means employed exist to ful

fil and further the purpose, not to render it abortive.

As a preliminary to a study of the purpose of God it will
greatly aid us to bear in mind the truth of the solidarity

of humanity. By this we mean the coherence and oneness

of the race in nature, relations, or interests. Humankind
is a unit. In creating Adam, God created all of his pos

terity. All were in Adam, and no further creative act was

needed. Romans 5:12-21 (to which a separate paper will
be devoted) teaches that our sin and our death are not

individual facts, they do not originate with ourselves but

are wholly prior to ourselves. Sin and death are not indi

vidual but race facts. All humanity has sinned, and sins

and dies as one man. If we call this act or condition a fall,

then humanity fell or is fallen as one man. That one is

Adam. In Adam all fell, all sin, all die. There is a trans

gression or a fall of which we may say, if not that the fall

of one has been the fall of all, yet certainly the fall of all

is as the fall of one. One common spiritual and moral

catastrophe involves us all. Sin is in actual operations

certainly not an individual but a collective thing; it is in us

as one man in our solidarity as a race. The truth is simply

this, that our sin in its origin and universality is not ours

but Adam's, Man's, Humanity's sin, and we are only re

cipients and participants of it. On no other ground except

the recognition of humanity as a unit could it be affirmed,

and arguments founded on the affirmation, that Levi paid

tithes to Melchizedek while as yet in the loins of his

ancestor (Heb. 7:8-10).

On the face of things, the outstanding feature in Colos-

sians 1:15-20 is that the Divine purpose was formed in

Christ, and effected through Him. The expression "Son

of his love" enhances the fact of love being the atmosphere

in which the purpose first saw the light. In keeping with
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the remote past to which we are carried back, the state

ments relating to the purpose are in the past tense. The

Son is seen as the Firstborn of all Creation, a title whose

meaning is explained in the verse immediately following.

"For in him were all things created, in the heavens and

upon the earth, things visible and things invisible." The

point in question is not the creation of the heavens and the

earth, but the creation of all things in them, viz., the intel

ligences in both spheres, those of the heavenly or invisible

realm being mentioned according to rank, "thrones, domin

ions, principalities, powers". All these were created

through Him, unto Him, and consist in Him. It is further

affirmed, "it was the good pleasure of the Father that in

him should all the fulness dwell; and through him to

reconcile all things unto Himself (having made peace

through the blood of His cross); through him, whether

things upon the earth, or things in the heavens". The same

"all things" that were created—the thrones, dominions,

principalities and powers in the heavens, and the creatures

upon the earth—were to be reconciled on the basis of peace

effected through the blood of His cross.

This affirmation immeasurably dilates the magnitude of

our Savior's work as regards both potency and extent.

Whereas our selfishness has limited it to an insignificantly

small portion of humankind, the apostle extends it to all

creatures in the regions visible, and invisible. Nor is this

the only passage. Heb. 2:9 is even more to the point.

"But we behold him who hath been made a little lower

than the angels, even Jesus, because of the sufferings of

death crowned with glory and honor, that by the grace of

God he should taste death for every man." *An ancient

reading has "except God" instead of "grace of God".

This reading establishes a parallel with I Cor. 15:27.

Both passages comment on the same verse and words of

Psalm 8, "all things in subjection under his feet", and

both make a notable exception. In Corinthians Paul

*Xioph ®€<w instead of xapwi ©cov. ". • . . that he
should taste death for all except God." The insertion "man",
which is not in the original, tends to color the text with popular
theology.
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asserts that the subjection of all things admits of one

evident exception. Hebrews does the same, only with

reference to the sacrifice of Christ. The Father is ex-

cepted from subjection to the Son and from dependence on

His sacrificial death. But whether the reading "except"

be received or not, the force and substance of the passage

is not affected thereby. The word "man" is wanting in the

original, which simply reads "he tasted death for all".

"All" is defined by "except God", according to one reading,

and "he left nothing that is not subject to him", according

to the other.

Eph. 1:8-6 adds to our knowledge of the purpose of God

gained in Colossians the further fact that humanity was

chosen in Christ before the disruption of the world, fore

ordained unto sonship by Jesus Christ, according to the

good pleasure of His will, freely bestowed on us in the

Beloved. The burden of this marvellous passage is fore-

ordination. The salient points connected with it are as

follows:

FOREORDINATION

Inception ."in love"

Time -...."before the disruption of the world"

Sphere "in Christ"

Imputation ..."freely"

Goal. ........ ."Sonship through Jesus Christ"

Aim "to the praise of the glory of his grace"

The starting point is love, the climaxing point unearned

sonship conferred by grace. Extinction and never-ending

torment have no place in this purpose. The eternal,

almighty, all wise, all sufficient Being has no reason, no

motive, no capacity to purpose ill. Influenced by His

infinite perfections, inspired by perfect love, He could only

decide on a course of action consistent with Himself. There

are things which even God cannot do. He can do nothing

contrary to His own nature; His actions are bound by His

character.

The argument that never-ending torment and extinction

may serve ends unknown to us is a poor makeshift. The

creation of which man is the manifest head and end exists
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from and for Intelligence, Reason; and what has been

revealed about it has been revealed for finite minds; the

revelation therefore must be in substance, if not in measure

accessible to our finite intelligence and reason. Partial

and perfect knowledge of God are one in quality if not in

quantity. All the elements of the perfect are latent in the

partial. Therefore what is repugnant to the principles of

partial knowledge must be even more so to the principles

of perfect knowledge. God's ways are untraceable, the

principles governing them are traceable; the working out

of His purpose, involving as it does an inconceivable mul

tiplicity of agencies, may be incomprehensible, the purpose

itself is not so.

God is love conveys a conception which transcends our

mental capacity while thoroughly adapted to it. Partial

and full orbed comprehension of God's love differ in degree

but not in kind. What is true of the lesser is true of the

greater, and vice versa. Punishment as a means is con

sistent with love as an abstract principle; it is likewise

consistent with Divine love and occupies a prominent place

in the Divine Economy of self-unveilment. But punish

ment as an end is incongruous with human love, inchoate

and imperfect as it is, and utterly incompatible with the

Divine. This induction rests on three self-evident axioms:

God is light, God is love, God is greater than man. This

is solid ground, for what God does must necessarily be

interpreted by what He is, since in all His works He

remains true to Himself.

The Bible asserts that God is just and merciful. But

we never read God is justice or God is mercy. This fact

is not without deep significance. It tells us that justice,

mercy, and other Divine attributes mentioned in Scripture,

are temporary activities of Divine love called into exercise

by the presence of sin. Justice is Love protecting itself

from association with unrighteousness; mercy is Love

treating leniently the guilty and disobedient. The declara

tion "God is Light" is the key to a true understanding of

the interrelation of the Divine attributes and their depend

ence on Love. The spectrum is produced by the light of
the sun passing through a triangular glass prism and
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falling on a screen. The component colors, being unequally

refracted, are spread out in a band displaying the seven

rainbow colors. As refracted solar light appears as seven

separate colors, Divine Love during the period of sin's

existence is seen as a series of componing attributes. And

just as the colors of the spectrum are but parts of the solar

light, so the many Divine attributes are parts of Love.

It may be said that we have erred in referring the pro

noun "us" in Eph. 1:3-6 to humanity when the tenor of the

epistle as a whole restricts it to believers. The use of

pronouns in the epistle is explained in ch. 3:6, ". . • that

the Gentiles are fellow-heirs, and fellow-members of the

body, and fellow-partakers of the promise in Christ Jesus

through the gospel whereof I was made a minister". The

apostle has in mind the two parties incorporated in the

Body—Jews and Gentiles. Hence the word for "body" is

sussoma, a joint-body. "We" refers to the apostle and his

fellow-Israelites, "ye," to Gentile believers, while "us"

refers to both as a collective unity. The interpretation of

the pronouns is restricted to believers only in so far as the

epistle applies to the present. But at the time the purpose

was formed, before sin's entrance, God had in mind human

ity as an organic whole. There stands for us and with us

the divine forepurpose. He foreordained humanity for

sonship through Jesus Christ. The end was* as clear before

Him as the beginning and was just as much the concern of

the endless love which is Himself. We are no more objects

than we were products of chance. Human personality is

too great and precious a thing to have been brought into

existence through the travail of ages without a definite and

predetermined purpose, without a destiny commensurate

with its acquired and inherent possibilities and promises.

Jesus Christ is the expression of the divine reason, meaning

an end of human personality. Whom God foreknew, them

He also foreordained to be conformed to the image of His
Son.

The fact that Reconciliation is part of the forepurpose

proves to demonstration that evil is not an accident but an

indispensable part of the Divine plan. We may trust God

for having known what He was about from the beginning
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and for having entered upon nothing inconsistent with

Himself. His foreknowledge or wisdom was not divorced

from His love.

The only way from foreordination to destination, from

the inception of the purpose to its fruition, is the way of

suffering. The many sons of God can be brought into glory

only as the One Son, the Prince of their salvation, who was

brought by being made perfect through suffering.

We are in the habit of speaking of the existence and

trial of suffering and of evil in general as a mystery of

which we can have no understanding on the whole, al

though in part we may recognize the uses to which it is

actually put in the discipline of life., But the view pre

sented in the Bible as a whole, and in Paul's epistles in

particular, is not merely that, evil existing, we know not

why or how, it is turned to account, overruled as we say,

and made a means of good ends by a power greater than

itself. Rather is it that, in the very nature of it, all real

good, natural or spiritual, is won against, is a victory over,

an opposite ill. Pleasure, if it is not only a survival of or

relief from pain, is at least developed in consciousness by

contact with and conquest of it. Virtue is every inch of it

not merely won by but the very product or fruit of conflict

with and conquest of its opposite. The holiness of our

Lord was as much negatively the denial and annulment of

its opposite, sin, as it was the affirmation and establishment

of itself through a positive union with the spirit and will

and life of God. We could not, however we might try,

conceive of a spiritual, personal creation developed other

wise than through conditions practically identical with

those to which we take the chief exception in the world as

it is. Hence the very best terms are selected in which to

express the philosophy of pain, temptation, and trial, not

merely as existing and as what we have to live in spite of,

but as necessary to us and what we have to live by means

of. It is a vindication as well as justification of the fact

that the divinest act actual or possible in the history of the

universe, had to be enacted and expressed in the terms of

the most inconceivable humiliation, trial, and suffering. It

is an interpretation of the facts and circumstances of our
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own existence, in which all the most extreme contrasts and

contradictions meet and contend, and for which there is

no possible explanation but that it is the scene and the

condition necessary not only for the testing and proving

but for the determining and developing of present charac

ter and life.

In the person of Jesus Christ we see the unity of faith

with the entire order of things as they are in the world.

In Him we see the meaning, purpose, and glorious end of

things; the painful but necessary and salutary process of

things. God spares us nothing of all that the actuality of

the world has to subject us to. There is no real good but

personal good, the good of personality, and that, for us at

least, there is no personal, spiritual or moral, good that is

not the actaul conquest and survival of evil. This is the

revelation in Jesus Christ with regard to human life and

destiny. For our Lord to have been spared the least of

all He endured and overcame would have been to abridge

by just so much the completeness and perfection of His

attainment and exaltation. And it was the truth for Him

because it is the truth for us, of whom He is the way, the
truth, the life.

In concluding this paper it may be well to notice the

relation of the two items of God's forepurpose to one an

other. Creation concerns the material side of the purpose,

Reconciliation the spiritual. Creation brought humanity

into existence; Reconciliation has to do with the bringing

of humanity into the spiritual relation of sonship, through

redemption. Humanity was "in Christ" before it was in

Adam. What we were potentially in God's forepurpose, we

have become in ourselves through the grace that is in Christ

Jesus. This is the force of the expression "in Christ". It

tells us that those who have now received the Gospel are

already, in spirit, in the realm of God's forepurpose. They

are no longer "in flesh" but "in spirit", a new creation
beyond the wreck and ruin of the old.

—V. G.



THE SON OF GOD

WHO IS HE?

THE question. The question of all questions. Christi

anity with all its hopes, ideals and beliefs hangs in the

balance. On the answer depends the solidity or frailty

of the Christian's faith. By the answer we shall know

whether we are building for eternity or merely wasting

the precious hours through vain indulgence in idle hopes.

By it we shall know whether our Faith is fact or fiction;

a reality or a dream; a substance or a shadow.

We have at least four methods of eliciting an answer

to our question, four means by which to arrive at an esti

mate of the Person concerning whom we make the inquiry.

These are:

(a) His Claims . . . What He said.

(b) His Works . . . What He did.

(c) His Reputation • . What was said of Him.

(d) His Influence ♦ . What was done for Him.

(A) HIS CLAIMS

Of the many claims which were put forth by Him, we

select two which stand forth prominently from amongst

them. The first of these may be found in Matthew 27:43,

"I am the Son op God/*

the other is in Matthew 16:13,

"I, the Son op Man."

We must readily acknowledge that such an one is at

least unique in His claims. Furthermore, we must bow
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before the atmosphere of conscious truthfulness which per

vades and leaves its seal upon the untrembling declara

tion before us. The claim has carried a conviction inher

ent in itself to the hearts and souls of millions, and if not

true must be reckoned as the most audacious falsehood of

the ages, or if true, must be bowed to as the crowning gem

of the self-revelation of God. There is an obvious lack of

temerity about these statements. The words bear no trace

of having been uttered with the tell-tale blush, or spoken

in the faltering tones allied to self-deception. The state

ments are dogmatic in form, and are conveyed to us not as

suggestions but as emphatic assertions of ultimate and abso

lute facts. Thee claimant says not, "I think I am the Son

of God"; neither does He say "I believe I am the Son

of Man." I AM, He declares, with equal positiveness of

both these facts, as certain that He was God as that He

was Man. I AM, He cries, and challenges Earth and Hell

to gainsay the fact. Think, if you can, of a little raindrop's

threats to wash the Rock of Gibraltar from its base; laugh,

if you will, at such presumptuous vanity, and then think

of the efforts of Modern Scholarship (!) to undermine this

grand foundation of the Faith. Over and above the murmur

of modern denials; over the inflated bombast of German

Rationalism, and the mechanical echo of English and Amer

ican culture; above the confused and confusing dins raised

by a thousand contending theories, we may still hear the

quiet, dignified words of Him who said: I am the Son

of God; I am the Son of Man. Oh, that every knee would

bow to such a Master!

But what does the title "the Son of Man" imply? What

does it mean? As God originally gave His Word to man,

every particle of it had a distinct meaning of its own.

There was not a word without its own peculiar mission,

and the revelation itself did not contain a word too many

nor a word too few. To entertain a lower theory of Inspira

tion is to fail to recognize that the Book in every respect

was worthy of its Author. The divine inspiration ex

tended not merely to the religious parts of the Book, as

some think; nor only to the germinal idea, as others think;

but extends all the way through from the greatest to the
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least, including even its minute "jots and tittles'9 as testi

fied by Christ the Lord (Matt. 5:18). Any view of the

Word which is a whit lower than that of the Son of God

is too ignoble and base to be entertained by any of God's

dear children.

The use of the definite article in connection with the

title "Son of Man" has a distinctive value. It denotes pre

eminence. It separates. In Scripture we read of many

who are spoken of as "sons of men." "Son of man, stand

upon thy feet" is said to Ezekiel (Ezek. 2:1). "Under

stand, O Son of man" is spoken to Daniel (Dan. 8:17).

But only one is said to be the Son of Man. He is the

Man of men; the Flower of humanity; the Ideal of the race.

He is The Man. And that title has a history connected

with it which finds its origin in the opening periods of

human existence. The great promise to Eve concerning

redemption, was bound up as to its fulfillment with One

who should be the seed of woman. And when we read

of Eve bringing in her firstborn into the world we learn

of her joyous, though premature utterance, "I have gotten

the man, Jehovah." Eve was mistaken. Cain was not the

man; but now Christ comes upon the scene and utters these

potent words: "I am The Man." Moses of old, gifted

with prophetic vision, looking down the course of the ages,

announced to Israel, "The Lord thy God will raise up unto

thee a Prophet from the midst of thee, of thy brethren,

like unto me; unto him ye shall hearken." (Deut. 18:15).

Christ said, "I am The Man." Isaiah the prophet fore

tells a coming time when "a man shall be an hiding place"

(Isa. 82:2). Christ lays claim to our faith in saying "I

am The Man." And what a strange utterance is that of

Zechariah (13:7) when God speaks of one thus: "Awake,

O sword, against my shepherd, and against the man that

is my fellow." How can we understand this, a Man and

yet God's fellow? Christ shows Himself and gives us the

solution when He says "I am The Man." Thus does He

claim to be the Personal Fulfillment of the prophetic word,

and the substantiation of the ancient promises of God.

And beloved, He is indeed all this or nothing. He is th«

appointed Hiding Place; the Prophet like unto Moses; the
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Seed of the Woman; the man that is God's Fellow; or else

the greatest fraud that was ever perpetrated upon humanity.

If He was not every particle of what He claimed to be,

then the lowest slave of sin must be higher than He, for

the slave of sin is at least open and perceptible in his

vileness, while He was dishonest and fraudulent in His

piety. But death tests all such claims. Approaching dis

solution applies an acid-test to all vain pretensions. And

so, when we hear Him saying, in full view of Calvary's

terrors and pains, "For this cause came I into the world,

that I should bear witness unto the truth," our doubts and

fears vanish to the four winds of heaven. We have found

the glorious truth—Christ is The Man.

But to be the One of prophecy necessitated His being

much more than man. The Man of prophecy was not only

human but superhuman. In the very first promise con

cerning His coming He is prophesied as being the seed,

not of man as in ordinary generation, but of woman, inti

mating a generation extraordinary. And to this marvellous

promise Christ adds words that must have mystified His

hearers. His mother's remonstrance contained the sen

tence: "Thy father and I have sought thee sorrowing."

The Son takes up the words and corrects her gently in His

reply: "I must be about my Father's business," His

Father was not of Earth.

What wonderful glories radiate around the "I am's" of

Him who made these unique claims!

"Then said the Jews unto Him, Thou art not yet fifty

years old and hast thou seen Abraham? Jesus said unto

them, Verily, verily, I say unto you, Before Abraham was,

I am. Then took they up stones to cast at him." (John

8:57-59). Full well did they understand Him as claiming

to be the Jehovah who was Israel's hope and Israel's glory,

and counting it the supreme blasphemy possible to man,

would gladly have stoned Him to death on the spot.

But Faith prostrates itself, and remembering the promise

to Abraham, "Jehovah will provide Himself a lamb," gladly

sets its seal to the fact that in very truth Jehovah has
provided Himself.

A. Burns.



THE LIFE AND TIMES OF NOAH

(Noah in Transition—Continued.)

7* Noah not only came into the ark at the invitation

of God, but was also shut in by God Himself.

This meant security. When God shuts no man can open.

There was an inside and an outside. Inside Noah was

shut in with God; outside all was judgment. He was also

shut in for God and to God; he had the best of company,

the highest fellowship. The ark was tossed by the waves,

but safe, and Noah was as safe as the ark in which he

was. He may have fallen down in the ark many times,

but he never fell out. The very waters which overwhelmed

the ungodly but lifted the ark nearer to Heaven. So the

tribulations of the path but bring us nearer to God and
become the means of forming character, preparing us for

the glory to which we are to be brought. And they also

constitute the opportunity for the display of God.

8. The Ark was to Noah both a Refuge and a Destiny.

It was a refuge from the judgment, security through the

flood and a destiny to be brought into. This is God's con

ception of a salvation for those who are in Christ. It is

committing of all to Him, preservation by Him and an

ultimate home with Him where we shall share His glory.

It is complete deliverance from the old creation and the

possession of a new standing in the new creation into

which I am brought by that marvelous regeneration effected

by the Spirit and the word of God. I commit myself to

God and He brings me through and puts me into the glory

with Him. This is salvation.

9. We may gather from Noah's position in the ark an

illustration of
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What the Life of Faith Is.

It is life lived in the Ark, or as Scripture puts it, "Abid

ing in Christ." How often we hear it said, "If I am only

faithful," "I hope to be saved." On that ground you never

will be saved, for who can say that he is faithful? What

is it to be faithful? It is to abide in the Ark. But suppose

I do not remain in the Ark? Let me ask you what is

there to go to outside? Nothing but judgment—do you

want to go out of the Ark into the judgment? Surely not.

You could not get out if you wanted to and it would be
madness to want to. Do you want to? A thousand times

not

Noah Was Safely Landed.

The salvation of God—what is it? It is threefold—

to be in the Ark, to be carried through the flood and to be

landed.

Salvation is a fact, a process and a hope. I am saved

from judgment the moment I step into the ark. I am

being saved every day as I am carried through my trials

in victory through our Lord Jesus Christ, and I shall be

saved at His second coming.

The three-fold work of Christ secures this. The atone

ment "once in the end of the world hath he appeared to

put away sin by the sacrifice of Himself; the Priesthood-

Christ is not entered into the Holy Place made with hands
which are the true but into heaven itself now to appear in

the presence of God for us;** and the second advent—unto

them that look for Him shall He appear a second time

without sin unto salvation. (See JHeb. 9:26, 24, 28.)

How Was Noah Saved?

He was saved not by examining the ark, not by building

the ark, but by being in the Ark. So now salvation is not

secured by intellectual ability to conduct a religious discus

sion, or yet to do something connected with the church,

teaching in Sunday school or doing many other things, but

simply by being in Christ. Personal faith in the personal

Christ, secures personal salvation.
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What Became of Noah's Carpenters?

A solemn question this surely is. They had helped him

to build the Ark. They had doubtless received their wages,

but they were swept away in the flood. A salutary lesson

to those who are engaged in work for God, without first

of all having given themselves to Him. Some at last

will have to say, "Lord! Lord have we not prophesied in

thy name, and in thy name done many wonderful works.

Then shall He say unto them, depart from me for I never

knew you." The Ark was the one way of deliverance in

the days of Noah, so Christ is the only way of salvation

from the wrath which is to come.

Hitherto we have considered first: Noah in the Old

World witnessing for God in the midst of a sinful people,

and second, in transition from the Old World into the New

in the Ark which he prepared for the saving of himself

and his household. In this article we shall look at

NOAH IN THE NEW WORLD.

First of all, in this part of our subject, we have a strik

ing illustration of the salvation of God. What it is, how

effected, and the new position into which it puts the be

liever in Christ.

When God began to act for Israel in bringing them

out of Egypt he expressed his purpose to be, "I will bring

you out and I will bring you in/' (Ex. 6:6-9), God thus

taking the whole view of conditions and providing for them

all, as his perfect knowledge and ability enables him to do.

Unfortunately for themselves many of the people of God
occupy themselves only with a part of God's intention in

their salvation, viz: their bringing out from under the bond
age of sin, their looking back to the cross with more or less
indistinctness, and as a result with a changeful peace, and

when the future result of salvation occupies them, it is

usually with the expression of a doubt, or uncertainty as

to what the end will be. "If I am only faithful" express

ing the fact that they do not enter into the positive side
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of God's salvation, the bringing in as well as the bringing

out*

The difference between the song of Moses and the song

of Miriam in Exodus, Chap. XV, may illustrate this. In

the former we have faith taking hold of God for His

thought in salvation and rejoicing in the thing as already

accomplished. "Thou shalt bring them in and plant them

in the mountain of thine inheritance in the place which

thou hast made for thee to dwell in." Verse 17. "Thou

hast led forth the people which thou hast redeemed, thou

hast guided them in thy strength to thy Holy habitation"

(verse IS). Such is God's salvation to a faith which grasps

him for all He contemplates by salvation. The whole

thing is done—complete—for the doer of it is God, and

he knew all the need and was able to make all the provision.

To Miriam, however, it was different. In her song there

is the realization of a present grace but not the rejoicing

in hope of the future glory. She sang as she looked back,

"I will sing unto the Lord for He hath triumphed glori

ously, the horse and his rider hath he thrown into the sea,"

but here her song ceased. She could rejoice in the bringing

out, of what God had done, but no forward view of com

pleted possession gave joy and victory to her. In this we

have a picture of many today who can sing of present grace

but who do not grasp the glory as the present privilege of
faith.

Noah Was Landed

Noah was landed in the New World and his salvation

was not complete until the ark rested upon Ararat. The

believer is saved, is being saved, and is hoping to be saved

(see 2 Cor. 1:10; 1 Cor. 15:1, 2; Phil. 2:18). Noah was

in the ark, brought through the flood and safely landed in

the new condition of things. A study of Rom. ch. 5:1; 7;

8:1, is in line with this thought.

God contemplates nothing less than this for every one

who believes on Jesus Christ. Salvation means "being in

Christ," preservation through all the tribulations of the

present, and possession of the Glory for which we hope.

God is able for this, He has promised it, for "whom he

justified them he also glorified," and from one point to the
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other we have the guarantee that "All things work together

for good" to the securing of that end. Purpose, Provision

and Providence all move toward this result (Rom. 8:29-31).
Such a result for the believer is due to Christy for in his

suretyship on behalf of his own, he has fully met all their

liabilities, and all the claims of a righteous God against

them and it is due to his perfect work and his present

place at the right hand of God that they shall be put there
also.

There is also every provision for the need of the way.

In the ark there was food, rest, victory and God, Noah was

shut in to God—who was surely sufficient for all need.

What Was Behind Noah?

As landed upon Ararat, judgment was behind him. He

had been brought through it and there was the bow of

promised guarantee that no more should the judgment of

water be sent over the earth. The bow which Noah looked

upon was now without its arrow, that had been discharged

and of judgment there could be no more.

This reminds us of the believer's present relation to judg

ment. According to Jno. 5:24, he has been brought

through judgment in the one who has borne the judgment

for him. "He that heareth my word and believeth on Him

that sent me hath everlasting life, and shall not come into

judgment, but is passed out of death into life," or as we

read in Rom. 8:1, "There is no judgment to them which

are in Christ Jesus." There is none from God. There is

none from sin. There is none from remaining corruption.

There is none, therefore none can be found.

What a changed horizon faith can now look out upon.

Once there was the penalty of death to look forward to,

and "after death the judgment" Heb. 9:27-28, but now

since the death of Christ and the exercise of faith in the

Christ who died, death as the penalty of sin has no longer

to be met by the believer, and as to the judgment, in its

place God has filled the horizon with the glorious truth of

the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ. And to his coming

not as a judge to condemn, but as saviour to change the

body of our humiliation—that it may be fashioned like unto
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his body of glory (Phil. 8:21). This will be full salvation

to the believer and the completing of Christ's joy in the

possession of those who are waiting for him, and for whom

He is waiting.

God could say to Israel as he remembered the flood in

the days of Noah, 'Tor this is as the waters of Noah unto

me, for as I have sworn that the waters of Noah should

no more go over the earth, so have I sworn that I will not

be wroth with thee nor rebuke thee. For the mountains

shall depart, and the hills be removed, but my kindness

shall not depart from thee neither shall the covenant of

my peace be removed saith the Lord that hath mercy on

thee" (Is. 4:9-10). So in the fact of judgment having taken

its course in the person of Christ for the believer, there is

for him henceforth nothing but the assurance of a God of

faithfulness and truth of his exemption from judgment and

preservation until the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ.

What Noah Possessed

He had first of all a new position. He stood in a new

world, in a new sphere, under new responsibilities and in

possession of new power of rule. All this is significantly

true of the believer in Jesus Christ. His standing now is

"In Christ," he belongs to a new creation, he possesses a

life in harmony with the sphere to which he belongs, which

life secures to him the power to discharge the new respon

sibilities he is henceforth under; and, like Noah while he

was in the ark a prisoner of hope, so the believer waits

in hope for liberation from this body of sin and death.

Like Christ before his death and, resurrection, the believer

is straitened—hindered in the exercise of his God given

powers, but looking for the coming of our Lord which will

be his liberation from all that now interferes with his

fullest liberty, he will enter into the joy of his Lord.

Noah Fruitful (Ch. 9:1-7).

The judgment of the flood passed and the new position

reached, fruitfulness becomes possible and required. So

the believer having passed out of the old condition from

which no fruit for God could be expected or produced.
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Now that has become "married" to Christ in resurrection

he can bring forth fruit unto God. The corn of wheat

must die, or remain alone; but if it die, it bringeth forth

much fruit. Samson's slain lion yielded life, fruitfulness

and refreshment.

NoaJi Called to Power and Victory (Ch. 9:2),

In the ark the ferocity of the beast was restrained, but

now Noah is put in the place of dominion over them, as

Adam was at first. The man of Resurrection, life and po

sition is the man designed for supremacy, to rule himself

by submitting, to be ruled over by God. The old life is

not to be prominent but reckoned ended at the Cross, and

the new man ruling in the power of the spirit of God.

God's Covenant with Noah

The graciousness of it is seen in the prominence of God

in it. Note the "I wills" of it. By this covenant the

world is secured from another destruction by a flood (Ch.

8:21). We have also the establishment of human govern

ment and the history of all subsequent ages is but a testi

mony to man's abuse of this power and of his incompetency

to rule the world for God. Babel is the testimony to the

confusion existing and to the need of another interference

in judgment on the part of God, in order to make way

for a new beginning upon a new principle in Abraham.

The history of Noah should not be passed over without

a recognition of the fact of his grievous failure. In the

fact of its being recorded we have a testimony to the

faithfulness of Scripture. We should not have known of
his failure if Scripture had not recorded it, nor of the

grievous sin of David, or the denial of Peter. Ere we

emphasize these failures and blame those who were the

subject of them, let us be humbled at our own, notwith

standing the larger grace that has come to us, of which

they knew nothing. Truly the partial only has come, but

the perfect is coming. When all that is of the flesh fleshly

shall be done away and deliverance from the presence of

sin will be secured, as deliverance from its power is now

realized as we walk in fellowship and communion with God
—W. H. Walker, D. D.



THE VERSION USED IN "THE CONCILIATION"

The Emphatic Version is only tentative, but enough progress
has been made to warrant the publication of such special texts
as may come under examination from time to time. Each prin

cipal word in the Greek is represented by some one standard
English word either in the text or margin. Each grammatical
form is also consistently rendered by the corresponding English

form or forms or noted in the margin, but such idomatic changes

as occur constantly are not noted. The margin of each line is

opposite that line. The initial letter of a word connects it with

its marginal note. The sign - (minus) shows that the word does

not occur in the original and - (equals) shows that the word in

the text is used in place of the standard expression in the mar

gin. By this means a word can be linked to all other occur

rences of the same word however it may be necessary to render

it at times. The small capital l refers to a lexicon where special

distinctions will be pointed out.

The Emphasis is that discovered in the Original by means of

repetition or dislocation or some figure of speech. It is conveyed

to the English reader, according to its force, by means of fine

and wide letter spacing, italics, which convey the stress ordinarily

attached to them, thin and wide spaced italics, and small capitals

which, if still greater stress is needed, are also spaced thin and

wide. In oral reading run hastily over those words whose letters

stand close together, dwell lightly on those thinly spaced, be

even more deliberate when they are widely spaced, add stress

in the case of italics, and use this combination with increased
force when small capitals are used.

Those of His servants who have the light and ability to sug

gest improvements or criticise are heartily urged to do so in the
Lord.—-A. E. K,



THE MYSTERY OF THE GOSPEL

THE PREVIOUS COMMISSIONS

A country may best be bounded by describing the sur

rounding territory. So the administration of the Concilia

tion may be best grasped by first defining the administra

tions which come before and after it.

THE FIRST KINGDOM COMMISSION

Our Master began His earthly ministry alone. Right

after John the Baptist was imprisoned he began to pro

claim "Repent, for the kingdom of the heavens is close at

hand". This good news concerning the kingdom was ac

companied by teaching in the synagogue and curing every

description of disease and every form of weakness among

the people. Even those obsessed by demons and mentally

deranged are restored. (Matt. 5:12, 17, 28, 24.)

Having acquired a great following, He ascends into a

high mountain and delivers the Kingdom Code, or the

laws which are to form its constitution.

Again He continues His ministry alone. But when He

sees the crowd, they arouse His pity, for they were jaded

and scattered like shepherdless sheep. Then He said to

His disciples, "There is much harvesting indeed to be done,

but the workers are few. Ask the Overseer of the harvest

ing that He may send out workers to do the harvesting."

And having called His twelve disciples to Him, He gave

them authority over unclean spirits so as to eject them and
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to cure every description of disease and every form of

weakness.

• These twelve Jesus commissions, haying thettheJci*
charged them, saying, "Don't get off into g-come
a road to the nations, and don't enter into a r-way-tothe

0 Samaritan city, but go rather to the missing sheep b-yet mL the s
7 of the house of Israel. Now, as you go, proclaim, -the N-Yet ayg

saying "The kingdom of the heavens is nearl" that" [-going
8 Heal the weak, wake the dead, cleanse -the -the

lepers, eject demons. You have received
gratuitously: give gratuitously. . ."

Concerning the administration of this commission we are

told: "And you shall be led before governors and kings for

My sake, for a testimony to them and the nations. . . .

And you shall be hated by all for My name's sake; but he

who endures to the consummation—he shall be delivered.

Yet whenever they shall persecute you in this city, flee

into another. For I verily say to you, you may not have

completed the round of the cities of Israel until the Son

of Man has come. ... Do not imagine that I am

come to introduce peace on the earth. I came not to intro

duce peace but a sword. . . • He who entertains you

is entertaining Me. . • ." (Matt. 9:35, 10:18, 22-28,
34, 40.)

Here we have the First Kingdom Commission and its ad

ministration. As an answer to the prayer for workers in

the harvest field, the twelve are sent forth to reap. The

straying sheep of Israel's fold are the exclusive object of

this gospel. This gospel of the kingdom shall also be pro

claimed in the whole habitable earth for a testimony to all

the nations (not as good news, but as a warning, as we read

in the "second" psalm) and then shall its consummation

be seen in the lightning flash of the advent of the Son of

Man (Mat. 24:14,27).

Sitting upon the throne of His glory He will judge the
other nations according to their treatment of His heralds,

who had warned them of His iron rod. The surest way to

get eonian life in that day will be to shield and help His

people Israel (Matt. 25:31-46).
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But, though the whole range of the kingdom proclama

tion is thus set forth, it does not run the uninterrupted

course which the passage seems to indicate. The nation of

Israel rejects the proclamation, they think the King but

John the Baptist revived, or one of the prophets, and so

He shuts the door leading into the kingdom and locks it.

As he will be absent when its proclamation is renewed. He

gives the keys to Peter. Then charged He His disciples

that they should tell no one that He was Jesus, the Messiah

(Matt. 16:20). Even though a glimpse of the kingdom is

given to Peter and John and his brother on the mount of

transfiguration, He charged them again saying, tell the

vision to no one, until the Son of Man be risen again from

among the dead (Matt. 17:9).

This is the first interruption in its proclamation and was

caused by the rejection of Messiah's personal ministry.

It extended from the transfiguration until Pentecost. Then

Peter stands up and unlocks the closed door with the keys

committed to him. Not many days later he tells them:

"Repent, then, and about face, that your sins may be blotted

out, if by some means seasons of refreshing may come from

the presence of the Master, and He may send to you Mes

siah, Jesus, whom He holds in readiness, whom indeed of

necessity the heavens must entertain during the period of

the renovation of everything which God spoke of through

the lips of His holy mouthpieces adown the ages."

But repent they did not, as a nation. The entire as

sembly of their representatives murdered Stephen, saying

as the Master had foretold in His parable, "We will not

have this man to reign over us."

This is followed by the call of Saul, through whom the

proclamation is carried to the Jews among the nations and,

in conjunction with Luke's commission and his own peculiar

message, to the nations themselves. Peter himself carried

the proclamation to the proselytes of the nations who lived

in the land of Israel. The course of the twelve apostles

is based on this commission. In the midst of all their

persecution they continued their session in Jerusalem, the

city of the great King. Here they were sustained by divine
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power. Peter, though twice imprisoned, is delivered by a

miracle.

Meanwhile Paul, too, finished the proclamation to the

Jews among the nations. It is clear that Israel as a whole

is apostate. Like father, like son. Their ancestors came

to Kadesh Barnea, an eleven days journey, but they did

not enter the land because of unbelief. They were thrust

back into the wilderness for forty years that they might

learn the evil of their own hearts. Just so has Israel been

on the very borders of the kingdom—they tasted of its

fruit, the powers of the age to come—but they could not

enter in because of unbelief and again spent forty years,

until the destruction of Jerusalem, in fruitless wilderness

wanderings. This parallel is traced in the letter written to

the Hebrews. There our Master is set forth as the true

Moses and the true Joshua (Jehoshua, Hebrew for Jesus),

to bring them into their possessions.

Peter, writing to them in their dispersion, assures them

that the kingdom, as foreshown on the mount of the trans

figuration, was no fable, but exhorts them to make their

calling sure so that they might have an abundant entrance

into it (2 Peter 1:11, 16-19).

During the time of Jacob's trouble, under the fifth seal,

we find that the Master's word was indeed true. They are

hated and hounded to death and their blood cries for ven

geance (Rev. 6:9)* By means of the one hundred and

forty-four thousand an innumerable multitude come out of

great tribulation (Rev. 7:5, 14).

And when the seventh trumpet sounds the consummation

of which the Master spoke is reached; for the heavens de

clare, "The kingdoms of this world are become our Lord's
and His Christ's and He shall reign unto the eons of the

eons (Rev. 11:15). It breaks in pieces and consumes all

earth's kingdoms. Thus the kingdom of the heavens, fore

told by Daniel (Dan. 2:44), is set up and the commission

given to the twelve apostles is carried out.



THE SECOND KINGDOM COMMISSION

1* Now the eleven disciples go into Galilee, N-Yet theG
into the mountain where Jesus has theJ

H arranged with them. And when they see Him
*8 they worship, yet they waver. And when

Jesus comes, He speaks to them, saying, theJ
"All authority in heaven and upon the earth

19 has been given Me. When you go, [Then,W]
disciple all the nations, baptizing them unto
the name of the Father and of the Son and of
the h o 1 y Spirit, teaching them to keep all that k«tobekeeping

20 I instruct you; and lo! / am with you all of

the days till the conclusion of the eon."

Some have affirmed that the gospel of Matthew was

originally written in Hebrew. Be that as it may, we must

acknowledge that the idiom is more strongly Semitic than

any other of the Greek originals except, perhaps, the Apoc

alypse. We must not consider the language from our

Anglo Saxon viewpoint, but understand it as though we,

too, were Hebrews, like the eleven disciples.

Perhaps the most striking difference between Hebrew

and the modern languages lies in the expression of time.

To us this is vital and clearly defined. So ingrained is

this idea in our minds that we can look at Hebrew only

through our English terms of "past" and "future" in spite

of the fact that the so-called past is very frequently used
for the future and the future for the past in the Hebrew

original.

The Hebrew verb really distinguishes between complete

ness and incompleteness, rather than time. The future

work of Jehovah is no problem for the future to solve, it is

already as true as any fact. He calls things that are not

as though they were. It would only dishonor Him to put

His words in the future or unfinished tense. So it is put

in the perfect or "past" tense.

This is why we read that "All power has been given unto

Me," although it is not until the seventh angel sounds that

the kingdoms of the world become the kingdoms of our

Lord and His Messiah (Rev. 11:15).

Examples of this exquisite method of expressing the sta

bility of God's counsels abound in the Hebrew prophets.
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The familiar passage, "surely He hath borne our griefs"

(Isa. 53:4) and "Babylon has fallen" (Isa. 21:9) will be

recalled by every one. How much better than the mere as

sertion "He will bear" or "Babylon shall fall"! Feeling is

truer than fact in these things.

The same disregard of English grammar is seen later on.

We would have said "I will be with you," where we read

"I am with you". In the Hebrew this is really in the so-

called "future". But that this tense does not primarily de

note the future is clearly proved by the fact that "I will

be" is translated as "I am" in the LXX (the Greek trans

lation of the Hebrew scriptures) which is followed here.

Let us not miss the grand lesson that the great "I am"

(Ex. 3:14) Who sent Moses to His people, now sends and

remains with His disciples as ever of old.

But is there any test of these conclusions? Can we know

whether they understood our Master to mean the future day

of His power? The meaning they drew from it is very

clear from their actions. There is no hint in the book of

Acts or the epistles of Peter, James or John that they ever

fulfilled or intended to fulfill this commission at that time.

They did not go to the nations as such. They did not

baptize in the name of the Father and of the Son and of

the Holy Spirit. They paid no heed to this commission

whatsoever.

But did not the apostles preach the gospel? They surely

did. But the commission we are considering has not a

single word about any gospel in U. There is nothing about

salvation, repentance, faith, resurrection, or ascension. The

reason for this will appear later.

We often miss much by not,heeding the setting of God's

precious gems. Let us notice then the circumstances un

der which the commission was given. First of all, it is the

close of Matthew's account, which is concerned primarily

with the King and the kingdom of which Daniel spoke,

which shall destroy the world powers and rule over the

nations. The King's lineage is traced from David and

Abraham. Soon after He commences His ministry He lays

down the laws of the kingdom in His first sermon on the

mount. This is the code which will be in force when the

kingdom is set up.
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As this commission is given on a mountain let us notice

the significance of this fact in other places. The first time

it occurs settles its meaning beautifully. In chapter four,

we read "Again the slanderer taketh Him up into an ex

ceeding high mountain, and sheweth Him all the kingdoms

of the world and their glory and saith to Him: 'All these

things I will give Thee if Thou wilt fall down and worship

me/ " Here we have the enemy offering Him the very

place He has from God, in the commissions we are consid

ering. Both scenes are laid on a mountain, i. e., an emi

nence on the earth. Physical elevation pictures spiritual

exaltation. This thought is carried out consistently

throughout the narrative. The laws of the kingdom were

not promulgated in the lowly plain, but on the mountain top.

It is not the teaching of the despised Nazarene, but the

powerful pronouncements of the great King, a high one in

the earth. The transfiguration, in which a foreglimpse of

this coming kingdom is given, is seen on a high mountain.

Faith, like a grain of mustard seed, would have moved

mountains, that is, would have rid them of Rome's sover

eignty. Towards the end of His ministry He comes to them

as Daniel and Zechariah had said, presenting Himself to

them as their King. After they refuse Him He speaks

of Israel, God's ruling nation, under the figure of a moun

tain. Not only is the fig tree, which figured their national

polity, withered away, but the nation is scattered among the

other nations as if a mountain were cast into the sea. Its

commanding eminence is all lost in that condition. Is not

this a true picture of Israel at the present time? The

second sermon on the mount is also concerned with His

kingdom and with its final triumph. Once again we find
Him on the mount of Olives, and He makes the appointment

to meet His disciples on the mountain in Galilee, where

our passage finds Him. His death and resurrection inter

vene. Surely from all this it is clear that here we have

another picture of that coming kingdom.

To the twelve apostles He had said, "Go not into the

way of the nations and into any city of the Samaritans

enter ye not; but go rather to the lost sheep of the house

of Israel. And as ye go, preach, saying, 'The kingdom
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of the heavens has drawn nigh'". The whole chapter

should be read to understand this commission. It is for

Israel in the future as well as in the past. It is to be

carried on in His absence in the midst of persecution. They

will not have completed it when the Son of Man comes

(10:28).

How different this closing commission! The disciples are

not sent to Israel at all, but to the nations. The mountain

itself is in "Galilee of the nations'9. His exaltation over

all the nations is in point. No gospel is sent out. No per

secution promised. Obedience seems unquestioned. He is

with them through it all.

They were the light of the world. It speaks of that

glorious time of which Isaiah tells us

"Arise, shine, for thy light is come,
And the glory of the Lord is risen upon Thee,

For behold the darkness shall cover the earth,

And gross darkness the people,
But Jehovah shall arise-upon thee,

And His glory shall be seen upon thee,
And nations shall come to thy light,

And Kings to the brightness of thy rising."
(Isa. 60:1-3)

Then shall He indeed be exalted in the earth and high

above all the nations. Then shall law go forth from Jeru

salem and all the ends of the earth shall be subject to the

great King. How fit that this prophecy, which traces the

history of its rejection, provides not only for its adminis

tration to Israel but also for its world wide suzerainty

over the other nations!

This commission provides for the discipline of the na

tions. The work of a school teacher is two-fold. It con

sists in preserving order and imparting knowledge; in dis
cipline and instruction. One has to do with conduct, the

other with mental growth. Both of these aspects are seen

in the passage before us. The word "teach all nations"

is, really, discipline of all the nations. It occurs but a

few times in the scriptures. The LXX uses it once in

Ezekiel 13:21, where the A. V. translates "captains." This

Hebrew word is the same as that often translated "dukes"

in the Pentateuch. It really refers to the head of a family
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or tribe, who presides at the councils and guides them.

This is inferred, also, in the passage in the same account,

where a scribe disciplined in the kingdom of the heavens

is likened to a householder. This force is also plainly evi

dent by the fact that "disciple" is commonly applied to a

follower rather than a mere learner.

To "discipline each of the nations/9 then, meant more

than to teach them. In fact, part of the teaching was sub

servient to the discipline, for they were to be taught to

"observe" those things which were commanded through the

disciples. This shows the ascendency of the Jewish dis

ciples over the nations in Jehovah's day. They will be set

over each of the nations, not only teaching them the knowl

edge of Jehovah, but also preserving order, directing con

duct, exercising the authority delegated to the great King

upon which their commission is based. They are the min

isters plenipotentiaries of Messiah.

It is important to note that the commission is to "the

eleven disciples" not the twelve apostles. The latter have

their own place over the twelve tribes, while disciples of an

indefinite number will be set over the other nations.

The peculiar formula used in the baptism of that day is

never met with elsewhere. In that day it will not be as

it is now and as it has been heretofore. In the olden time

the spirit of the prophets was concerned in manifesting

Jehovah. After Messiah came, He was made the center

and object of the Spirit's testimony. But in that day the

Father and the Son and the Spirit will all be equally

acknowledged and exalted. Until then the great point about

baptism is identification with the rejected One. The for

mula used will vary according to the relation sustained
by its subject to Him. Jews used "Jesus, Christ", Samari
tans "Lord Jesus", Gentiles "Lord", though, in connection

with Paul's gospel this was changed to the richer "Christ

Jesus". But in that day He will not be the rejected One,

hence these formulas fail, giving place to the triune invo

cation.

The First Kingdom Commission, once it had been re

jected, was to be fulfilled during His absence. It ter

minates with His coming.
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But this commission begins with His presence and exal

tation and is to be carried on while He is with them, to

the very close of that eon. Then some of the nations will

throw off the allegiance which this commission had enforced,

and join Satan's insurrection and march against the holy

city itself. Here they discover the truth of His promise

to be with them, for He does not parley with the rebels,

but consumes them in a moment. Thus not a day passes

in that glorious eon but they will have tokens of His pres

ence, and especially so in the dreadful crisis at its close.

THE CREATION COMMISSION

14 Subsequently,when they are reclining at table,
He is manifested to the eleven and He re p roache s
their unbelief and hardheartedness, seeing
that they have not believed those who have gazed

15 upon Him awake. And He says to them, "When
you go into aU the world, proclaim the good news

16 in all the creation. He who believes and
is baptized shall be saved, but he who does not

*7 believe shall be condemned. Now these signs
shall accompany those who believe: in My name
they will eject demons, they will speak novel

18 languages, they will pick up serpents, and if
they should drink anything deadly, it may under
under no circumstances harm them, they will place
their hands upon invalids and they shall fare
well."

*• Then, indeed, the Lord, after having spoken to
them, is taken up into heaven and si ts at the

20 right hand of God. Yet they, when they go forth,
proclaim everywhere, the Lord co-operating and
confirming the word with signs following.
Amen.
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The resurrection of the Son of God has a wider range

of beneficence than we are wont' to consider. God's glory

demands that not only mankind who sinned and marred

His glorious creation, but every whit of that creation itself

shall be restored to Him in more than pristine perfectness.

Man has many characteristics in common with the lower

creatures and is linked to them by the possession of a body

made alive by a spirit, resulting in a living soul*
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Before entering our scripture, let us notice the absence

of almost everything which might be termed spiritual and

the large place given the physical creation. It was given

while they were satisfying the natural hunger, it was di

rected to be proclaimed to every creature (not man alone)

and the signs all had reference to bodily blessing.

The hindrances to perfect physical bliss may be con

cluded under five heads. To remove them the power of

demons to obsess the human body must be broken; the fel

lowship between the lower creatures and man must be re

stored; the venom of serpents and the poisonous elements

must be rendered obnoxious, and the present infirm and dis

eased condition of the human frame must be remedied.

All these are not only provided for in the cross, but

assured by His resurrection. This is the reason why He

did not simply tell them to go to every "nation" or all

"men" but using a word of special emphasis, He tells them

to go into every part of the world and proclaim the good

news of His resurrection to every "creature". Man is not

the only creature on the earth. He is not the only one

to be blessed by the resurrection of the Son of God. The

lower creatures have suffered with man in his fall. They

have come in for a share of the corruption and bondage

and death which is his due, and theirs only because they

were put under him.

Let us rejoice then that these who suffer on our account

shall obtain deliverance, too, by the same power which

redeems our mortal bodies. For the creature's fervid ex

pectancy ardently longs for God's avowal of His sons. For

the creation was put in the service of vanity not of its

own will, but for the sake of the One who put it to service

in expectation that the creature, too, shall be freed from

the servitude of Decay and enjoy the glorious liberty of

God's children (Rom. 8:19-21).

But you say, how could the gospel be proclaimed to

them? How could they be reached?

Among the signs which should accompany the proclama

tion was that of speaking with "new tongues." The word

"new" here can not refer to foreign languages, such as were

spoken at Pentecost, or the gift of languages which the
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Corinthians possessed. These languages were not recent

or novel or new in any sense. The Arabic spoken at Pente

cost was probably older than the Greek in which the later

scriptures are written. This word "new" denotes that which

is different from what already exists, that which is unheard
of. But of what use were a mere babel of sounds to the
spread of the tidings of His resurrection? What signifi

cance (a sign always means something) can be attached

to it?
In the beginning, before Adam sinned, he was on inti

mate terms with the animals about him. The very fact
that they were all brought before him in view of finding

a helpmeet for him, as well as the naming of them shows

that there was mutual understanding (Gen. 2:20). When

the serpent spoke to the woman, it occasioned no surprise;

it was evidently a common occurrence. If the animals

could not converse with human beings, and Satan gave

one of them that miraculous power, this very fact might

have spoiled his whole scheme by putting the woman on

her guard. But she evidently saw nothing out of the way

in this and entered in the conversation quite at her ease.

In this ruined scene the remarkable feats performed
by trained animals come so near that of speech, that it is

not difficult to bridge the gulf in our imagination and con

ceive of them having a language which men might speak.

That they are capable of communicating with one another

of like species is beyond denial. Even soulless instruments

as the piano and organ, may voice a sentiment. The bugle

call has a sharp and certain meaning. Each animal has

its peculiar voice and none of them is without significance

(1 Cor. 14:7-10).

Here, then, is a need for "new" tongues, and here, too,

the need is met. It is proclaimed to them as "good tid

ings", for they, too, like mankind, shall reap the benefits

of His resurrection. Not that they are held responsible

like mankind, or enter into the blessings reserved for man

only. Isa. 11:6-9 shows clearly that the animal creation

will profit by the work of the cross. Rom. 8:19*22 is

equally clear that the creation has a present expectation.

The thought that the resurrection of God's Son is pro-
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claimed to others than men is not confined to this passage

alone. The angels that sinned in Noah's day have heard

that He is Lord, even in their prison house (1 Peter 3:19*

20). He is exalted above all and His lordship has received

a suitable proclamation in every corner of the universe.

Angels, elect and rebellious, demons, foul spirits, satyrs,

men, birds, beasts—all have heard that He is Lord, to the

glory of God, His Father.

Demons seem to have a great desire to inhabit human

bodies and use their members to carry out their own be

hests. And, rather than be disembodied, they will live in a

swine's foul carcase (Luke 8:32). The creation never will

be right until their liberty is finally taken from them as it

will be when great Babylon is destroyed and becomes their

prison house (Rev. 18:2). In the meanwhile this gospel

of His resurrection furnished the needed power to compel

them to retire to their own proper sphere and estate.

Venom and poison was harmless to those who had this

ministry. The serpent alone is not benefited by this procla

mation, but his power to harm is nullified as it is in the

future millennial bliss. "Dust shall be the serpent's meat"

(Isa. 65:23). When Paul was wrecked on the island of

Melita a viper fastened on his hand. He shook it into the

fire and escaped all harm, even though the natives expected

him to fall dead any instant (Acts 8:3-5). The fire is the

place for the serpent. He has had his say with man. He

is not innocent like the rest (Gen. 3:14). On this same

island Paul healed the father of Publius and many others.

Eeferring to his part in this ministry, Paul could say

to the Colossians, "Which you heard, which was heralded

in the whole creation which is beneath heaven, of which I,

Paul, was made a minister".

The burden of Colossians is, of course, the present secret

economy which is concerned with heaven's restoration, not

the earth. But it is, at the same time, an answer to gnosti

cism which hopelessly estranged not only man, but the

whole creation as well. The doctrine of the inherent evil

of all matter is met by the statement that we have been

reconciled by the body of His flesh and, further, by the

fact that a good news has been preached in all the creation
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under heaven. This can not refer to Paul's peculiar min

istries, for none of them had so wide a range. They were

all spiritual and present no answer to this phase of the

gnostic philosophy. The fact that Colossians is concerned

with the heavenly spheres does not preclude the reference

to the earthly kingdom of God, for which Paul was still

working (Col. 4:11). Paul had many ministries. That he

had a prominent part in the proclamation of Mark's Crea

tion commission is abundantly evident from his marvelous

experiences as recorded in the book of Acts and especially

on the island of Melita, just before coming to Rome (Acts

28:1-9). And this good news was heralded, he says, in all

the creation under heaven.

This agrees with our text, that they did go everywhere,

and the signs did follow as He had promised. This ministry

is not waiting for fulfillment. There is no place where it

did not reach. It is finished.

The commission at the end of Mark's gospel is the only

one which has been fully carried out. The work which He

charged to do has been done and needs no repetition.

—A. E. K.



THE GLORY EFFULGENT
Thefirst three stanzas are
adaptedfrom Robinson

Brightness of eonian glory

Shall Thy praise unuttered lie?

Who would hush the heavenly story

Of the One Who came to die?

Came from off the throne supernal

Down to Calv'ry's depth of woe;

Came to conquer foes infernal.

Endless praises ceaseless flow!

Sing His bless'd triumphant rising,

See Him on His Father's throne;

Sing, till heaven and earth surprising,

Reigns the Nazarene alone!

Sing of Sin, of God offended,

Death—which cannot Him appall,

For these sorrows shall be ended

When His God is All in All!

Sing His Reconciliation,

God and man in friendship sweet;

Sing the august Consummation,

When His work is all complete.

Universal His creation;

Universal its recall;

Creatures, His, of every station,

He redeems, He saves them all!

Sing His love, surpassing story,

Love abiding, love above

Every attribute and glory—

Sing Himself, The Son op Love !
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6. THE WEEK'S WORK

From the disruption of the first earth (Gen. 1:2) until

its restoration (Gen. 2:2) were seven days—a wfeekis

work. This is not a record of creation but of making or

restoring the ruin of the original earthly creation.

There are three distinct creations recorded in the first

chapter of Genesis. Each was perfect, as all God's crea

tions perforce must be. The first included the heavens and

the earth. Isaiah tells us (Isa. 45:18) that the earth was

not created "without form" or "vain" (Heb. touhu, in both

passages). It became so through Satan's interference.

The six days' work was occupied principally with making

it fit to be inhabited again. This was a material creation.

The next creation was on the fifth day (v. 21). Living

souls are created in the waters and in the air.

The third creation is man (v. 27) in the image of God.

The bulk of subsequent revelation deals with man's res

toration after Satan had contrived his overthrow, just as

the six days dealt with the restoration of the earth. Seven

periods, or "days" in the moral history of mankind, each

commencing with an "evening" and ending with a "morn

ing", correspond to the week's work demanded for the ma

terial restoration of the earth. The material is a parable

of the moral. Each of the Divine activities on the six days

pictures the work of a period of earth's history.

It is a delight to thus trace God's handiwork and find

the program, as it were, all laid down at the very start.

While twelve administrations aptly divide the dial of the
economies these must be kept quite distinct from this series,
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which is concerned, not with Divine administration, but with

the work of restoring fallen man. We constantly make

such distinctions as these in daily life. We date our docu

ments from the month in which they are drawn up; but

we "have enough of" (the meaning of the Hebrew seven)

work in a week. We rest the seventh day. In nature the

musical scale and color spectrum are satisfied with seven.

And throughout scripture work is usually accomplished

in seven steps. Israel at Jericho and the judgments of the

Apocalypse are well known examples.

THE FIRST DAY

Light is made first. Not heavenly light, but earthly.

It may need faith for some to accept the fact of light on

earth before either sun or moon, but the moral counterpart

is easily comprehended. Before God revealed Himself

from heaven, He had written righteousness upon men's

hearts so that their conscience testified as to what was
right or wrong. This period begins with the judgment

of Adam and coincides with the economy of conscience.

THE SECOND DAY

Like the fifth day, its sphere is the waters and the ex

panse. The waters above are separated from those beneath

the heavens. During the economy of Conscience, the "Sons

of God" had mingled with mankind. But heaven inter

feres, the flood destroys their progeny, and each is assigned

to their appropriate sphere (Gen. 6:2, 4).

THE THIRD DAY

This is marked by the separation of the waters from the

land and by the seed; fit picture of the dispersion of Babel,

when all the nations were disposed according to the num

ber of the Sons of Israel. Then Abraham emerges and a

land is given him and a Seed promised. Thus from the
very beginning to the end of revelation the waters denote

"peoples and multitudes and nations and tongues" (Rev.
17:15). Israel is the only stable foothold in all the earth,

although in their present condition, scattered amongst the

nations they are like a mountain cast into the sea (Matt
21:21).
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THE FOURTH DAY

Like the first, this day records the introduction of light.

But now the light is not in the earth but over it, deposited

in heavenly light bearers. The sun and moon and stars are

first seen upon the earth. Just so in the administration of

the Law and in Messiah's and the apostles' ministry. The

law was like the cold, lifeless, reflected light of the moon.

Christ's presence was like the sun. He was the Light of

the World. The apostles were like stars. Twelve stars

crown, the Sun clothes and the moon is beneath the feet

of the woman, Israel (Rev. 12:1).

THE FIFTH DAY

As the fourth day corresponded with the first day so the

fifth day corresponds with the second day. Both concern

the waters and the heavens. Now, however, it is life in

the waters and in the heavens.

We have seen how the nations are pictured by the waters,

and Israel by the land. After Peter tells the apostles and

elders of the reception of the gospel by the nations, and

Paul and Barnabas declare what signs and wonders God

had wrought among the nations through them, James re

calls the fact that when Israel is restored there will be na

tions "upon whom His Name is called" (Amos 9:12), show

ing that some of the nations of that day will have believed

previous to Israel's restoration. Is not this the life in the

waters? And this life was the subject of prophecy. Isaiah

speaks concerning Him, "It is a light thing that thou

shouldest be My Servant to raise up the tribes of Jacob,

and to restore the preserved of Israel. I will also give
thee for a light to the Nations, that thou mayest be My
salvation to the ends of the earth."
And moreover, the nations, under Paul's early ministry,

receive spiritual life. The dove is the type of the holy spirit

even as other "birds of the air" represent evil spirits. So

that spiritual life is most aptly represented by life in the

air, which was a part of the fifth day's work.

The fact that spiritual life is continued among the na
tions during this dispensation of the Mystery does not in

terfere with the absolutely secret character of this economy.
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Each day's work abides. We enjoy light within and from
above; we have conscience and revelation. The separation

of the "waters above" from the "waters beneath" (the sec

ond day's work) still continues. The separation of the dry

land from the waters is still in evidence, for the mountain

even when cast into the sea can not be dissolved in it. So

that while the work of the present economy is concerned

primarily with heaven's restoration (of which the "Week's

Work" knows nothing) we enjoy the fruit of the five pre

vious days' work and especially that aerial life which

brought us to the borders of the heavenly realms.

THE SIXTH DAY

The sixth day corresponds with the third. Both deal

with the land. Now, however, we have life on the land,

and the Seed is seen as a Man. So it will be. Even in

these, the closing days of this eon, the nations have re

jected God just as Israel did before them. God will return

to His earthly people and all Israel shall be saved. Then

He will bring forth the second Man, the last Adam (of

whom the first was but a feeble figure) Who will rule the

whole earth to His glory.

THE SEVENTH DAY

Man begins his days in the morning. But God begins

with an evening and concludes with a morning. The judg

ment session in the garden introduced the first day, the

flood the second, Babel the third, Egypt's plagues the

fourth, Israel's rejection the fifth, the Dispensation of Judg

ment the sixth and the final judgment of the Great White

Throne ushers in the eternal Sabbath. This is the day

which He will bless and sanctify, and He will rest in all

the work which He had created in order to make it.

Each items of earth's restoration called forth God's ap

proval, but the heavenly firmament called forth no such

commendation (Gen. 1:7). But, at the last, when we dis

place Satan's sovereignty in the heavenly regions then all

will be indeed

VERY OOODI



7. THE FOUR GREAT MONARCHIES

During ten administrations man's responsibility to God
is tested. He is dealt with upon four distinct principles.
These are Sin, Law, Grace, Justice. The last three are

Divine interpositions. The first was the immediate result
of Adam's offense.

SIN

Sin reigned, by Death, from Adam to Moses (Rom. 5:

14, 21). Adam's spiritual life consisted in the presence

and favor of Jehovah. When He left the earth and as

cended to the heavens, man became insensible to His exis

tence. They were not ruled by His eye, but rather by the

fact of His absence. This is Death. Nothing could pos

sibly be done aright apart from His presence and favor.

So they were subject to lawlessness, which is Sin. It tyran

nized over them by virtue of their spiritual Death.

LAW

Law came alongside, being given only to the nation of

Israel. The other nations still continued under Sin's sway.

But Law gave no real relief. It rather strengthened Sin's

hold even upon the chosen people (Rom. 5:20).

GRACE

Then came Grace, in Christ. The realm of Sin was in
the darkness of death. The reign of grace is in the light
of life, through Jesus Christ, our Master. Sin gained the
throne through one man, Adam. Just so Grace was en

throned by one Man, Messiah. Sin extended to every son

of Adam. Grace does the same. In scope and extent it

completely covers Sin; in excellent glory it eclipses it. The
Law magnified Sin; but Sin's abundance only tempted a

superabundance of Grace.

Grace Reigns!
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Not Law, not Sin, but pure, undiluted, unmixed, match

less Grace!

The tyrant Sin can no longer keep the sinner from His

presence. The Law no longer stands Sin's sentinel. They

have slain their thousands. Grace grants life to tens of

thousands.

Grace alone rises to the heights of heaven and seats its

favorites upon the universal throne!

JUSTICE

But when God's favor is finally refused, nothing remains

but Justice. And, until the bitter fruits of Sin are de

stroyed, Justice is spelled Judgment. This is the fourth

and final monarch of the earth. When His judgments are

in the earth the inhabitants will learn righteousness. Then

will He set up His kingdom in the earth. And His Name

in that day will be "Jehovah-Tsidkenu"—The Lord our

Righteousness.

It is of principal importance that we acknowledge the

reigning monarch. It is a question of life and death. If

we are loyal to Grace, whose right it is to reign, we will

enjoy life and light and liberty. But if we turn traitor and

swear fealty to Sin, or Law, or even Justice, they can but

deal out death and darkness and despair.

All hail! thou regnant, glorious Grace!

8- THE THEEE DAYS

Three radically distinct periods follow the fall of man.
The first two are directed towards the repair of the damage

it has done. First man himself is given a free hand to

see what he can do. In baseball parlance, he has the "inn
ings." This is "Man's Day." It is brought to a close when
Jehovah, the God of Israel, takes matters into His Hands.
That will be "Jehovah's Day." His effort is perfect in
itself, but only serves to emphasize man's utter depravity.
Then all is dissolved and created anew. That will be "The
Day of God."
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MAN'S DAY

The Corinthians walked in line with humanity (1 Cor.
$:3 "as men"). And not only so, but they were applying
man's standards to the apostle's work. But he thought it
a very small matter to come under their investigation or
under that which obtains during Man's Day (1 Cor. 4:3,
"man's judgment"). The present, then, is Man's Day. A
little reflection will turn this truth into a searchlight by

which we may discern the true features of the dark scene

around us. It is not God's Day now, nor Jehovah's Day.

It is Man's Day. In order that this be so, God must re

strain His hand. He can not interfere without changing

the character of the day. Man must have a show to see

what he can do without God. He may form an alliance

with Satan and the unseen powers of darkness, but he

does not want God. Man wants happiness—but it must

be apart from the Blessed One. "Man, know thyself" is

the motto of the scholar. And they will not rest until they

have, with Satan's help, crystallized that "divinity" which

they claim indwells them.

We know God, and bless Him and worship Him alone.

But Man's Day will ripen into the worship of a man

and the utter repudiation of God and His Christ.

JEHOVAH'S DAY

When man has reached the height of his iniquity, Jeho

vah comes upon the scene. He is the God of Israel. Man's

false god and his prophet are cast alive into the lake of

fire; his governments are overturned, his works destroyed.

During Man's Day it was repugnant to God's glory for

righteousness and happiness to crown man's efforts. But

now Jehovah blesses His people Israel and all the other

nations through them. Even such blessed environments do

not change the human heart. So that the coming of the

Day of God finds Satan once more at the head of a host

of his human dupes, only to be summarily consumed.
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THE DAY OF GOD

This ushers in the day in which God and not man will
be supreme. It will be the reflection of His perfect will.

Mankind will have learned that its own way is its own

woe, and His way its only weal. In Jehovah's Day He

interposed Israel, the Priest Nation, between them and Him

self. But now, though they excel in rule and blessing, He

is reconciled to all His creatures. No priest, no temple is

needed to fend His holy character.

During the Day of God no effort need be made to better

the condition of mankind, for His presence insures perfect

and unending bliss. During Jehovah's Day righteousness

will reign and loyalty to the great King calls for the im

mediate punishment of sin. Then, too, a perfect condition

of affairs will be to His glory.

But not so now. God is not in any of Man's pet schemes

for self help, self culture, self advancement and the eleva

tion of the race to happiness and contentment. He would

not have them either happy or content without Him. He

is not profited by better sanitation or purer morals or more

devout religion so long as each advance would but deny

His sentence on mankind and flies in the face of His favor

in furnishing a real release from all that drags man down.

Re-creation—not reformation—is God's program now.

Since man is having his day now, let it be the part of

those who love God to refrain from aiding and abetting

man in his rebellious schemes for this world's betterment.

Man would make it a paradise without Jehovah if he could.

The most dreadful calamity which could overtake him would

be success. It would thrust God out of His own creation;

it would enthrone Satan; it would defeat Messiah.

True loyalty to Him demands that we wait for God's Son

from heaven to be transfigured into His ineffable likeness;

that we bear witness of His coming to the world; that we

warn them of His heavy hand upon the very best of their
endeavors.

—A* £• &•
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"Lord, behold, he whom Thou lovest is sick." This

thought has filled our hearts with sorrow for the last few

weeks. Our beloved brother Gelesnoff has been very very

ill. Even yet his condition is very grave and we cannot

help repeating the prayer of Lazarus' sisters. Now we

know, and our brother is happy in the realization of the

sweet consolation, that this is also for the glory of God,

however strange and trying it seems to be.

From our viewpoint his strength and time directed to the

spreading of the marvellous truths which he has received

from God seems the most essential to God's glory. And so

necessary does this seem that it gives us confidence that He

will raise him up in due time to fulfill the ministry he has

received from the Lord.

This will be sufficient explanation for the omission of his

promised article on "The Triumph of Love" and "Ecelesi-
astes". These will appear in due time as the Lord gives

strength. We feel sure he has the sympathy and prayers

of all his many friends and those who have enjoyed the

deep truths he has been unfolding in the magazine.

A Letter lies before us containing a series of quotations

copied from another magazine, in which the writer assails

the universal reconciliation. As the objections urged

against it are of a kind which are continually recurring, and

which may confuse those who are considering this subject,

we have repeated them here with brief comments on each.

We would prefer to ignore all arguments and discussions

on this theme which are not based directly on the Word of

God. A reference to reason, to experience, to godly men,

etc., can only confuse the existing confusion. But for this
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once we have allowed ourselves to consider each point of
opposition as it has been given.

"The eternal punishment of the wicked is a

fundamental doctrine of the Word of God."

Where in all the Word of God is there such a phrase as

"the eternal punishment of the wicked"? It cannot be
found. Once only do we read of "everlasting punishment",

but it is not predicated of the wicked in general, but only of

the cursed nations who are gathered before the Son of Man

when he sits upon the throne of His glory. This sentence

was not passed upon them because of sins in general, but
because they did not succor the Lord's brethren in their

distress. We dare not apply this Scripture to all the lost,

for God would be displeased at such mishandling of His

Sacred Word.

Furthermore the word here translated "everlasting"

means simply eonian. It is fully discussed elsewhere in this

issue.

Let us hold fast the form of sound words. A doctrine

which needs to find expression in a phrase of human inven

tion has no right to seek to insinuate itself into God's Word,

much less to feign itself "fundamental".

"The delusion they have accepted produces

the greatest possible indifference toward the
unsaved world."

To this might be added another objection. It is claimed

that this "delusion" produces the utmost apathy towards the

gospel on the part of the unsaved.

Where the objectors get their information is not stated.

We have found no scripture to bear them out. So, in order

to meet this point we must, most reluctantly, go outside the

Word. But here we have a distinct advantage. The objector

does not believe the "delusion" and lacks the very evidence

needed to establish his point. We who have believed this

precious truth have had some experience in it which gives

us the right to speak with authority.

The glad message has received so much added glory and

has been disencumbered of so much which hindered its

adequate expression by the grand truth of the ultimate
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reconciliation of the universe, that the desire to make it

known has received such an impetus as never before could

possibly be realized. And as to the unsaved, why, those

whose ears had been entirely deaf to the "gospel," because

of what they considered the injustice of eternal torment, are

ready to listen to a gospel which tells of a God who is able

to cope with the sin which He has allowed to come into

the world. These are facts from experience, not theoretical

forecasts. These objections are all one with that urged

against God's grace. If man is saved by grace, apart from

his own conduct, then he may do as he pleases! Then grace

is an incentive to sin! This is the theory, but, in practice

we know that it is not true. The grace of God teaches us

to live soberly and righteously and godly, notwithstanding

the fact that it rids us of all fear of judgment. Just so the

universal reconciliation gives zest to the gospel and helps

rather than hinders its acceptance.

"The doctrine of eternal punishment has been

used by the Holy Spirit, through the mighty

men of God of the past to awaken sinners and

bring them to Christ"

Here once again we are lured away from the Word to

follow men. But let us test it by the Word. Where is the

doctrine of eternal punishment used in the Scriptures to

bring men to Christ? We need hardly point out that eternal

punishment is not a glad message. There is no good news

in it. Yet we know that God has ordained that the gospel

is to be His power unto salvation (Rom. 1:16). If the

mighty men of God used this doctrine, where did they find

their warrant in God's Word? But let us not be routed by

such a shadowy host as "mighty men of God in the past".

Who of the early fathers believed in the eternal punishment

of the wicked before Augustine invented the theory? If we

are to appeal to men at all why not appeal to the unbroken

phalanx of mighty men of God who for hundreds of years

after Christ knew nothing of this terrible doctrine. They

were familiar with the tongue of the original; they were

much nearer the men of inspiration; they were not harassed

by the mass of corrupt theology which has since come in:
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and which of them ever taught aught which conflicts with
the reconciliation of the universe? But we do not appeal
to them, God's word is enough for us. Those were the days
of the martyrs, the days of the arena and the flame, when

men were fired with a zeal for the gospel which is all

unknown in these dark days. Yet none of these heralds

carried the lash to drive men to Christ. They did not bring

men to Christ at all—they brought Christ to men! They

preached glad (not sad) tidings and all ungoaded by the

fears of unending torment.

"All arguments for the non-eternity of pun

ishment drawn from a human conception of
God's character are absolutely useless."

Arguments drawn from any conception of God's character

cannot rise higher than the conception. But it is another

thing, after we have God's word that He will reconcile the

universe to Himself through Christ, to glory in the light

this grand revelation of God's ultimate purpose sheds

upon the ecstatic truth that God is love. Nor should we

be at all restrained from enjoying the fruits of this dis

covery. For love, wherever it exists, is of God, and is like

God. In fact, if we knew absolutely nothing of human love

we could not know God. But as love cannot act as theology

teaches that God will act, we have only another corrobora-

tion of our grand conclusion, that God, because He it love,

will find a way for its display.

"The eternity of God in His being; the life of

the righteous, the eternal reign of Christ and

His saints are affirmed in the same terms as
express the eternal doom of Satan, of his

angels and the lost of the human race."

The meaning of the terms translated "forever", etc., are
taken up elsewhere in this issue so it is needless to dilate

upon that subject here. The facts are: Satan is tortured

day and night unto the eons of the eons (Rev. 20:10). This

is not spoken of his angels. In Jude 13 it is simply "unto

eon". Stephen's text, on which the A. V. was based, has

"unto eon" in 2 Pet. 2:17, but it is discarded by all tKe

editors and not even given a place in the Revised Version.
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The smoke of the torture of those who worship the image

of the Beast and receive his mark ascends unto eons of

eons. The Beast and False Prophet share Satan's doom.

But where is the balance of mankind spoken of thus? Where

is the "being" of God spoken of thus? The "life of the

righteous" is never associated with this phrase, but it

simply "unto the eon". (Jno. 6:51). True it is that both

Christ and those in the Lamb's book of life will reign unto

the eons of the eons (Rev. 11:15; 22:5). But it is no less

true that both Christ and His people will cease to reign

when all rule will be abolished in the consummation (1 Cor.

15:24).

The facts do not bear out this oft repeated argument.

"If you hold the doctrine of Final Restitu

tion then it follows that the lost will be restored

apart from new birth and the blood of Christ"

Never! Waiving for the moment the question of the

new birth (for we who believe now are a new creation,

which is far more than a new birth) let us confine ourselves

to the blood of Christ. We have been associated, in the

minds of some, with those who believe in a restitution by

means of various agencies, apart from Christ. This is most

deplorable. We have never allowed the least tinge of such

a thought enter either our minds or the magazine. Does

the reconciliation we teach rob Christ of one whit of His

glory? Nay, rather it heaps infinite glory upon His head.

Does it slight His precious blood? Nay, rather, it places a

true estimate upon its potency. It is only as "having made

peace through the blood of His cross" that God has pur

posed to reconcile the universe to Himself through Christ.

Apart from the blood of Christ no one can ever be saved;
but now that He has been lifted up He will draw all to

Himself (Jno. 12:82).

We shall endeavor to bear with all who differ with us on

this great theme, but we cannot parley one moment with

any insinuation that aught of blessing can come from any

source except from the Christ of God and from His death

and from the blood that speaks of it
A. E.K.
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The profound interest aroused by the articles on "The

Ages" and "The Triumph of Love" would be disappointed

to find no reference to these themes in the present issue.

Our beloved brother's illness makes it impossible for him

to continue these subjects as proposed. It has been deemed

best therefore that a parenthetical chapter of the Mystery

of the Gospel should be inserted somewhat prematurely in

order to meet the desire for a further discussion of these

truths. The article entitled "Universal Reconciliation" in

this issue has been circulated privately for some years in

the form of proof sheets. It may interest some to know

that it was written without any knowledge that the same

facts had been collated and the same truths discovered by

anotner. God requires the testimony of two witnesses.

The value of this independent testimony is rather strength

ened than otherwise by the difference in viewpoint and

treatment of the material. With this in view it has been

thought best not to make any radical changes, but publish

the article as it was written years ago, and thus add one

more proof of the grand truth that God has spoken. If

we only turn a deaf ear to human creeds, which would lead

us to Him by some by-path, and refuse to cringe to human

threats, which would prevent us from even considering His

words, we shall have the delicious satisfaction of hearing

Himself and not another, and of knowing and appreciating

Him in some measure as He is.

—A. E. K.

The prices of our booklets will be found on the last cover

page. We offer special low prices by the dozen or hundred

to those who wish to distribute them and thus spread these

precious truths. Address Unsearchable Riches, 2823 £.

Sixth St., Los Angeles, Cal.

The "Divine Calendar" is now ready.



THE RECONCILIATION OF

THE UNIVERSE

FOEEWOED

'The underworld, though not sharing in the universal

reconciliation, will be powerless to prevent and impotent to
infringe upon that perfect bliss."

Such, in substance, were the words which closed a

chapter on "The Reconciliation of the Universe," in the

manuscript of "The Mystery of the Gospel".

But such a terrible thought as is popularly understood

by "the underworld"—a seething, surging sea of tormented
humanity—seemed far too frightful for the close of a

chapter on universal reconciliation. It would be better to

say nothing at all, than this. And so the sentence was

omitted.

But such a cowardly evasion of so important an issue

gave still less satisfaction. So the entire subject was

reconsidered with sevenfold thoroughness. Nothing but the

Word of God in the original languages was given any place.

The facts which were gathered from the inspired writers
were arranged and catalogued for study and comparison.

The effect, as the following pages show, was to throw en

tirely new light upon the subject, such light, too, as could

not possibly be obtained from the current versions.

God is conciliated to man. This, however, is a one-sided

conciliation, except in such cases where men receive it.

Universal reconciliation, however, as the following pages

show, is mutual; it is enjoyed by both God and man.

If this be true, then what about "eternal torment?" A

thorough search into the words which are supposed to
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furnish us with the thought of eternity revealed many
startling facts, a few of which are presented here.

The conclusion that there would be an actual, mutual,
universal reconciliation was so astounding, so overwhelming,

so glorious, that I cannot contain it; it must overflow. I

cannot even wait until the larger work is published.

I do not appeal to prejudice, or to human reasoning, but

only and solely to the Word of God. If I go past versions

to the original, I trust that all is made so plain that the

most ordinary spirit can follow and apprehend.

To discover such a glorious consummation to God's

dealings with mankind has immeasurably heightened the

glory of His power and wisdom and truth and love. Sin is

but His handmaid, not His master; and shall not mar His

work when it is finally finished.

It is usual to view this subject from the depths of the

sinner's doom. But let us rather view it from the heights

of God's glory, and rejoice that He who was made sin for

us, will yet, by the power of His cross, undo all the Devil

has done, and sweep every sign of sin from God's universe.

UNIVERSAL RECONCILIATION

• . . through Him to reconcile the universe
unto Him (having made peace through the blood
of His cross) whether that upon the earth or that
in the heavens.

It may be new to many to know that conciliation, as

viewed in the Word of God, is one-sided. When we are

spoken of as "conciliated to God by the death of His Son"

God receives us into favor. It implies no change on our
part. That comes when we "receive the conciliation". Like

wise when we are exhorted to be "reconciled to God" we are

not to look for any change in Him. He was conciliated

when His Son died; we are reconciled when we believe Him.
Usage, which alone can establish the current value and sig
nificance of any expression, shows us clearly that the word

ordinarily translated reconciliation (katallassoo) does not
infer a mutual friendliness.
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If this be true of our text, then universal reconciliation
means no more than what has already been so fully con

sidered: the truth that God has laid aside all enmity and
is most favorably inclined towards all of Adam's sinful sons.

But if we examine the text more closely we will find that

the word katallassoo has, in this case, been strengthened by

the addition of the prefix apo- which must mean more than

katallassoo alone. God cannot, however, be more reconciled

than He is as set forth in those passages where the ordinary

word is used.

Immediately following our text we read that the Colos-

sians once were alienated and enemies. This they were

years after they had been conciliated to God at the cross.

"But now/9 says the apostle, "you have been apokateellaxen

reconciled." Once the estrangement had been laid aside on

God's part, but now that they had entered into that grand

truth, the conciliation had become mutual. When both

parties to an estrangement are conciliated the result is com

plete reconciliation.

The reconciliation of the universe cannot be confined to

the peace made by the blood of the cross, for it is only

after having made this peace, that we read the added truth

that, through Him (not His cross), the universe is to re

spond to that peace and share its blessed fruits (Col. 1:20).

So then, mutual, complete, universal reconciliation is

based upon the work of the cross and God's attitude as a

consequence. But it does not stop short here. It includes

also the actual and complete blotting out of the estrange

ment on man's side also.

This meaning is confirmed by the only other place where

it occurs. In Eph. 2:16 we read: "And that He might

reconcile (apokataUasee) both unto God in one body

through (dia) the-cross, having slain the enmity thereby."

Here we are taught that the enmity had been slain at the

cross; and this becomes the channel through which mutual

reconciliation is to be effected. In view of the tremendous

issues involved, it behooves everyone who treasures God's

revelation, to search this matter to the core. We believe

that those who do will come to the same conclusion to which

we have been compelled, namely, that there is to be, at
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some future time, a condition of affairs in which the entire

universe will be at perfect peace with God.

Glorious as such a prospect is, magnificent as such a

consummation of God's mighty administrations must seem,

and however passionately perfection pleads for some such

an ultimate Utopia, it will not be an easy task for most

of us, who have been nursed in the lap of Tradition, to

believe, much less to comprehend, truth so glorious and so

grand.

The many objections which present themselves have

been examined with great care and labor. The results of

this investigation, though not in line with our main subject,

are necessary to an acceptance and understanding of its

marvelous message, and shall have the benefit of a separate

chapter.

OBJECTIONS TO UNIVERSAL RECONCILIATION

The host of objections against the possibility of a uni

versal reconciliation narrow themselves down to those

scriptures which speak of "everlasting" punishment, or

torment "forever and ever".

A right division of the word of truth in regard to the

doom of the lost is just as necessary as when considering

the destiny of the saved. The fact that Satan, the Beast,

the False Prophet, and the worshippers of the Beast are to

be "tormented" does not give us liberty to say that all the

lost will be tormented. Neither does the fact that their

torment extends to "the eons of the eons" allow us to extend

the duration of others' punishment to a like length.

Nor are we at liberty to dislocate a passage (Mat. 25:46)

dealing with the judgment of living nations gathered before

the Son of Man, based upon their treatment of His Jewish

brethren, and assume than their "everlasting" punishment

may be transferred to those who live today. Such is not
reading, but rather, wresting the word of God.

The truth as to the present day unbeliever is not obscure

nor hard to determine. God's present intentions are clearly

set forth in the opening argument of the epistle to the

Romans: "Who will repay each one according to his deeds;
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those indeed, who, with consistent endurance in good deeds,

are seeking glory and honor and incorruption, eonian life,

but to those who are of faction, and, are refusing the truth

but persuade themselves to injustice, wrath and rage,

affliction and distress, upon every human soul that carries

evil into effect, * * " (Rom. 2:6-9)* It is most significant

that there is no reference here to the duration of the doom

inflicted whatever. Let us not be wise above what is

written.

The statements which do deny the possibility of such a

thing are those which speak of torment "forever and ever".

We could probably prove that only Satan, the Beast, his

Prophet, and his Israelitish worshippers, are included in

this terrible doom. But if Satan alone were to suffer such

a fate, and even if he be consigned to the remotest corner of

the universe, his single case would not allow us to speak of

the reconciliation as universal. We need to consider most

carefully, then, the words which seem to teach the endless

ness of Satan's doom.

"For Ever" and "Everlasting"

How do we get the thought of "everlasting" in the Word

of God?

It is acknowledged by all that the Greek word aioon

(which we will call eon) did not mean "for ever" until after

it came in contact with Hebrew in the Greek version of the

Scriptures. Then* because it was appJied to God in such

phrases as Psalm 90:2, "even from everlasting to everlast

ing Thou art God," it acquired, it is said, its new meaning

of endlessness. Since it is used thus of God, consistency

requires, we are told, that the same meaning be attached to

it when it is applied to men.

In order to test the truthfulness of this deduction it will

be absolutely necessary for us to get our facts directly from

the original languages. It is quite easy, however, after

these facts have been gathered, for anyone to satisfy them

selves as to the real meaning of the original terms which

we translate "for ever".

First let us consider the Hebrew word olam, which lies
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at the root of the matter. It is used in reference to the
past in a number of passages. It is much easier for us to

grasp things which have become history than those which

are still future.

The following are the passages in which me-olam, or

"from everlasting" occurs. They are arranged under two

heads, first those which refer to God, then those concerned

with mankind.

lCh.

Ps.

Pro.

Isa.

Gen.

Jos.

ISa.

Ps.

Isa.

Jer.

29:10

25: 6

41:13

90: 2

93: 2

108:17

8:28

63:16

6: 4

24: 2

27: 8

119:52

42:14

46: 9

57:11

63:19
64: 4

2:20

5:15

Used of Deity

for (from) ever.

ever of old.

from everlasting.

even from everlasting.

from everlasting.

from everlasting.

from everlasting.

from everlasting.

Used of Men

of old.

in old time.

of old.

of old.

long time.

of old.

even of old.

(») ever.

For since the beginning of the world.

of old.

ancient.

Eze. 26:20 old time.

There is a startling inconsistency here. When applied

to God it is always "ever" or "everlasting", but when ap

plied to men it is never so rendered. Why? Because in no

case will the sense bear it. Man and his history do not
stretch back to a dateless past eternity. No nation, no

prophets, have been "from everlasting".

The translators, when referring to the past, saw fit to use
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entirely different language for God than that for man.

They were sure that the passages referring to man could

not mean everlasting. A false sense of reverence led them

to depart from the consistent usage of the original and the

example of the Greek translators, whose rendering received

the stamp of Divine approval in the later breathings of the

holy Spirit. The possibility that these passages might not

refer to God simply as existent in eternity past, but to His

revelation of Himself under various titles which describe

His relationships to His creatures during the eons or age-

times, does not seem to have suggested itself to them. We
will follow this hint a little later.

Other passages make it still more manifest that olam

does not necessarily mean endless when applied to the past.

Here are some with their renderings:

Deut. 32:7 (old); Job 22:15 (old); Ps. 77:5 (ancient

time); Pro. 22:28 (ancient); 23:10 (old); Ecc. 1:10 (of

old time); Isa. 44:7 (ancient); 51:9 (of old); 58:12 (old);

61:4 (old); 63:9 (old); Jet. 5:15 (ancient); 6:16 (old);

18:15 (ancient); 28:8 (old); I Sam 27:1 (old); Eze. 25:15

(old); 26:20 (of old); 36:2 (ancient); Am. 9:11 (old);

Mic. 7:14 (old); Mai. 8:4 (old).

Now we are ready to raise the question, Does olam mean

"for ever" when it refers to the future? The Authorized
version is no authority in this matter. They have rendered

it by about twenty-five different terms. Even in the future

we find eternal, ever, lasting, long, and world.

To be consistent they should have rendered Ps. 73:12:
"Behold these are the ungodly who prosper forever (in

the world, A. V.)." The mere statement will be denied by

everyone.

There are some things which we know are not eternal.

Rev. 21:22 reads: "And I saw no sanctuary therein: for

the Lord God Almighty and the Lambkin are its sanctu

ary." Thus, in that blessed eon, when God is once more

with men (Rev. 21:8) there is no need of the temple with

its ceremonial. The very perfectness and freedom of access

to God make a temple obsolete. The sanctuary and its

service and priesthood are not to last eternally. In conflict

with these facts we are asked to believe that the sanctuary
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(Eze. 87:26, 28), its ministrations (Ex. 50:21; Lev. 6:18,

22), the priesthood (Ex. 29:9; 40:15; Nu. 25:13; Ps.

110:4), the offerings (Ex. 29:28; Lev. 7:34, 36; 10:15;

17:7; Nu. 18:8, 11, 19), are to continue "for ever".
Our Lord could say "Heaven and earth shall pass away."

(Matt. 24:85). And concerning the law and the prophets

"Till heaven and earth pass, one jot or tittle shall in no

wise pass from the law till all he fulfilled". It is evident

that He expected the passing of the law and this present

earth, both at the same time. But in the earlier revelation

we read that the earth (Ps. 78:69; Ec. 1:4) and its hills

(Gen. 49:26; Deut. 33:15; Hab. 3:6) are to endure "for

ever".

The position that olam does not mean endless is much

strengthened by the fact that the va-ed, meaning "and still",

is added to it in about a score of cases. In English it is

usually rendered "for ever and ever". Even in English

we can get a glimmering of the true thought if we render

the added Hebrew word (va-ed) by the meaning which it

ordinarily bears in hundreds of passages, and change the

phrase to "for ever and still" further. And this would have

the right effect of limiting "for ever" to a period of time.

This combination is probably the most comprehensive ex

pression which the Hebrew Scriptures know relative to

duration. If we can fix its meaning we shall have the

key to our problem.*

A most important and interesting occurrence of this

phrase is Ps. 45:6: "Thy throne, O Elohim, is for ever

and ever." This is quoted by the Holy Spirit in Heb. 1:8:

*Its first occurrence is Ex. 15:18. The LXX. (the Greek

version of the Hebrew Scriptures) renders this instance by "the
eon and upon the eon and still (ton aioona kai ep' aioona, kai eti).
That the last word means still or longer or further is shown by
its use in such passages as Lu. 16:2; Rom. 6:2; Rev. 29:11 (four

times). This shows conclusively that, in ancient times, the thought
of endlessness was not ascribed to olam.

Other occurrences are: Ps. 9:5; 10:16; 21:4; 45:6, 17; 48:14;
59:8; 104:5; 119:44; 145:1, 91; Dan. 19:3; Mic. 4:5. Ps. 148:6;

Isa. 30:8 and Jer. 1:7 must not be confused with these, though
rendered "forever and ever'%
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"But unto the Son He saith, "Thy throne, O God, is forever

and ever" (eis ton aioona ton aioonos).

May we dare suggest that the kingdom of the Son of

God is to have an end? Some there are, and we heartily

sympathize with them, who may turn from such an inquiry

as traitorous and unworthy of those for whom He died.

But we beg them to bear with us a little further. His glory

is more dear to us than the hand that pens these lines. This

pen would never have taken upon itself to write of these

things unless, first of all, His highest glory had been set

beyond question. Yet it will never do for us to decide what

glorifies Him and what dishonors. God alone knows that.

In I Cor. 15:24-28, we read: "Afterwards the consumma

tion, whenever He may hand over the kingdom to God, even

the Father, when all suzerainty and all delegate authority

and power will be abolished. * * * Yet whenever the

universe may be subordinated to Him, then the Son Himself

shall be subordinated to Him who subordinated the universe

to Him, that God may be All in All."

Few things are more evident in holy writ than the per

fect subjection of the Son of God to His Father. "Not My

will but Thine" was His constant motto. It sustained Him

in the darkest hours of earthly sorrow. Such subjection

will always be one of His perfections, but is not the subject

of our text. The subjection here spoken of follows the

giving up of the throne of that universal kingdom which

God will yet make His.

Earthly kingdoms last until some disorder ^disrupts them.

What a contrast is His rule! His Kingdom lasts until all

is brought into such perfect subjection and harmony that

His administration and that of His delegates, is no longer

needed. It becomes a dead letter because of its perfection.

His power, too, lacking any further exercise, fails through

its very forcefulness.

Just as priesthood cannot exist where there is perfect

and unhindered access to God by all His creatures, so gov

ernment, too, in the hands of intermediaries, becomes un

necessary where there is perfect reconciliation between God

and man. Indeed, the eons will have failed of their object

unless mankind learns not only that God's is the only will,
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but that all true blessing issues from the Heart that moves

it-

So then, the pinnacle of excellence is reached by the
Kingdom of God's Son in its consummation. The rule

spoken of in Heb. 1:8 ceases when this "end" (telos) or

consummation is reached. Here is the hey to our problem.

Just as mankind for the present is confined by physical

limitations to this comparatively small sphere, we call "the

earth" so also, it has pleased God to limit man's present

temporal* boundaries by the horizon of the eons.

God has been pleased to reveal Himself under various

titles corresponding to the character and purpose of the

theophany. Cosmic relationship is connected with Elohim,

eonian relationship with Jehovah, and confined to Israel;

Adonai is the All Ruler, corresponding to "Lord" in the

epistles when used in connection with the other nations.

Each is applied to the Son of God in His work of revealing

the Divine excellencies.

So it is during the eons, but in the final consummation,

when the dignities and activities which gave rise to these

titles will have reached a full fruition, they will lay aside

their force and aptness.

There will be no special covenants for Israel then with

Jehovah, for that would deny the reconciliation. He will

be the God of all the nations, which Jehovah never could be.*

Why at that time call Him Adonai—the All Ruler—when

all rule will have retired from the scene?

Such considerations as these will solve all those difficult

passages which seem, by their connection with the names of

God, to imply endlessness.

*The rendering "temporal" t. e., pertaining to time, in 2 Cor.

4:18 leads to serious misunderstanding. It should be rendered

"for a season" "for a while" "temporary" or "transient." A ref

erence to Mat. 13:21, Mar. 4:17 and Heb. 11:25, the only other

occurrences, will substantiate this. The rocky ground hearer does
not endure during the course of time, but "for a while". And

this reminds us that any superficial study of this subject in the

"Authorized" can only lead us back to the traditions which its

translators themselves held. They have colored the context with
their opinions wherever possible. The contrast in this passage is

between temporary tilings and those which last through the eons.
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That keystone passage, to which all point in order to

show that "everlasting means everlasting'', Ps. 90:2, should

be read in this light. Who is spoken of here? The opening

of the Psalm tells us that it is Adonai, the All-Ruler. But

how could he sustain such a title in the eras before creation,

when there was nothing to rule? And how can he continue

to wear it in the consummation when all rule will have be

come a dead letter? The glories it has gathered adown the

eons must ever adorn His praise, but when it has become

merely titular, its very retirement will call for added ap

plause.

Is it not clear that this title applies to Him in his present

manifestation of Himself in government and that it will

yield to the Father's gentle eye, when all will be members

of His great family.

The fact that "forever and ever" dies not mean everlast

ing in the original is enough to satisfy our argument. But

well may we turn aside a moment and ask, "What does it

mean, then?" In about twenty-six instances olam is not

associated with time. Then it is allowed its ordinary sense

of secret (Ps. 90:8; Ecc. 12:14; Lev. 4:13 y 5:2, 8, 4, etc.)

It speaks then, of secret, unrevealed duration, but not un

limited. The Greek translators so understood it when they

changed the simple word olam to a phrase "unto the eon".

The horizon of the early prophets was limited to this

present earth. Time prior to its making or after its de

struction was outside the realm of that revelation. It was

secret, i. e., olam.

Later unfoldings unwrap purposes before the eons (2

Tim. 1:9) or before olam.

They also carry us beyond olam in the description of the

new heavens and the new earth, and the subsequent con

summation.

This is confirmed by the uniform addition of "and still"

(va-ed) whenever rule or government is in question, be

cause that still continues in the new earth all the way up to

the consummation.

"For ever/' in the original, means up to the secret eon

which commences with the new creation. "For ever and

ever" leads still further, to the very consummation. "For-
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ever" is applied to this earth, the temple, the priesthood,
the sacrifices—in fact to those things which endure till the
last great conflagration—but never to those things which

emerge from it.

"For ever and ever" is used of government, because the

universal kingdom of our Lord will not cease with the new

earth but continue to the consummation.

His priesthood passes with the earth, but His dominion

continues beyond it, hence it is olam va-edf for ever and still.

Then will the Kingdom be handed over to God in His

character as Father. This filial relationship, this changing

of the great God from Creator to Father, is the ripened

fruit of the eons. Then will come to pass that daydream

of the present, the Fatherhood of God and the Brotherhood

of Man, for then all will be one vast family linked together

by the close fellowship of a Father's love.

Priests may be appointed for men in things Divine, and

rulers delegated by God to wield His authority during the

course of the eons, but in that ideal, that perfect, that

eternal consummation, they would but deny the fullness and

infinite perfection of the universal reconciliation.

If we could but fix this vision of the glorious ultimate,

and enlarge our hearts to receive it, much that seems to

intercept our sight will become transparent. For instance,

in Eph. 1:10 we read of the "dispensation of the fulness of

times", that is, the harvest season of the eons, when Christ

will again be Head of everything in heaven and upon earth.

Not a word here, you say, as to the underworld or the lake

of fire. This is quite true. But this scripture does not

speak of the final state. Here is a question of Christ's

headship, His rule. Then it will be a question of His abdi

cation, the first and only Ruler who brings rule to ripened

perfection.

This subject has been so long divorced from the glory of

God and sunk to the level of an inquiry as to the doom of

the impenitent that some will be impatient to know what

becomes of them.

Since God does not associate everlasting or any period

of time with the doom of sinners today, we, too, refrain

from doing so. But there still remains the "everlasting"
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punishment of the nations who are gathered before the Son

of Man when He appears in His glory, and also the torment

"for ever and ever" of those (Israelites) who worship the

Beast and his image (Rev. 14:10-11), and the Beast and

False Prophet themselves with the Accuser who deceived

them (Rev. 20:10). It has been pointed out that the word

"are" in the phrase, "where the beast and the false prophet

are" is in italics, having no authority in the Greek. But its

force is, nevertheless implied in the plural form of "shall

be tormented", which should read "they shall be torment

ed". It is well to see and acknowledge God's just and

equitable sentence upon these, the most heinous of all high

handed rebels against His throne. They ought to get the

severest punishment, for they have been guilty of such

awful crimes against God as lie entirely outside the capacity

of ordinary men. Obsessed by the spirit of Satan and his

associates, they have attempted to wrench God's sceptre

from His hand.

But, if the torment of the Beast and his dupes ends at

the great consummation, surely, some will say, Satan and

his angels can not die like men.

But upon what does such an objection rest?

In the ancient Greek pantheon the younger race of gods

delighted to be called the "Immortals". The history of

Zeus and his train, as the usurpers of the throne of their

father Kronos, bears a most marked resemblance to the

career of Satan and his following and justifies us in con

cluding, (what could easily be shown from other scriptures)

that he was the ruler of the Olympian "Immortals".

But what says Elohim, while He judges among the gods?

(Ps. 82:1, 6, 7). After rebuking them for their unjust

rule of the earth He pronounces their doom:

"I have said, Ye are gods;

And all of you are sons of the Most High,
But you shall die like mankind * ♦ »

Here we have Satan leveledN with humankind in his

death. He proclaims himself immortal. Men have eagerly

accepted his falsehood but God will yet feed him into the
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jaws which have devoured so many of Adam's sons, and
Death itself will at length be satisfied when it feasts upon

the Prince of Death.

Thus when the final class are raised at the consummation,

all will have entered and emerged from the death state,

which is then abolished.

But by this time our innate selfishness will assert itself
and we exclaim: "Is our 'eternal life' only for a limited
time, then? What security have we for the future?" But

even here, instead of robbing God of the glory due His

great Name, the truth only adds lustre to its effulgence. As

a matter of fact, His word guarantees life and blessing

until the consummation—until the eons of the eons, when

He will be All in All. Then we no longer have any prop

to lean upon, no foundation whatever upon which to rest,

but—GOD HIMSELF!

Who would not trust themselves to Him? As for me,

now that He has revealed Himself, I can repose upon Him

in the utmost confidence, even when His promises and His

word have long since been fulfilled. What He IS, is suf

ficient for me, and will suffice all to whom the eons have

revealed Him.

And this I know most pleases Him.

Picture to yourself a perfect universe! Not a trace of

sin or of transgression to eclipse the effulgence of God's

love! Not an impulse of His affection but receives an in

stant and thrilling response from every heart. What a

marvelous harvest of redemption that will be! How potent

the cross through which it comes! How glorious the God

who purposed and perfected such a reconciliation !

The travail of sin may well be borne exultingly if such

a birth impends. Even the eons of suffering and anguish

which now dim our eyes will then fade into a tiny speck

upon the receding horizon and at last be swallowed up in

the distance and the joy and exultation of the glory eternal.

To us, a dreary day drags its length so slowly to a close;

toilsome years wear wearily away; but what are days or

years, yes, what are eons compared with an endless and

unceasing eternity? All of the eons from the beginning

to the consummation of God's purposes are but a brief
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moment/a passing cloud, compared with the ceaseless sun

shine of cycles unending.

But, alas! If this is but a mirage, a dream which is

denied by the word of the God upon whom its fulfillment

depends, why mock ourselves with it now or embitter the

bliss that surely will be the portion of all who are His

favorites? For, if an eternity of happiness will blot out

the sorrows of the ages, it is no less true that an eternity of

suffering would infinitely transcend all the anguish which

pales us now. Why even the tiniest tinge of sin, rigidly

confined that it cannot spread, would at length amount to

more than all the sins of all the eons. It would work worse

woe from the mere immensity of its duration. A mathe

matician will tell us that the minutest fraction multiplied

by infinity will produce a greater result than the highest

power of the largest number conceivable.

But if, instead of a slight trace of sin and its consequent

suffering, we imagine the sinner suffering the torment of

the orthodox hell with its unbearable bodily anguish, the

pangs of conscience, the taunts of fiends, and the torture

of God Himself, one hour of which is more than all his

earthly sorrows rolled in one—lengthen this out to endless

ness and season it with hopeless despair—and its horrors

will be absolutely inconceivable.
But this is far from all. Multiply this single case by

the vast majority (so we are told!) of humankind, who,

age ofter age, have been huddled into this horrid "hell"—

and imagine each one tortured and tormented while the ages

roll, and roll, and roll . . . . without respite and with

out redress, and then imagine but no, we will imagine

no more, for the heart grows sick even at the very thought.

Though our lips may be afraid to frame the words, our

hearts will whisper "Can such be the fruit of God's adven

ture?" Would that serve as one of the jewels that He

sought for His eternal diadem? Is that the response for

which He hungered when He allowed—nay, when He

purposed—<that sin should estrange His creatures from

Him?

Christ came to destroy the works of the Devil (1 Jno.

8:8). But, if orthodoxy is true, then Satan has not only
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the vast majority on his side, but his work is not destroyed

at all. Its results would mar the universe for ever and ever.

David was right when he preferred to fall into the hands

of God, for His very judgments show none of the cruelty

which so often mars man's mercy.

But let us awake from the sickening nightmare of man's

imaginings and let us wing our spirits to God's glorious

consummation. Here is a vision worthy of the God and

Father of our Lord Jesus Christ. Sin, sorrow, suffering,

estrangement—all these are but memories which, in the

divine alchemy of that blessed era, will sweeten every sweet

cup and illumine love itself. Not sin triumphant, with its

bitter fangs buried even in that blessedness. Ah, no. Sin

will be absent, yet subservient—the chiefest condiment of

sinless bliss.

Once all was perfect, ere Satan fell or man rebelled;

and all shall be perfect once again. Man has been God's

enemy; yet through this very enmity He will draw man

kind far closer to Himself than otherwise could have been.

And the zenith of that sublime perfectness will be—not

innocence or friendship's chain unbroken—but reconcilia

tion, perfect and complete. A universe in harmony with

God! O, who would not feast his eyes on such a sight.
This, this is our goal.

This, this is His grandest glory.

"Thus heavenward all things tend. For all were once

Perfect, and all must be at length restored.

So God has greatly purposed; who would else

In His dishonour'd works Himself endure

Dishonour, and be wrong'd without redress.
Haste, then, and wheel away a shattered world,

Ye slow-revolving seasons I we would see

(A sight to which our eyes are strangers yet)

A world that does not dread and hate His laws
And suffer for its crime; would learn how fair

The creature is that God pronounces good,

How pleasant in itself what pleases Him." —-Cowper

A. £. E.
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(B) HIS WORKS

As the rose betrays its nature by its fragrance, and the

sun declares itself in its effulgence, so did the Wonder of

History reveal Himself to man by what He did. His works

carried the impress of His character, and bore mute testi

mony to the truth of His claims.

The evidence yielded by His works carried conviction to

not a few. Nicodemus comes into His presence with the

confession: "None can do these miracles thou doest, ex

cept God be with him." Arid the evidential value of these

miracles gain increased weight when we consider that they

are witnesses not merely to His official dignity, but above

all to His moral glory. The depth of tenderness, and in

finite wealth of sympathy in His Bosom left its mark upon

the works of mercy of which He was Author. It has been

noted by many that the one miracle of judgment which He

performed, had for its subject a tree and not a man. As

if He were reluctant (though surely more than enough hu

man material for such a work of judgment lay all around)

to hurt even one of those for whom in time He would lay

down His precious life. Who, in all Time, has made

claims so great or so ably substantiated by deeds as He?

But we dare not attempt to dilate upon this subject. "The
word is nigh thee," Take it, and read on every page the

record of His works of love; let the witness of His works

speak to you; then bow the knee in glad acknowledgment of

the truth.

The atmosphere of moral glory which pervades His

every act, and the lack of such a glory as expressed in mere

ly human words and ways, stand in decided contrast in the

record of the two miracles of feeding the hungry in the

sixth and eighth chapters of Mark. In the former chapter

man speaks first, revealing human inability to meet an oc-
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casion of need when such arises. Looking upon the thous

ands of hungry men and women, the disciples tell out

their helplessness in the request: "Send them away."

(Mark 6:36). But in the second miracle, Christ speaks

first and man is silent. And here, as in the former case,

the words spoken are indicative of the speaker's relation

and attitude towards the people's need. Man had said:

"Send them away." Christ says: "I have compassion on

the multitude." It is but a ray from the moral glory of

Messiah.

And what shall we say of one, who can, with a word, un

lock the portals of the tomb, and bid the captive of grim

Death come forth? What can we say of One who stayed

the processionvto the grave, and healed the aching heart of

the widow weeping for her departed son? What could we

say of Him whose word was life, and whose command was

power—"Lazarus, come forth!" How true was the com

ment that, had He not called Lazarus by name, He would

have emptied that burial place of every body that it con

tained.

In the presence of such mighty works let the question be

repeated, "Who was He?" Ask Lazarus! ask Mary of

Bethany! ask the Widow of Nain!

(C) HIS BEPUTATION

What has been said of Him, we find on record in the pages

of the Four Evangelists. Each of these different writers

have some good thing to say of Him, but none of them

has even one evil thing to suggest concerning His Person or

His Work. They have no doubts to parade, they deal in

certainties. They add no interrogation marks to the bold

est of His claims. They write not thus: "He claimed to be

the Son of God"; "He said He came from heaven"; but in
the full assurance of faith they write the history of His

sacred life, believing that God was fully competent to take
care of His own glory.

Matthew says that He is King. The only ruler fit to

wield the sceptre over the Empire of God. The only One

wise enough to control the activities of Israel's coming ad-
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ministration of this world's affairs. The only One powerful

enough to enforce the just demands of His legislative de

crees. The only One just enough to administer the King

dom in perfect righteousness. The only One loving enough

to rule in the gentleness of a perfect love.

If Matthew portrays Him in His office as King, Mark

shows Him to be not only the Sovereign but the Servant.

He takes the lowest place as gladly as He does the high

est. The footstool is to Him as welcome as the throne, if it

be but within the province of the Father's will. No place

so lofty and exalted but He can fill it with the dazzling

glories of His excellency. No road so rough, nor path so

thorny, but He can tread it in humble obedience to His

God. Because He was the Perfect Servant He is destined

to fill the Throne of the Universe (Phil. 2). Because He

was the Perfect Servant He shrank not from filling the

Throne of mockery in Pilate's hall when it lay before Him

in duty's path. In perfect obedience His brow will yet

bear the coronations of the Universe, and yet no more

obediently than when He bowed His head to receive the

soldiers' crown of thorns.

In Luke the varied glories of His perfect Humanity

unfold to our worshiping hearts. Truly "deep calleth unto

deep" as we trace His way from the cradle to the cross.

But why is it so necessary to insist upon the Humanity of

this wondrous Being? Is it not because of some who would
be so impressed with the fact of His Deity that they would

be liable to lose sight of its corresponding truth? In the

old Pagan myths we read at times of how the gods came

and visited men. It was reserved for Christianity to pre

sent this unique truth that God is not only with men but

has become a man Himself.

John presents another truth—the fact of His Divinity.

But words surely fail us here. The well indeed is deep,

and our buckets are but poor, puny little things to lower into

its infinite depths. In Luke we see humanity lifted up from

its natural mire and filth; a new dignity set upon it; and a

marvelous future before it by the incarnation into the Race

of its Creator, God. In John we see how that same incar-

natiom has changed the Divine name from being a symbol
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of awful mystery into a revelation of marvelous mercy.

What a transformation has He effected! The Old Testa

ment gleams with greater glory when we behold how in

terwoven with its fabric is the thought of Christ The new

would be a dismal grave were we to expunge the mention of
His Name therefrom. Past, Present, Future, are alike de

prived of fear when we view them from the standpoint of

His Cross, and bereft of gloom when we look at them from

the standpoint of His Glory.

Who is He? Ask Matthew! Ask John! Ask Mark!

Ask Luke! Ask them! ye who fear to trust yourselves unto

His care, and blush at the remembrance of your temerity.

(D) HIS INFLUENCE

Whatever pages are bright on History's record are bright

because of Him. Whatever of sunshine has entered the

story of the years has come from the fact that He laid hold

on human hearts, and captivated the noblest thoughts and

feelings of men. It need hardly be said that as bad men

have bad influences so the influence of good men must be

beneficient. And the potency of Christ's wondrous power

did not cease with His own immediate age. His tenderness

has reached across the Centuries and melted hearts: His

grace has permeated all Time and won the affections of men

far distant from His earthly home.

Who then can this wondrous Person be? A Jewish

myth? Let those answer who in olden days bared their

necks to receive the keen edge of the Roman blade. Let

those reply who in the dark dungeons of the Inquisition

gladly yielded their limbs to the excruciating pangs of Papal
hatred. Let those speak who in foreign lands have lifted

up His Name, and told the story of the Cross in other
tongues. And let those be heard who grapple with the daily

task and live for Him amidst the heartbreaks of Twentieth
Century Commercialism.

But we must stop. The very immensity of the subject
cramps and numbs our thoughts, and stays our pen from
writing words inadequate to such a lofty theme.

A. Burns.



THE LIFE AND TIMES OF NOAH

The Days of Noah and the Days of the Coming of the

Son of Man

In our past articles upon Life and Times of Noah, we

have looked at the Patriarch, first as witnessing to the old

world, second as taken out of it, and brought through the

flood, and third as safely landed in the new order of things

where he had a new beginning, upon altogether new princi

ples of dealing and Revelation. We have also seen that this

new beginning was soon characterized by failure as every

thing entrusted to man up to this time (and since) had

failed.

It seems to us that to leave the subject of Noah and his

Times without reference to the Teachings of Christ as

bearing upon this Old Testament history and its future bear

ing upon the coming of the Son of Man, would be to leave it

with but part of the lessons it is designed to teach us, as

set forth in the Eschatological teachings of Jesus, as con

tained in the twenty-fourth and twenty-fifth chapters of

Matthew. We purpose therefore a conclusion to this study

in the present article.

In the reference to "the days of Noah/' by our Lord Jesus

Christ, we see how the written and personal Word bears

testimony the one to the other, and as put together, ex

plain each other.

The personal Word is the theme of the written Word, and
upon almost every page of past revelation we are directed to

look forward to His coming as the explanation of all the

past prophecy—promise, types and institutions.
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It is also true that in the teachings of the personal Word,

we are constantly thrown back upon the written Word, and

such is the relation of the one to the other, that they stand

or fall together.

The Scripture before us (Matt. 24), is very comprehen

sive in its range. It takes us back to the times before the

flood, and onward to the Coming of the Son of Man, and also

teaches many lessons for our present life, service and testi

mony. A careful study of it would at least correct some of

the mistaken views many hold and teach, with reference

to the present and future, and guide to a more intelligent

service.

In these Eschatological teachings of Jesus, we have given

us in intelligent detail some of the things which shall come

upon the earth at the close of the present dispensation;

events and personages who are to figure at that time are

brought before us. It is our privilege to exclude the church

from these solemn scenes, for like Enoch of old who was

translated before the flood came, the church, the body of

Christ will by translation have been gathered to meet the

Lord in the air.

There are three things which this Scripture clearly set

tles for us. First, that Noah was a real person; second,

that the flood was a real fact; third, that the coming of the

Son of Man is an absolute certainty. In dealing with this

Scripture for our present purpose we shall simply take up

the parallel of the prophecy as set forth in the little words

"as" and "so." As it was in the days of Noah, so shall

it be in the days of the coming of the Son of Man.

Great Super-Natural Activity

This was of two kinds, viz: the power of God, and the

power of Satan, in direct and determined opposition to each

other. "My spirit shall not always strive with man" is
the recognition of the former, and the sons of God and the

daughters of men becoming united in diabolic and human

union, an evidence of the latter. The result of this union

was the production of a race of beings described as "giants/9
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not only in stature, but in possession of other endowments,

which cannot be accounted for on any merely natural

grounds.

It is the opinion of many scholars and diligent students

of Scripture that this amalgamation represents nothing less

than a real union between fallen creatures above and fallen

creatures below, and indicates the efforts of Satan to make

impossible the fulfillment of the original promise of Gen.

8:15, viz.: that "the seed of the woman should bruise the

serpent's head," and that by the means of this unholy alli

ance, to produce a hybrid race of super-natural beings, who

would become possessed of an immortal life apart from the

necessity of death, through which, according to the word of

God, it can only be possessed. (See Epistle of Jude.

6-8; 1 Pet. 3:18-22).

This supplies a sufficient reason for the flood, for it

will be seen that but for it, the human race might have

become extinct and thus the promise of Gen. 3:15 have

been prevented fulfilment. This is no new theory, for such

eminent scholars as Delitsch, Hengstenberg, Kurtz, Dean

Alford, Josephus and others have held and taught it. (A

full treatment of this subject may be found in "Earth's

earliest Ages," by Pember, and some useful and sugges

tive notes in Vol. I. of the Companion Bible.)

It is not difficult to see in movements of the present day,

the working of a demon super naturalism. In the so-called

spiritualism of the present day, we have an awful example

of demon working. It is useless to dismiss the subject, as

if it could all be accounted for on the ground of natural

legerdemain—it cannot be so dismissed. It is an awful

reality, and is one of those elements which are preparing

for the final form in the coming Antichrist, who will be a

man indwelt by Satan and capable of working miracles as

was the Son of God, God manifest in the flesh. Spiritism

has already reached such alarming lengths and development,

that we need not wonder at anything, which may be shortly

claimed for tfiat phase of Satanic working. Surely there

are many giving heed to "Seducing spirits and doctrines

of demons," and it is a time when the exhortation of

1 Jno. 4:1 should be earnestly heeded, viz.: "To try the
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Spirits whether they be of God." Cf. also 1 Jno. 2:18,

1 Tim. 4:1,2 Tim. 3:13,2 Pet 2:1, 2 Jno. 7.

Side by side with the working of this supernatural de-

monism, we have the counteracting, suppressing, restraining

power of the Holy Spirit. The apostle Paul, in 2 Thes.

2:6-12, speaks of "the mystery of iniquity already

working," but being repressed as to its full manifestation

by the presence of a power which is to be removed before

its final form in the Man of Sin, can be revealed.

We believe this hinderer is the Holy Spirit who is still

in the church notwithstanding the fact of her evident

apostasy and failure. The Holy Spirit still witnesses

through the church, to the world of the fact of Christ hav

ing once come, being now absent, and soon to come again.

We are having striking evidences on every hand in these

days of what will happen when the church is removed to

the heavens, as was her Lord by His ascension. Socialism,

anarchy and other elements of Anti-Christianism, only wait

for the opportunity to break forth in aggregated unanimity

for the destruction of everything like law and order, and to

arrange themselves under their human deity for whom they

are being prepared, and which will be but the ultimate of

the man worship which is so prevalent at the prevent time.

The man-god is coming, and may be much nearer than we

think. Alas, the world is slumbering on the thin crust of

a volcano, which at any time may burst and send forth its

destructive lava upon an unthinking and unprepared world.

Cf. 2 Thess. 2:3-8, Rev. 13:6-11; Rev. 17:5-7; Daniel
7:25, etc

As we have seen in the epistle of Jude, that there is a

race of beings who have not kept their own principality

but have gone after strange flesh, and are now reserved in

chains unto the Judgment of the great day; may not these

be the Spirits to whom Christ went and proclaimed in their

prison the fact that the Seed of the woman had triumphed
over the opposition of die Serpent and his work.

The Translation of Enoch

Previous to the flood in the days of Noah, we have the
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fact of Enoch the seventh from Adam translated that he

should Hot see death, for before his translation he had tliis
testimony, that he pleased God. So before the end of this

present age the saints of this present time will be secretly

and mysteriously caught away for a meeting of the Lord
in the air. Cf. 1 Thess. 4:18-18.

This event is altogether apart from the coming of the

Son of man in His relation to the earth at the time of the

end. It is the new hope of the new people who are be

ing now gathered during the time of Israel's rejection. To

them belongs the new body of truth, given to the apostle

Paul by special revelation to make known unto them for

the guidance of their life and service and for the unfold
ing of their destiny. The coming of Jesus as the Son of

Man is not the hope of this distinct company, nor is there

anything about them in the sure word of prophecy. They

are looking for "the Savior/9 not for the Judge. They are

the night watchers who are looking for the Morning Star.

No other event to intervene, but the direct hope of Himself,

and the corresponding attitude of waiting for Him. Trans

lation at His coming is the natural hope and end of a

godly life, and not death.

The Preservation of Noah Through the Flood

This points to the fact that there will be a people up6n

the earth (a remnant of Jews) who are destined for earthly

blessing, who, during the time of the tribulation will be

preserved for the re-peopling of the new order of things

in the millennial age.

The language of many of the Psalms is applicable and

belong to this period and people, and give us an insight,

into some of the sufferings of the remnant of that time,

who like Noah will be preserved by God, for the inherit

ance of their covenanted blessings.

The Lingering Grace of God

The Apostle Peter speaks of the days of Noah, as the

time of God's long suffering (1 Peter 8:20) the time when

He waited while Noah was witnessing. Ere God sent
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judgment He sent messages of grace, even so is it now.

God is dealing with men in unqualified grace—proclaim

ing a way of escape from merited judgment—but as it

was then, so is it now, men are going on in careless indif

ference, until soon the pent-up judgments of God shall be

let loose upon them, and no way of escape shall be possible.

Emphasis in the New Testament is put upon

The Suddenness of the Event

"They knew not until the flood came and took them all

away." The business of that time absorbed their attention

to the exclusion of listening to the message of God. "Even

so shall it be in the days of the coming of the Son of

Man."

There Was Safety Only in the Ark in the Days of Noah

To be occupied in building the ark was not enough.

Only in the ark was there exemption from the judgment.

No water entered the ark, for it was pitched (covered)

with pitch as the sinner in Christ is safe from judgment

because of the covering of his sin provided in the finished

work of Christ. The fact of coming judgment, the ap

pointment of the Judge and the earnest of its certainty

are stated in Acts. 17:30, 31.

One great lesson of this reference to the days of Noah,
is, that

There Is no Reason Based Upon Scripture Warranting the

Expectation of a Converted World Previous to

the Coming of Our Lord Jesus Christ

This analogy forbids such an expectation and is in com

plete harmony with the rest of New Testament Teaching,
as given in the Epistles. Cf. 2 Tim. 3:1-9; 1 Tim. 4:1-4;

2 Thess. 2:1-12; 2 Pet. 2:1-3; Rev. 4 and 19, etc.

"As IT WAS IN THE DAYS OP NOAH, SO SHALL IT BE IN THE

DAYS OP THE COMING OP THE SON OP MAN.

W. H. Walker, D. D.
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THE COMMISSION FOR MANKIND

Matthew, a government official, tells us of the King and
gives us the two Kingdom Commissions, outlining both do
mestic and foreign polities. Mark, Paid and Barnabas9 at

tendant, tells us of Jehovah's Servant, and gives us the

Creation Commission, which was proclaimed to all creatures
beneath heaven. Luke, the beloved physician, of Gentile
origin, tells us of the sympathetic Man. He gives us the

Commission for Mankind, including all of Adam's sinful
race.

This commission is wider than the two kingdom commis
sions in its range. The former of them is exclusively for

Israel, the latter for the nations. Luke, writing to a Gen

tile, traces our Lord's lineage right down to Adam, and

deals with mankind as a whole, including both Jew and

Gentile under the common charge of sinfulness. Mark, on

the other hand, includes more than mankind in his Creation
Commission.

These distinctions give character to the blessings and

judgments which follow in their wake.

s Under the First Kingdom Commission an entrance into

the kingdom is the portion of the Israelite who endures to

its consummation. The rebels will perish. The nation

which shelters the Jew is given an inheritance in the king

dom. The nation which persecutes them is sent away into

eonian punishment. Their judgment is not based upon

their sins. Rightness or justice will be attributed to that

nation which acknowledges Jehovah's people and acts ac

cordingly.

The Second Kingdom Commission goes forth with power

and brooks no opposition. At its crisis, when Satan makes

his final assault, its force is seen in his instant destruction.

The blessings borne by the Creation Commission are

almost exclusively physical and directed to earth's restora-
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tion. Judgment is not meted out to animals who never

were responsible for their condition. It is confined to the

serpent that played into Satan's hands and those of human

kind who refuse to credit its message. Though its procla

mation is fulfilled, its fruition waits the manifestation of

God's sons.

Let us note that in these commissions, sins and the suffer

ings of Christ on account of them, are not so much as men

tioned.

The First Kingdom Commission was given long before

He suffered and its proclamation was immediately stopped

when He began to foretell His sufferings. True, the estab

lishment of the kingdom, like all else, is based upon the

cross. But blood redemption must be enforced by redemp

tion by power before the kingdom can be set up.

The Second Kingdom Commission is an embassy to the

nations and is based upon the fulfillment of the first and the

political supremacy of Israel.

Mark's Creation Commission is founded on the resurrec

tion. It covers not only sinners, but also the lower crea

tion which we can not charge with sin, but only with bear

ing man's burden without his guilt.

But Luke's Commission for Mankind deals with the par

don of sins.

Terrified by His appearance among them, He assures

them that He is not a spirit but a real human being. They

fail to take it is for very joy, but He opens their under

standings to apprehend the scriptures, upon which He bases

His charge:

Christ is to suffer and be raised from among -is
47 the dead the third day, and in Hisname -the i-upon

repentance and a pardon for sins is to be -a -for -is
proclaimed unto all the nations* beginning

48 from Jerusalem. You are witnesses of these things, -are
49 And lo! I am sending forth My Father's theF

promise upon you. Yet you sit in the city thep
till you are endued with power from on high." -with f-out of

The basis of this commission, we have already observed,

is the suffering of Christ. It was foretold in the early scrip

tures. Peter refers to this when speaking to Cornelius:
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"To Him give all the prophets witness, that through His

Name everyone who believes on Him shall receive the par

don of their sins" (Acts 10:43). It was not in force until
Pentecost, when they were baptized with holy spirit, em

powering them for its proclamation. The records in Acts

and Hebrews (which is a commentary on Acts) gives us

the course of this commission.

The "Acts of the Apostles" is in reality a treatise on the

kingdom as proclaimed in the power of the Spirit by the

apostles. While it is a continuation of Luke's former trea

tise, it also records the administration of the First King

dom Commission and the Creation Commission. Peter, to

whom the keys of the kingdom were committed during the

Master's absence, unlocks it on the day of Pentecost to the

Jews and later to the nations also, including baptism in

its proclamation, from Mark's Commission and repentance

from JLuke's.

Repentance and pardon were to be proclaimed first at

Jerusalem (Luke 24:47; Acts 2:38), to spread to Judea and

Samaria (Acts 1:8, 8:1), and then to the uttermost parts

of the earth (Acts 1:8, 22:27). First, then, we hear it

proclaimed in the holy city on the day of Pentecost. Peter

said unto the sons of Israel: "Repent and be baptized every

one of you for pardon of sins. • . •" The words

concerning baptism belong the Mark's Commission; those

we have omitted to a promise contained in none of the com

missions. Thus throughout Acts we find various commis

sions proclaimed in the same breath, and only an exact
knowledge of each will enable us to determine the basis of

each statement.

There is no record in Acts that Peter ever went outside

the land of Israel in his proclamation of pardon. Jerusalem

at Pentecost and the Caesarean proselyte Cornelius are the

model cases given us of his ministry. Cornelius' case is

especially in point. The Kingdom Commission could not

be used there so Messiah is proclaimed as Lord of all,

and Ruler of both dead and living, and on this ground it

is said, "To Him give all the prophets witness that through

His name whosoever believeth in Him shall receive pardon

of sina."
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Paul was appointed to carry this message to the nations.

Although his later commissions recalled its exercise, at the

beginning he was sent to the nations "To open their eyes,

to turn them from darkness to light, and from the authority

of Satan unto God that they may receive pardon of sins

and a lot among those that are sanctified by faith that is

in Me" (Acts 26:18).

His sermon at Psidian Antioch gives us a sample of how

this was carried out. First He proclaimed it to the Jews

in the synagogue saying, "Be it known unto you, then, men

and brethren, that for this cause a pardon of sins is pro

claimed to you . . . " The sure mercies of David were

secured to them by the resurrection of Jesus (Acts 13:34).

But Isaiah had said

"It is a light thing that Thou shouldst be My Servant

To raise up the tribes of Jacob,

And to restore the preserved of Israel;

I will also give Thee for a light to the nations
That Thou mayest be my salvation to the ends of the earth."

(Isa. 49:6)

So that the nations had these things proclaimed to them,

too, and their sins were pardoned.

This is the very first sermon of which we have any record

after Paul's separation. Besides carrying out Luke's Com

mission it gives us the first hint that we have of justification

or acquittal. Not at all in the fulness or clearness which

it afterwards attained as set forth in Romans, for how could

it be in such a record as Acts gives us? We must expect

to find it there only as it relates to the subject of which

it treats.

The Authorized punctuates so as to harmonize as much

as possible with the doctrine of Romans and reads: "And

by Him all that believe are justified from all things

." But the thought is limited. It should read:

"And from everything in the law of Moses from which you

are not able to be acquitted/ in all this those who believe

are justified."

♦The word here is the same as "justified" at the end of the

verse, but the English idiom does not allow us to say "justified
from" but rather "justified in and "acquitted from".
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The law is not set aside. But only in those things in

which they had transgressed it he offered them an acquittal.

It is important to note that in every instance pardon is

connected with rule. It is the function of the executive.

Christ is proclaimed as King or Ruler, or God's authority is

brought forward first as a basis of any pardon that may

be offered. This is why the Pardon Parable is given us in

Matthew's account, though it is joined to Luke's in spirit

by the somewhat strange characterization (in the original)

"A man, a king".

The question of the pardon of sins between brethren

comes up, and authority is given to the apostles to bind

and loose on earth.t Two agreed on earth shall have their

requests granted. Two or three gathered in His Name

can act with His authority. Peter asks whether the limit

of pardon be extended to seven times? This brings to the

Master's mind the course of the kingdom in connection with

the proclamation of pardon. So He gives an illustration

(Matt 18:23-85).

23 Therefore the kingdom of the heavens 19
likened to a man, a king, who resolves to r-wills

24 adjust accounts with his slaves. Now, when he accountN-Yet
begins to adjust, one debtor is brought to him a-be adjusting

36 who owes ten thousand talents. Now, not -w-o N-YetnL
having wherewith to pay, the master orders him w-of him
to be disposed of—and his wife and the children hw-the woman

26 and all that he has—and to be paid. Then,
falling d own, the slave worshipped him, saying,
"Have patience with me and I will pay you all*

27 Now the master of that slave, being com pas- thes
sionate, sends him away and remits his loan. r-pardons

fThe vast difference between pardon and justification is very
striking in Jno. 20-33: "Whosoever sins ye pardon they are par

doned unto them. Whosoever sins ye retain they are retained."
It is not clear that pardon (or "forgiveness" or "remission" as

it is generally translated) is an act of government distinct from
justification. It can be entrusted to delegates, such as the apos

tles, but God alone can justify. Another expression which

clarifies the distinction between these two thoughts is the record
that some "justified God" by their baptism. They did not pardon
Ood!
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28 Yet that slave, when he comes out, finds one Y-Now thes
of his fellowslayes who is indebted to him a h u n-
dred denarii, and holding him throttled, is -is
saying, 'Pay if you are owing anything!'

29 Then, f a 11 i n g d own, his fellowslave entreated the f
him, saying, 'Have patience with me and I will

30 pay you.' Yet he would not, but, coming away, h-the
he casts him into jail till he might pay what is wi-the

31 owing. Then his fellowslaves, having seen
what has occurred, have been extremely grieved, o-become
and when they come, tell the tale of al 1 that has 11 to l

32 occurred to their master. Then his master, having o-become them
called him hither, says to him, "Wicked slave! I [the m
have remitted all that indebtedness of yours, oy-toyou

33 since you have entreated me. Ought not you,
too, to have mercy on your fellowslave even

34 as 7 had mercy on you?' And his master, them
having been angered, hand him over to the

35 torturers till he may pay al 1 that is owing. Thud -is
My heavenly Father, too, will do to you, if each
should not p a rd o n his brother from his heart." hl hh-your hts

Then, returning to Peter's question of forgiveness, the

Master makes the personal application. As it is in the

case of the kingdom, so also in the individual.

But what is the interpretation of this parable?

Surely the Jerusalem sinners who were guilty of His

death were the ones who owed the myriad talents. But

upon the condition of repentance they were forgiven.

The Gentiles got into their debt through receiving their

spiritual things. But what was their attitude towards

Gentiles? Paul tells the Thessalonians that they "killed

the Lord Jesus and their own prophets and have chased us

out and they please not God and are contrary to all men,

forbidding us to speak to the nations that they might be

saved, to fill up their sins alway: for the wrath is come upon

them to the uttermost" (1 Thess. 2:15, 16).

Is it without significance that we read that "myriads" of

them "believed" but all were zealous of the law and did

their utmost to murder Paul simply because he proclaimed

pardon to the other nations?

They had received the pardon proclaimed to them by

the apostles, but like the servant in the parable, averted

wrath visits them for their attitude to their fellow debtor.
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The destruction of Jerusalem began their punishment and

even now they are in the hands of the tormentors. They

were once enlightened, and tasted of the heavenly gift, and

were made partakers of holy spirit, and tasted the good

Word of God, and the powers of the age to come, but they

fell away. These things came through repentance, but

repentance is now no longer possible.

The King had taught them to pray the kingdom prayer,

"Thy Kingdom come, * * * forgive us our debts as

we forgive our debtors." And He adds, " * * * if

you should forgive men their offenses, your heavenly Fath

er will forgive you, too. Yet if you should not forgive

men their offenses, neither will your Father forgive your

offenses." The pardon they obtained was probational;

its continuance depended upon their attitude towards others.

Thus we have traced for us the course of the proclama

tion of the Commission for Mankind. Beginning at Jeru

salem, depending upon the session there of the delegates

of the great king, spreading to Samaria and the other

nations, it finally becomes inoperative with the defection of

Jerusalem and the thrusting aside of Israel and the earthly

authority vested in the twelve apostles.
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Paul closes his letter to the Romans with an invocation

to "Him who is able to establish you according to my gospel

and the heralding of Jesus Christ according to the revelation

of the mystery . . ."

Here he distinguishes between his gospel and the

mystery. In the opening statements of the epistle we are

informed that he was separated unto the gospel of God,

concerning His Son. That this is a distinct message from

that proclaimed by the other apostles is evident for he was

separated to it Even in Acts where this is less definite

than his epistles indicate, we have the record of this separa

tion and are confirmed in this by the fact that in that

treatise he is the only one who sets Christ forth as the Son

of God and who proclaims the gospel of God. These things

are entirely absent from the preaching of the twelve at that

time.

Three times Paul speaks of "my" gospel (Rom. 2:16;

16:25; 2 Tim. 2:8). Once, as we have seen, he speaks of

his gospel as one of the foundations upon which they were

to be established. In the other two instances he speaks of

things which are in harmony with it, which are associated

with it in a peculiar manner. These are the judgment of

the individual (Rom. 2:16) and the resurrection (2 Tim.
2:8).

The various commissions which we have already consid

ered do not involve the judgment spoken of in Romans.
The secrets of men are not adjudicated by any previous

commission. There is judgment for the Israelite who turns

traitor to his King; for the nation which fails in allegiance

to the expected kingdom; for the human creature who dis

credits the resurrection; for an unrepentent or unsympa-
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thetic attitude towards offered pardon; but now the very

bottom and basis of all men's acts are to be brought to the

test of God's glory apart from any national distinctions,

government, or outward conduct. This is in harmony with

Paul's message, which is based upon the fact that all have

sinned and fall short of the Divine standard. So, too, with

the resurrection. One need only refer to the closing chap

ters of Paul's epistle to the Corinthians to see what a vital

and unique place it has in his teaching.

But the mere coupling of the word "my'* with "gospel"

is but a mite of the evidence which bids us regard his glad

message as a distinct revelation. Before considering the

message itself and noting its distinct characteristics we

pause to point out how frequently he lays claim to the

monopoly of it.

Some are stumbled by the statement in Oalatians that

"though we or an angel from heaven preach any other

gospel unto you than that which we have preached unto you

let him be accursed." From this they conclude that there is

but one universal gospel, without variation or modification.

But the study of the previous commissions has shown us

that there is variety in the messages God has, according to

the object in view and in keeping with the condition of

those to whom it is sent. Let us note then that the apostle

qualifies his statement by adding "unto you9* (i. e. the Gala-

tians, as Gentiles). He was the apostle of the Uncircum-

cision. The twelve were sent to the Circumcision. They

went to their respective spheres because of the character of

the commission under which they acted. By thus qualifying

his statement by the phrase uunto you" he does not object

to Peter's proclamation of the kingdom to the Circumcision.

Every circumstance and assertion in the context goes to

show that while he cautiously obtained the fellowship of

the twelve, the terms of that very fellowship sent him one

way and them another. Indeed, the apostle did not preach

this gospel when in Judea, for he speaks of it as "that

gospel which I preach among the nations".

Let us note that here we have a name given to Paul's

gospel. It is the "Gospel of the Uncircumcision". It is

put in the possessive, but it is not yet considered here as in
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their possession. Paul has it, so that the name denotes its

character*

In their second letter to the Corinthians, Paul and Tim

othy remind them that if our gospel be veiled, too, it is hid

to them that are lost, in whom the God of this eon has

blinded the minds of them that believe not, lest the light of

the gospel of the glory of Christ, Who is the image of Ood,

should shine unto them. He has been speaking of the veil

being upon Israel's heart. They expected the glory of

Messiah as their apostles had proclaimed it. But they did

not know the gospel of the glory which Christ already

possessed. The fact that the earthly glory did not appear

was an opportunity for the Slanderer to blind their minds.

The difficulty is explained to the Hebrews (Ch. 11:8) when

they are told that it was by faith (not sight) that we under

stand that the eons have been readjusted. And this read

justment puts them on the same ground as the worthies of

old who are the subject of the chapter.

In writing to the Thessalonian assembly, Paul reminds

them of his course among them at the first. Our gospel, he

says, came not unto you in word only, but also in power,

and in holy spirit and in much assurance. This is why they

knew their election by God. In the same strain he writes

to them again: "But we are bound to give thanks alway

to God for you, brethren, beloved by the Lord, because God

hath from the beginning chosen you to salvation in sancti-

fication of spirit and belief of truth, whereunto He called

you by our gospel, to the obtaining of the glory of our Lord,

Jesus Christ. Therefore brethren, stand firm and hold fast

the tradition which you have been taught whether through

word or through our epistle.'* When we examine his gospel

itself we will see that the characteristics here mentioned

pertain to it alone and not to the message proclaimed by

the twelve.

The third item of the Secret Economy (Eph. 3:6, 7) pro

vides that the nations should be "fellow partakers of His

promise in Christ through the gospel of which I was made

a minister". It would be trite indeed, in such an epistle

as Ephesians, for the apostle to remind them that he was

a minister of the gospel, yet that is all that is conveyed by
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the common punctuation. But the point is that the nations

are not joint partakers of the gospel as proclaimed by the

twelve, but rather of that gospel of which Paul was, in a

special and distinctive manner, the servitor.

Paul lays himself open to the charge of egotism in com

mencing every letter with his own name were it not that he

is writing in an official capacity and his name is the badge

of his peculiar ministry.
But to the gospel itself. Unlike the formal commissions

we have been considering, his commission is not stated cate

gorically. We have a number of accounts, but in each there

is a local coloring. He does indeed remind the Corinthians

of the glad message he had preached among them. The

great facts of Christ's death for sins, His burial and resur

rection are presented, yet this is but the outline. He en

larges upon the resurrection, which is the subject before

him. The accounts in Acts are all colored, too, but the

stress is laid upon those aspects of his work which affected

the kingdom, which is the subject of that treatise. The

account of his call merely tells us that he was to bear the

Master's name before nations and kings and Israel's sons.

We have the account of this threefold work in the book

itself. It is significant that nowhere else is his testimony

before kings brought before us, for this is the kingdom book.

In his defense (Ch. 22) before his own countrymen, Paul

tells them Ananias' words concerning him. 'The God of

our Fathers has appointed you, that you should know His

will and see that Just One, and should hear the voice of His

mouth, for you shall be His witness to all men of what you

have seen and heard." Before King Agrippa he gives the

fullest account of his initial commission. The Lord explains

His appearance to him thus: 'Tor this have I appeared

to you, to appoint you a deputy and a witness both of the

things which you have seen and of the things wherein I will

be seen by you: delivering you from the people and from the

nations, unto whom I am despatching you to open their eyes,

to turn them from darkness to light, and from the authority

of Satan for God, to receive a pardon of sins and an allot

ment among those who have been hallowed by faith in Me."

(Acts 26:16-18). Two things are manifest from this. He
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was especially entrusted with that part of Luke's Commis

sion for Mankind, which referred to the nations. But it is

also evident that this was not final, for he was promised
further revelations. So, since he was not given all his orders

at the start, we will need to notice his acts as he carries out

the work assigned to him. Not only can we trace its cor

respondence with these early charges, but also its gradual

unfoldment as a result of continuous revelations.

Even before he was formally separated from the rest at

Antioch, he had proclaimed Jesus as the Son of God, as

well as Israel's Messiah. We have already noticed the

apostle's course at Psidian Antioch, the first extended ac

count of his preaching after his separation from the rest.

Without setting the law aside, while still proclaiming par

don, he adds this most significant statement, "And from

everything from which you are not able to be acquitted by

the law of Moses, in all this those who believe are justi

fied."

Justification is never preached in the ''gospels/' True,

we have Wisdom justified and God justified and sinners

seeking to justify themselves, but in only one instance do

we read of a man being justified. The pharisee justified

himself on the ground of his own acts. It is in contrast with

this that the publican is "rather" justified. Not that he

enjoyed the fullness of this blessing as we may do, but he,

rather than the pharisee, was right. And it is notable that

in this case it is connected with the only time that propitia

tion is spoken of in the "gospels," so called. The publican

condemned himself, but asked God to be "propitious" on the

ground of the mercy seat and its blood. He was justified.

Perhaps the pharisee's attitude will help us to discriminate

between pardon or forgiveness and justification. It was far

from his thoughts to ask for forgiveness—he had done

nothing amiss! His self justification consisted in self vin

dication, in claiming that he had done the right thing and

needed no pardon, no forgiveness. While the Acts is

full of the fulfillment of Luke's commission coupling with it

the First Kingdom Commission when addressing the Jews

in the land, and baptism and signs from the Creation Com

mission, the account in Acts merely touches the distinctive

commission which was entrusted to PauL When Paul's
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commission does come before us, it, like Luke's Commis

sion, is coupled with and colored by the burden of the

book, which is the kingdom to Israel.

The epistle to the Romans perfects the fragment of the
new departure which began at Psidian Antioch. Following

the failure of the kingdom proclamation (see Bom. 9-11),

government is no longer in question and divine clemency no

longer can send out couriers to proclaim pardon for the

mistakes and misdeeds of its subjects. It is the function

of the executive to punish or pardon where wrong has been

committed. This is quite distinct from the function of the

judge. His sole business is to determine whether the pris

oner is guilty or not. The scene, then is changed. We are

in the courtroom. The law upon which all must proceed is

laid down. It is perfect equity.

Mankind is first on the docket. But each one wants to

take the bench himself and indict his fellow man, forgetting

that he is equally guilty before God. Mankind condemns

itself.

Next comes the Jew, who disdains to be reckoned with

the rest. He knows the law and breaks it. But a lawyer

has no better chance in this court than if he did not know a

line of law. At the consummation of the first Kingdom

Commission judgment will proceed upon the basis of Israel's

priority. The favored nation does not come into this judg

ment at all, and the rest are rated entirely upon the ground

of their treatment of the Jew. The second Kingdom Com

mission, though its object is the nations, subordinates them

to His earthly people. And even when, in Luke's commis

sion, a pardon is proclaimed to all nations, including Israel,

it was to begin at Jerusalem. And the record of Acts shows

that it was only with the greatest diffidence that it was

proclaimed outside the Jewish pale. The commission was

clear enough. The long narrative of Cornelius' case shows

how this prejudice was broken down. Acts, however, is most

strictly a kingdom treatise and this proclamation a kingdom

truth, and pardon a kingly prerogative. As such it must

give the Jew the place pre-eminent. In Romans, however,

we are in the court room,, where there is no such distinc

tion between the Jew and the Gentile. Justice inflexible is
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the only rule. The law in which the Jew rested is itself his

condemnation.

The charges against both Jew and Gentile are sustained.

Both await their sentence. Outside the court room the

Jew's national privilege gave him a great advantage. But

before the bar of God there is no distinction.

Who is next on the docket?

God Himself!

And what is the charge?

Deviation from the strict line of justice in passing over

sins in the past and justifying sinners now.

The case cannot proceed upon the ground of law, for the

Law-giver Himself is above His own enactments. The ques

tion is one of equity. It invades a realm where law has

no jurisdiction. The question is twofold. Had God a right

to pass over sins in the past and has He a .right to justify

the sinner now?

The evidence is summed up in one word: the Propitiatory.

Not merely the mercy seat of the tabernacle; that was

but the figure; that was concealed behind the veil. Christ

Jesus is the true Propitiatory. His faithfulness was fig

ured by the unbroken law which was within the ark. His

redemption is based upon the blood before and on the mercy

seat. And He is not hid as the propitiatory was of olds

He is displayed, or set forth.

Since this case cannot be tried by the law, what standard

of equity is available? There are two, and these two are

one: God's glory and the welfare of His creatures.

Can sin be justified on the ground of God's glory? Sin

by itself never can. But sin and the Propitiatory, com

bined, add an infinite effulgence to His glory. The combi

nation is of such beneficent brightness that nothing could

justify the withdrawal of sin now, if that were possible, and

nothing could have given Him the right to withhold so

much of Himself as the Propitiatory displays. From the

very nature of the case no other channel is possible for the

manifestation of the essence and attributes of God but sin.

It must continue until its work has been accomplished.

So that, while sin by itself mars and destroys and cor

rupts, and Justice demands its removal and punishment, sin

and the Propitiatory is the very ermine in which Justice is
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robed. It brings peace and blessing and preserves and cre

ates. The treasures of God's love would forever remain

buried deep within His heart unknown to His creatures, lost

to the universe, apart from the occasion offered by sin.

But since true love by its very nature must burst forth, its

hiding would go far to prove that no love existed there.

This justice is distinct from law which can deal with sin

only by itself and without reference to the Propitiatory.

It is perfectly right then, for God to justify those who

take part in this great purpose to reveal His own glory,

even though, apart from the Propitiatory, law, both natural

and divine, condemn their doings. He is just and the

Justifier of those who are joined by faith to the faithful

ness of Jesus.

This is not pardon. The great difference between justi

fication and pardon is immediately seen when we apply

them to God. The publicans, we read, justified God. But

how far was it from their thoughts to pardon God! Par

don can only be dealt out by one in authority. A judge

cannot pardon. Pardon is the exclusive prerogative of the

executive. The King may pardon a criminal (whom the

law has declared guilty) because of extenuating circum

stances. But he dare not, cannot justify his misdeeds.

A judge can justify. But a judge can justify only on

one of two grounds. First, the accused is not guilty of the

crimes within the letter of the law. Second, he is guilty

as to the letter of the law, but an appeal to a court of equity

declares the breach of law justifiable. This is the nearest

that human jurisprudence has to God's righteousness.

God then, is justified in His passing over sins before the

Propitiatory was displayed. Indeed the Propitiatory pre

ceded sin in the divine purposes. The Lamb was foreknown

before the overthrow occasioned by the entrance of sin

and was slain from its very beginning (1 Pet. 1:20, Rev.

18:8, Gen. 3:15). Sin is not the occasion of redemption:

it is its foil, without which our eyes could not behold its

beauty. It is the darkness which reveals the light. It is

the necessary incident of redemption. Without it redemp

tion, with all its burden of endless glory, could never have

found expression.
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And, since God was justified in passing over sins prev

iously committed, He is also justified in pronouncing just

everyone who believes. They are justified groundlessly

(as far as they are concerned) through the redemption which

is in Christ Jesus. If the law had given life, Christ's death

had been groundless (doorean, Gal. 2:21). There would

have been no occasion for it. They hated Him without a

cause (doorean, John 15:25). There was no occasion

for it in Him. Just so here. Justification, unlike pardon,

finds no occasion (doorean) in its object at all.

Pardon asked for at least a proper attitude of mind, or

repentance, without which its exercise would put a prize on

wrong doing. But justification is Divine from beginning

to end. While the grace and love it displays eclipses any

pardon which might be offered, yet it is the strictest justice.

It is the outcome of Divine purposes which long preceded

the advent of sin and which find fulfillment long after sin

has left the scene.

In this brief outline of the doctrine of Paul's "my" gospel,

it is necessary to note that it was never recorded by any

other inspired writer. James, only, speaks of justifica

tion, but his justification is by works, the very opposite of the

gospel Paul preached. It has its place, but not in this econ
omy.

So that, if Paul had never spoken of "my" gospel, we

would still have reason to call this message his.

Pardon reminds us of the day of David the King. Jus

tification goes back further, to Abraham, when there was
no law. The secret commission which we are about to con
sider takes us back still further to the very beginning. It
concerns us with Adam and his offense.
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EDITORIAL

It will give much joy to many readers of our magazine

to know that our beloved brother Gelesnoff has recovered

from his serious illness. All human skill seemed futile

and all hope of recovery false, yet our God was gracious

to us and to him and he is now regaining strength for

further efforts in his Master's service. We expect that he

will be able to continue the series on "The Triumph of

Love", in our next number.

This issue concludes our third volume. While it has been

a year of much trial and weakness, it has overflowed with

tokens of the Master's favor and blessing. At times it

seemed as though there would not have been funds to carry

us through, but He has been fully sufficient to finance His

own work.

We also wish to thank those who have helped in other

ways, to spread the marvelous truths which we are seeking

to unfold. The special burden on our hearts at this time

is to present our message to a larger circle of His people.

To this end we wish to engage the prayers and co-operation

of all our readers. The truths we publish are the Lord's,

not ours; it is not our work, but the Lord's. And we desire

to hail all our readers as fellow-workers as well as fellow-

partakers of His grace. We suggest in this connection

that our subscribers send for sample copies or send the

addresses of all who may be likely to appreciate our efforts

to recover the word of God. Let us make a united effort

for the glory of His Name!

All business letters may be addressed simply "Unsearch

able Riches, 2828 East Sixth Street, Los Angeles, Cal."
Strictly personal matters should be addressed to the editors,

or may be included in a business communication.
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We have been pleased to consider one objection to the

universal reconciliation which seems to have scriptural

support. It is affirmed that the phrase "whether that upon

the earth or that in the heavens" (Col. 1:20) limits the

reconciliation of the "universe" to these two spheres.

The words cJtc . . are eite . . eite—whether . . or—do

not limit, they amplify. They introduce the figure Ampli

fication or Pleonasm. The phrase is not necessary for the

sense but is inserted for emphasis. What is implied in

"the universe" is dilated upon as "whether that upon the

earth or that in the heavens." The former is implicit,

the latter explicit. As this formula, "whether • • . or"

occurs over twenty-five times it is easy for anyone with a

concordance to prove to their own satisfaction that it never

subtracts from an accompanying assertion but always has

the opposite effect of insisting on its fullest sense.

Can we force ourselves to think that the apostle in 1

Cor. S:21-22, is limiting the "all things" by dilating upon

some of them? Does he mean that only Paul, Apollos and

Cephas were theirs, arid that Timothy and Titus were

withholden from them because they are not named? Read

2 Cor. 5:9 "only when present or absent", verse 10 uonly

good or bad", Eph. 6:8 "only bond or free", and it will be

clear that the sense of "only" cannot be substituted for it.

In 1 Thes. 5:10 we read, "Who died for us, that, whether

we watch or are drowsy, we should live together with Him."

Does this limit His coming to these two classes and ex*

dude some other class not mentioned?

But the most important instance is in the immediate

context of the disputed passage. In Col. 1:16 we are

told that "in Him the universe is created—in the heavens

and upon the earth—the visible and the invisible, whether

thrones or dominions or suzerainties or dependencies—the

universe is created through Him and for Him . . •

Let each one answer in his own heart if this limits the

universe to the items mentioned or whether it dilates upon

specific features. Did the Son of God create that is under

the earth? It is not specially mentioned. For those who

honor Him it is enough that "apart from Himwas not one

thing made that was made (John 1:3).
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His glories in creation and reconciliation stand or fall

together. Both include the universe. Both are spoken of

as in the heavens and upon the earth (though in inverse

order). In neither case is anything beneath the earth or

above the heavens mentioned. Far be it from us, however,

to rob Him of a single gem in His diadem or to put an

other above Him. For if another created the things above

the heavens then He has lost His place and prestige.

Away with all these reasonings! Let Him have His place

pre-eminent! —A. E. K.

Under the general title "The Problem of Evil", I am pre

senting a series of studies in Ecclesiastes. A few introduc

tory remarks seem both desirable and necessary. Those

who seek the mind of God through the Scriptures are con

fronted with a critical obstacle of an unusual kind. The

current versions often translate the same Hebrew word in

various ways, and quite as often one word is made to do

the duty of several words in the original. In this way

a veil of mystery has been thrown over many a passage

and a certain amount of human opinion and guesswork

has been imported into God's truth. Of course, the trans

lators had no intention of introducing confusion into the text

or color it with their own views. The inconsistency which

vitiates their work is the inevitable result of ignoring the

foundation principle of right translation—the use of a

separate word in the translation for every word in the

original.

The Book of Ecclesiastes has severely suffered from over

sight of the principle just mentioned. Evidence of this fact

will come before us in the forthcoming studies. Meanwhile

one or two illustrations will show the way in which the

Scriptures have been unconsciously perverted. The noun

cheshbon in w. 25, 27 and 29 of chapter seven, is repre

sented by "reason", "account", "invention". It must be

evident to the least critical reader that the writer's thought

is necessarily obscured when in a brief paragraph with

a sustained argument the same word is rendered by three

different terms conveying divergent, and even unrelated,

ideas. Ch. 10:10 is another interesting example. The verb
galal, to curse, has been exchanged into "whet". But this
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alchemic transmutation has afforded no relief, for the verse

as the efforts of expositors attest, lacks point and purpose;

whereas, if golal be allowed to retain its inherent mean

ing, we have a striking presentation of a truth of great

practical importance. "If the iron be blunt, and one do

not inwardly* curse it, then must he prevail by force; but

wisdom secures the right advantage." The sense is clear:

When a tool is blunt—the reference to the wood-chopper

in the preceding verse suggests its becoming dull while in

use—one must either cast it off or sharpen it. On the

spur of the moment one is inclined to throw it away: but

wisdom will choose the most advantageous alternative. To

put it in a more general form, the first impulse when things

go wrong is to abandon the undertaking rather than prose

cute it with double energy; but wisdom will control the

feelings and take the right course.

To grasp the actual thought which the writer wished

to convey, a concordance to Ecclesiastes was made. With

its aid each word was carefully studied in the light of its

context. When this was done, the other parts of Scripture

where the same terms appear, were minutely examined,

and thus was secured for each word a meaning agreeable

to all the passages. This mode of study in the light of the

circumstances in which the book originated has opened up

stupendous vistas of truth and has given a glimpse of the

actual scope and grandeur of the strange book which a

biased and superficial exegesis has stigmatized "the book

of the natural man."

The outline of the entire exposition as it will come before

us is as follows:

1. Aim and Author.

2. The Post-exilic Theory.

8. Wisdom and Labor.

4. The Times and the Seasons.

5. Mysteries and Paradoxes.

6. The Problem of Evil.

7. Light Amid the Shadows,

V. G.

*The Massoretic pointing of this verse is defective. The

question will be fully dealt with in its proper place.



THE PROBLEM OF EVIL

IN ECCLESIASTES

I. AIM AND AUTHOR

No sacred book has ever been so much misunderstood in its

whole aim and spirit as Ecclesiastes. There have been

two main causes of misapprehension. First, the vicious

system of study which, in analyzing a book, forms an

a priori theory and then pronounces those passages which

do not harmonize with it effusions of a darkened under

standing. Second^ mistaken ideas of authorship have been

allowed to come in as a disturbing force, and throw a false

color over the interpretation of the book. This I believe

to have been the case both with conservatives who hold that

Ecclesiastes is from the pen of King Solomon, and with

critics who place it in the Persian, or even as late as the

Greek, period of Palestine's provincial history. The con

servative argues that the book distinctly asserts that Solo

mon is its author. If this be true, he would be a bold critic

who would run counter to such assertion and proclaim

Ecclesiastes a literary fraud. The critic insists that his

toric color and minutiae of language unmistakably point

to a period of writing near in time to the Roman conquest.

What I wish to show is that, when the whole is carefully

studied, the claims of conservative and critic are equally

destitute of support.

As a preliminary to all interpretation it may be well to

emphasize the foundation principle of sound study. Our

knowledge and understanding of nature rests on data ob

tained from nature itself. The secrets of nature—wrested

from her bosom by prolonged observation and verified by

many-sided experiments—are the sole interpreters of its
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phenomena. While wholly indebted to these for their

valuable findings, the early Greeks failed to invest evidence

with exclusive authority. Aristotle, who did so much along

certain lines of research, introduced the false method of

reasoning from arbitrary premises, a method which pro

duced an intellectual paralysis and arrested the progress of

the world's thought for two millennia. His followers could

only venerate their teachers. The men themselves, rather

than the phenomena described by them, became the object

of study. The European mind, trained for centuries in

abject submission to authority, received, without reserve,

the teaching of ancient philosophers, and would not admit

its needing modification, revision and development. Aris

totle became the great authority on all questions of science,

and to contradict him was as dangerous as dissent from

the doctrines of the church. There could be no question of

progress until the whole vicious system which allowed

opinion to usurp the place of evidence was demolished.

Theology shared the fate of science. The opinion of

learned men were put on a level with apostolic writings.

Eventually the views which became popular were considered

"authoritative"; and to this day theology is unable to free

itself from the trammels of tradition and confess that

authority in matters of exegesis rests exclusively with facts

derived from the Bible itself. Our aim should always be

to adjust our thoughts to the facts, and never to adjust the

facts to our thoughts. Applying this principle to the

matter in hand, our prime concern is to ascertain what the

Book of Ecclesiastes has to say about itself. The epilogue

(12:8-14) furnishes information relative to its method,

character, form and aim.

Method. "And further, because Eoheleth was wise, he

still taught the people knowledge; yea, he gave heed, and

searched, and set in order many proverbs" (12:9). Here

we have an indication of Ecclesiastes' methods of conduct

ing his quest. "Give heed" suggests examination of cur

rent theories and views. "Searched" implies investigation

extending over various fields. "Set in order" points to the

careful disposition of the material thus obtained after its

undergoing rigid scrutiny.
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Character. "Koheleth sought to find out words of pur

pose/ and that which he wrote is upright, even words of

truth" (12:10). Our author endeavored to find out words

of purpose", words serving the practical purpose, illustrated

in the following verse by the similes of "goads" and "nails

well fastened", that is, stimulus and support of wise con

duct. The title at the beginning of the book, "Words of

Koheleth", is amplified by "Words given from one Shep

herd".! To refer the expression to God is quite arbitrary.

The intention of the phrase is to extend the thought of

authorship in v. 10. "And that which he wrote is upright,

even words of truth." The oneness of the authorship is

thus pointedly expressed.

The reading of the Revised Version "That which was

written uprightly," is faulty. The passive participle ex

presses that which was written by the author in conse

quence of seeking after "words of purpose"; hence the

true sense would be "And thus then was written what was

right, even words of truth". This statement explodes the

idea in vogue which reads into Ecclesiastes the pessimism

of a broken-spirited debauchee. Commentators with the in

termediate state uppermost in their mind, finding no sup

port for their theories in the book, have placed this gem of

the Hebrew canon on a level with the works of Byron,

Heine, and the Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam. To substan

tiate this theory appeal is made to the speeches of Job's

friends as examples of utterances by misguided critics, who

had less understanding of God's ways in providence than

the man whom they sought to correct. Concurring in this

opinion of the discourses of Eliphaz, Bildad and Zophar, we

would point out that the case of Ecclesiastes is by no means

pan chephets, rendered "purpose" in ch. 8:1, IT and 8:6. The

point is not adornment of the form of speech, but adaptability
to the needs of life.

•{■"Shepherd" is sometimes used in the sense of "teacher"
(see Jer. 3:8; 3:15; 10:21; 23:4). That it has this sense here is

evident from the fact that it is intended to amplify the state

ment in the ninth verse, "he taught the people knowledge".
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analogous. When the friends treat as a sinner one whose

righteousness is from the outset vouched for by Jehovah,

we feel sure that, despite abstract truths, they were mis

taken; a fact certified by Jehovah's reproof, "Ye have not

spoken* of me the thing that is right" (Job. 42:7). The

opposite is true of Ecclesiastes. The categorical statement

of the epilogue describes its contents as words of upright

ness and truth.

Form. "And further, by these, my son, be admonished:

of making many books there is no end; and much study is

a weariness of the flesh" (12:12). "Books" not in the

sense of "volumes", but parts of a composition; chapters.

The true grammatical construction is to take "no end", not

as the predicate, but as qualifying "books"; books, or chap

ters, without end,*—indefinitely multiplied, an endless num

ber of chapters; of course, taken hyperbolically, as a mode

of expressing the inutility of prolonging the treatise. The

reference is to the several sections of the book. Thus the

form of the work is a series of reasoned compositions.

These chapters, though each is complete in itself, unite in

a common drift of thought; and they are further bound into

a unity by a prologue and epilogue.

Aim. "The end of the word; all has been heard: fear

God and keep His commandments, for this is the end of

all men. For God shall bring every work into judgment,

with every hidden thing, whether it be good or whether it

be evil" (12:13, 14). The book aims at achieving a three

fold object: (1) Recognition of God; (2) Reception of

revelation; (3) Regulation of life in view of a future rec

tification, or "judgment".

With the form of the book thus settled, we are prepared
to consider the arrangement of its contents. The opening

*It is the Hebrew mode of expressing such negation—comp.

1SDD PK 'eyn mispar, innumerable, Joel 1:6. So also fro Zo is

used, and sometimes fa 'al, as in Prov. 30:31 and Prov. 12:2$,
niD">tf 'al-maveth, like a compound word—no death. «

ISO sepher is at times used in this sense. In Job 31:55 it

means a "bill of indictment"; in Deut. 24:1, 3 it is used of a

"bill of divorce"; in 2 Sam. 11:14 it designates the letter sent by
David to Joab; so in 2 Ki. 10:1.
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section presents the title of the document. First comes a

statement of authorship, "Words of Koheleth, son of David,

king in Jerusalem" (1:1). The general message of the

book is summarized in the extension to the title (vv. 2-11).

The pronoun of the first person in v. 12 indicates the be

ginning of the "Words of Koheleth"; their ending at 12:7

is as clearly shown by the use of the pronoun of the third

person in 12:8-14. The words of Ecclesiastes proper oc

cupy the bulk of the book (1:12-12-7); the remainder is

by another hand: therein Ecclesiastes is spoken of, not as

formerly in the first, but in the third person. It is as if

a court scribe with whom it was deposited, took the pen

to prefix an index and affix a few items of information re

specting the royal author and his composition.

In the heart of the book, in 7:27, 28a, appears an ex

planatory note of great exegetical value. Before the device

of footnotes was introduced remarks requisite for the in

formation and guidance of the reader were necessarily in

corporated in the text. Being concerned with a rare ex

perience of an extraordinary individual, Ecclesiastes re

quired explanatory matter, which would indicate such con

nection between this work of literature and its age, as was

necessary for its intelligent comprehension by future gen

erations. It is hardly necessary to explain that by treat

ing this portion of the text as a foot-note, I am not mean

ing to suggest that it is a "gloss", or that it has any less

authority as representative of the writer's thought than the

rest of the matter. All that is meant is that the passage

is of a parenthetic character. The recognition of this on

the part of the reader is a necessity, if he wishes to grasp

the sense of the paragraph and obtain a clue which explains

the whole book. The parenthetic character of the passage

in question is proven from its disturbing the flow of thought

and from its being in the third person, as the monition of

a guide calling attention to the change about to take place

in Ecclesiastes' mind. Failure to see this has turned an

impressive passage into a fool's gabble.

As these verses have been the sport of expositors, a brief

comment seems desirable. To begin with, in v. 26, Eccle-
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siastes speaks, not of woman in general, but the type of

woman who employs the fascination of her charms to cor

rupt men: "I find a thing more hitter than death—the

woman who is a snare, and her heart a net, her arms fetters."

Ecclesiastes goes on to say that, speaking generally, "whoso

is good before God shall escape from her; but the sinner

shall be taken by her". However, in the latter part of v.

28, he notes occasional exceptions to the general rule: "One

man among a thousand have I found; but a woman among

all those have I not found"; viz., a God-fearing man among

a thousand succumbing to feminine temptation he has found;

a God-fearing woman among a thousand courtesans he has

not found.*

Certain it is that the editorial note appears at a critical

stage in the progress of the quest. Ecclesiastes observes

the unending and apparently purposeless circuit of life from

birth to the grave, and the tiresome repetition of human

experience from age to age. He sees at once that wisdom

excels its opposite, as light excels darkness; but this is

neutralized by the further consideration that one event of

death awaits the two. "As is the event of the fool; so is

the event to me; and why was I then more wise?" (2:15).

At this particular juncture, however, though the mystery of

the whole remains unsolved, the thinker has discovered cer

tain principles which promise a partial solution answering

the practical ends of life. Henceforth he breaks away from

his gloomy thoughts, to apostrophise in a tone of rapture

the man who has found wisdom (8:1").

Who is as the wise man, or he who knows
the interpretation of a word? A man's wisdom

maketh his face to shine, and the sternness of
his face is changed.

#A long list of such explanatory notes could be given if space
allowed. Dan. 9:4 is one of the many examples. "Then spake the
Chaldeans to the king in Aramaic, O king, etc." The preposition

"in" is wanting in the original, which reads thus: "Then spake the
Chaldeans to the King Aramaic, O King, etc." Evidently "Ara

maic" is a note for the information of the reader with regard to
the language of what follows. In a modern book it would either

be bracketed or relegated to the bottom of the page as a foot*

note.
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Ecclesiastes moves onward in a strain which is steadily

growing in serenity as he advances towards his conclusion.

When we come to the close, the positive tone has triumphed

over the negative, and made a subservient (11:7).

Truly the light is sweet, and a pleasant thing
it is for the eyes to behold the sun.

Life is a thing of joy. But it is a joy shadowed by

responsibility. Recognition and compliance with the fac

tors which make all conduct responsible constitutes the

charm and joy of life. More than this: The shady side

of life is to enhance its happiness. The brevity of our

existence is a reason for cherishing life while it lasts; the

coming days of infirmity a reason for the more early recog

nition of the Creator.

We pass on to consider the sphere, object and means of

Ecclesiastes' search. The sphere of research is defined

by three equivalent formulae: "Under heaven", under the

sun", "upon the earth". The object is to ascertain what is

conducive to happiness. "I applied my heart to seek and

to search out by wisdom concerning all that is done under

heaven. . . . 'till I might see what it was good for

Adam's sons that they should do under heaven all the days

of their life" (1:18, 2, 8). The experiment is carried on

"by wisdom". This simple statement, misconstrued by those

who had the idea of Solomon in mind, insignificant as it may

seem, is the key to the exegetical puzzles. The question

ing of the mysteries of our existence is not confined to a

personality uniting the supreme forms of wealth, of wis

dom, and of power: it is an inborn instinct, a part of the

action of our human constitution—"an evil travail which

God hath given to Adam's sons to be exercised therewith".

Therefore, wisdom cannot mean a special gift like Solo

mon's, but an endowment common to all men—the reflective

faculty.

Once this fact is grasped, it becomes apparent that reve

lation and the hereafter are excluded from the inquiry by

the very nature of the case, for they are matters of faith

rather than reason, and the very things the seeker wishes

to prove. Their studied avoidance is prompted by the
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sense of honor, which will make a man judge with special

severity the evidence of what it is his special interest to be

lieve. We may go further, and say that it affords proof

of Ecclesiastes' rare keenness and candor as a thinker.

It exhibits an impartial consistency which refuses to press

facts beyond their actual value. Most clearly does he dis

cern that though the spiritual and historic elements merge

in revelation, they belong to different spheres, and are thus

subject to totally different kinds of proof. The historic

element depends on documentary and other collateral evi

dence. But the spiritual element belongs to the domain

of faith and is its own witness to those who approach it.

This matter has been so generally confused in popular

thought by the failure to distinguish the spiritual element

from the historic, that some practical illustration of this

principle seems desirable. The essential truth of the Gos

pel "Christ died for sins", combines historic fact with spir

itual reality. That Christ died is a historic fact, and as

such rests on analogous proof with other like events. That

he died for sins, though equally true, lies altogether outside

the province of history and is not susceptible to argumenta

tive demonstration. It is perceived by faith alone. History

and science belong to the visible sphere and therefore can

not affirm or deny a truth belonging to the invisible sphere.

A blind man, reasoning from arbitrary premises, and draw

ing from them set after set of logical consequences, might

prove to the satisfaction of a blind audience that the stars

do not exist. But all his logical consequence making would

not carry conviction to any one with the organ of physical

vision, but rather serve only as the occasion of a compas

sionate smile. Defenders and assailants of Christianity

would do well to take this verity to heart. It will spare

them waste of time and talent in the production of liter

ature which only feeds the levity of the flippant and super

ficial, but is powerless to help serious inquirers who seek

to ground themselves on facts. The spiritual truths in

herent in the text of the Bible need sympathetic, intelligent

presentation, rather than controversy; the text itself, what

it really is, or how it has been made, must be inferred from

the account it gives of itself in accord with the general con-
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ditions of writing then prevalent among Oriental peoples.

For while the spiritual side of the Gospel cannot be dem

onstrated to reason, a process of sound reasoning may lead

us to assume the right posture towards them; and evidence

of the historical credibility of the Bible cannot but stimulate

confidence in its spiritual truths.

In this connection, it may be remarked that the particular

circumstances of the quest make all the difference in exe

gesis. For instance, when we have made up our minds that

the writer is a sensualist, it is inevitable that we should

view the material as a whole from the standpoint of the

presumed character of the writer. It is easy then to mis

understand Ecclesiastes, and to decide that it is "the book

of the natural man".

If, on the other hand, we find the writer, for a special

purpose, taking the place of one who has nothing to go by

but observation, we bring the book under the light of an en

tirely different set of facts. We then have no difficulty in

recognizing that the apparent materialism is wholly a mat

ter of standpoint. As a fact, the human mind divorced from

revelation, is bounded by the grave. The inexorable King

of Terrors scorns and annuls all distinctions, ruthlessly

grinding to ashes saint and sinner, man and beast. The

observer who presses on a search for intellectual satisfac

tion finds the hand of death closing up every avenue of

thought along which he attempts to trace knowledge. Ec

clesiastes contemplates only the physical aspect of death,

as it presents itself on the physical side. The persistency

with which he links man and beast in their subjection to

the common enemy, death, is but a statement of things as

they seem. To take it as despair of anything beyond the

grave is to mistake a relation of facts as they appear to an

observer for doctrinal statement.

The passage that most scandalizes readers (ch. 3:18-22)

is clear in this light. The key to its right interpretation

is the phrase nW^J al dibrdh "on account of (A. V.)
rendered in Ps. 110:4, "after the manner of"—speaking

after the manner of men. It is an intimation that the

language of these verses is hypothetical. The representa

tion of man as having no advantage over the beast, is af-
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fected by this hypothetical impression. This view is for

tified by the further assertion "to let them see that they arc

beasts, themselves to themselves". It is man's judgment

upon himself pronounced by his own conduct. The phrase

calls up Paul's use of it when introducing a supposition to

emphasize some particular point. None would think of

taking the apostle's assertions prefaced by "after the man

ner of men" as a doctrinal statement; and we have no right

to accord different treatment to the sayings of Ecclesiastes

similarly qualified. Ch. 9:10 likewise carries its own ex

planation, "Whatsoever they hand findeth to do, do it with

thy might; for there may be no work, nor device, nor knowl

edge, nor wisdom in Sheol, whither thou goest". The pas

sage is in the subjunctive. It has no reference to the state

of the dead. The impossibility of man's reading the future,

so often reiterated in the book, is used as a stimulus to pres

ent effort. A fuller treatment of these passages will be

found further on.

We are now prepared to consider whether Ecclesiastes

asserts itself as the work of Solomon. When we turn to

the prologue and epilogue, where it is most natural to ex

pect information respecting authorship, we find no mention

whatever of Solomon, nor anything to suggest his person

ality. On the contrary, there are many things in the book

incompatible with the historic Solomon. But it may be

said, While Solomon is not mentioned by name, the desig

nation "Son of David" is equivalent to it. This seemingly

decisive argument is in reality of no weight. The Hebrew

"son" may equally well mean "descendant"*; hence evidence

from the book itself must decide between the alternative

meanings. The thrice repeated "more than all that were

before me in Jerusalem" (1:16; 2:7, 9) proves that Eccle
siastes looks back on a series of predecessors, a thing Solo

mon could not do. To say that the writer may have had in

mind the old Jebusite princes is gratuitous. What Israelite,

*The case of the husband of Mary (Matt. 1:20), and our

Lord (Matt 1:1), may be cited as familiar instances. The con

cordance will furnish a long list of passages where it has the

same sense.
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not to say anointed of the Lord, would think of identifying

himself with the rulers of an accursed nation?

A weightier consideration is the fact that Solomon is
actually referred to as belonging to a time long antecedent.

At an early stage of the quest Ecclesiastes says: "And I

turned myself to behold wisdom, and madness and folly:

for what can a man do that cometh after the king, even

him who was made king long ago?" (2:12). The reference

can be to none other than Solomon, the man famed for wis

dom (1 Kings 4:29-31). The verb "behold", literally to

see, is also rendered "consider" (7:13) and "regard"

(11:4). He says in effect: When it comes to wisdom, noth

ing is left but to behold, or consider, what has been done by

my illustrious predecessor; for who can surpass the man

to whom the Lord said: "I have given thee a wise and un

derstanding heart; so that there has been none like thee be

fore thee, neither after thee shall any arise like unto thee"?

(1 Kings 3:12).

There are three problems which preoccupy Ecclesiastes—

death, succession, the just suffering as a sinner. Death

occupies a Targe place (2:16; 3-19; 4:2; 7:1, 17, 26; 8:9;

9:3, 4, 5), the special point of perplexity being the just

dying the death of the unclean. The prominence given to

succession (2:18, 19; 4:8; 6:2) is not surprising, seeing

the writer himself is a king, for with royalty it is a para

mount question, especially in Israel, where the Messianic

hope was bound up with the perpetuity of the Davidic

house. Hence the kings of Judah occupied a place which

no kings ever have, or could, occupy—they were forerun

ners of the Messiah. The violent fate overtaking the just—

his being carried off from the holy place—is also a matter

of grave concern (7:15; 8:10, 11, 74; 9:2, 3).

A moment's consideration will show that the problems

contemplated in Ecclesiastes do not fit with Solomon's ex

perience. As to death, in his old age Solomon lapsed into

idolatry; therefore death in a manner indicating the Lord's

displeasure—a possibility which dismays Ecclesiastes—

would, according to Hebraic conceptions, be a just reward

of his deserts. As to succession: Solomon reigned forty

years. As Rehoboam, his son and heir, was forty years
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of age at the time of accession to the throne, he must have

been born the very year of his father's coronation. Solo

mon's succession was thus assured from the beginning of his

reign. As for the trials of the just, the calamities which

marred the close of Solomon's tranquil reign, were inflicted

by the Lord because of his apostacy.

The author of the book, being a king of the Davidic line,

the question of date is restricted within definite bounds:

it cannot be earlier than Rehoboam, nor later than Zede-

kiah. Now, there is only one king possessing the necessary

requirements—Hezekiah of Judah.

The problems which engage Ecclesiastes present a strik

ing analogy with Hezekiah's experience. When Israel came

out of Egypt the Lord promised not to put on them the

diseases of Egypt, if they will heed His commandments,

and keep His statutes (Ex. 15:26). King Hezekiah, just,

gave himself to the Lord's service, loved His law supremely,

and trusted in Him implicitly. Yet he is smitten with the

disease of Egypt and his death is decreed by the God he

served: "Thus saith Jehovah, Thou shalt die, and not live"

(Isa. 38:1). Surely, here is an experience to stagger faith

and arouse questionings. Succession was no less pertinent
with him. He faced a dynastic, and therefore a Messianic,

crisis, when brought to the gates of Sheol having neither

"son nor second". The word of Isaiah announcing his

certain death involved another grave fact—as his disease

was a species of leprosy, it meant burial with the unclean,

and this, coupled with childlessness, was to him, and to the

nation at large, a sign that the Lord had rejected him.

The problems in Ecclesiastes find an echo in the

"Writing" of Hezekiah (Isa. 88:9-20).

My generation* is removed, and is carried away from me as
a shepherd's tent (v. 12).

)ft dohr. Our versions uniformly translate it "generation*
with the single exception of this place. That the word carries
the sense of "posterity" is established by the oft repeated phrase,
"throughout your generation" (Ex. 99:42; 30:8, 10, etc). That it

has the same sense here is evident from the whole tenor of the
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In other words, the hope of a successor is denied me.

I have rolled up, like a weaver my life; he will cut me off from
the loom;

From day even to night wilt thou make an end of me.
I quieted myself until the morning; as a lion so he breaketh all

my bones (vv. 12,13).

Here is mourning over the death sentence pronounced

by Jehovah. Lastly comes lamenting rejection by Jehovah:

I said, in the noontide of my days I shall go into the gates of
Sheol:

I am deprived of the residue of my years.
I said, I shall not see Jah, even Jah in the land of the living.
I shall behold man no more, when among the inhabitants of

rejection* (99. 10,11).

On the face of things, Ecclesiastes' "Words" and Heze-

kiah's "Writing" describe experiences corresponding the

one to the other. It has been already pointed out that

whereas the sombre mood prevails in the first part of Eccle

siastes, hopefulness is on the ascendancy in the second.

Hezekiah's "Writing" exhibits the same feature. Vv.

11-14, in the past tense ("I said"), reflect the anguish and

gloomy foreboding which filled the heart of the royal suf

ferer in sickness. Vv. 15-20, in the future tense ("What

shall I say"), show the relief effected in the king by

Isaiah's message, "Thus saith the Lord, the God of David
thy father; I have heard thy prayer, I have seen thy

tears: behold, I will add unto thy days fifteen years".

The outlook is one of prosperity and praise.

"writing". The objects lamented in 99. 10-14 are the prery
things granted by the Lord in 99. 15-20.

Posterity denied (9. IS) Posterity given (9.
Cut off from Jehovah (9. 11) Recovered by Jehovah (9. 16)
Brought to the gates of Sheol Delivered from Sheol (99. 1%

(9. 10) 19)
Bitterness and sorrow (9. 14) Songs of praise (9. SO)

*^}n chedel. We must abide by the Massoretic pointing.
The translation "world" has no support. The verb is rendered
"cease" (Gen. 18:11; Job 3:17); "forsake" (Judg. 9:11; "left off"
(Ps. 86-5). The adjective is rendered "rejected" in Isa. 53:3.
Note R. V. margin "among them that cease to be".
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The conclusion emerging from these considerations is

that to designate the Book of Ecdesiastes as a "dissertation"

and its author a "skeptic" is to ignore the practical inten

tion or purpose enunciated in the book itself. The theory

here outlined enables us to read the book with a sympathy

which cannot but advance a reliable and practical interpre

tation. The purview of this strange book is much broader

and grander than Bible students have hitherto been willing

to allow. It approaches no less a theme than the place of

evil in the Divine plan. This need not surprise us after

what we have already seen of the relation it sustains to King

Hezekiah. The character and experience of the man pre

eminently fitted him to assume a representative capacity in

his discussion of the universe. We believe this fact is sug

gested in the Hebrew title Koheleth, a word with a fem

inine ending, from a verb meaning "to gather in assem

blies". Is is evident that this title is intended to indicate

that the author is a spokesman to and for the multitude

(ch. .12:9). Our versions have translated Koheleth "the

Preacher"; Plumtre, "the Teacher"; Genug", the Coun

sellor". Perhaps it is even more literal and simple to say,

"the one who speaks for the assembly", that is, the repre

sentative of the thoughts of many.

If not "a dissertation", neither is it a piece of "Wisdom"

literature, in the abstract sense of that designation, as im

plying instruction of a general character, virtually inde

pendent of historical circumstances. On the contrary, from

what we have seen, the Book of Ecdesiastes,. like the rest

of the group of "Writings", finds its exegetical key in the

circumstances in which it originated. The affliction of Hez

ekiah, which paved the way to a glorious aftermath of

prosperity and peace, furnished a concrete illustration of

the gracious purposes subserved by evil. We cannot but

believe that such unique experience would crystallize into

a masterpiece of literature.

The view here advanced puts a different complexion on

the alleged materialistic and Sadducean ideas. If we

identify the words of Ecdesiastes with the unusual trial of

a particular personage—Hezekiah, for instance—then the

texts seemingly affirming the equal fate of just and unjust
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account for themselves as the soliloquizing of one laboring

under intense emotional and mental stress. Hence the

meditative, soliloquizing, exclamatory style of this book.

The oft recurring phrase "I said in my heart" is an inti

mation that the language, is hypothetical, or adapted to a

supposed state of things. It tells us that the so-called

"materialistic" ideas are but reflexions on the possible mean

ing of events which suggested themselves to the writer as he

observed life. None regards the sentiments voiced in Heze-

kiah's writing as specimens of the folly of "the natural

man." The occasion which brought it into existence enables

us to discern in it the plaint of a saint whose faith has

broken down in perplexity before the strange dispensation

of providence. The problems of the writing and Ecclesias-

tes, if not actually identical, are sufficiently analogous to

warrant the same treatment.

But it may be asked, Is there not a tinge of Epicurism

in the weary iteration of the maxim "a man hath no better

thing under the sun, than to eat, and to drink, and to be

merry"? We fail to detect anywhere the alleged note of

abandonment to the revel. The fact is, those who have

approached the book with biased minds respecting its

character and authorship have been misled by a mere

feature of literary style. One of the characteristics of

style in Ecclesiastes is its oriental parallelism and repeti-

tiousness. Certain phrases are employed over and over

again with the effect of formulae. Now, just as the expres

sion "under the sun" is a formula for the world visible, so

the phrase "eat and drink" is a formula to denote the en

joyment of what life brings. A concordance will substan

tiate this fact. But it becomes indubitable when the ex

pression "eat and drink" is applied to wealth and to labor,

and even to honor (5:19; 6.2). There is no more Epi

curism in this favorite maxim of Ecclesiastes than there is

in Paul's affirmation that God "giveth us richly all things

with a view to full enjoyment" (I Tim. 6:17). The tra

dition of theology has in actual fact over-emphasized the

sterner side of things; it has given Christianity an air of

ascetic austerity and made it to consist in so many restric-
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tions and renunciations; it is really delightful to find a book

of the sacred canon reminding us that the essential func

tion of religion is to impart happiness, and that nothing

in worship can be higher than praise.

Having arrived at the conclusions here set forth re
specting authorship it was a source of gratification to learn

that the Talmud doubts the traditional Jewish and Chris

tian view, that Solomon himself wrote the book, and makes

the assertion that Hezekiah and his writing-men (Prov.

25:1) wrote Ecclesiastes. It is claimed that the exposition

developed in these papers suits all the facts. No other

view, so far as our observation has extended, has complied

with this necessary condition of a' sound interpretation.

V.G.

For the convenience of English readers the Hebrew

words have been transliterated according to Young's Con
cordance.



THE SON OF GOD

(2) WHAT DID HE?

There are three words which include the whole of each

and every human existence,—birth, life, and death. Man's

biographies are all included within the scope of these primal

facts of human experience, and hence of every subject of the

historian's pen this formula is used: He was born; he lived;
he died.

In the relations which Christ assumed to each of these

facts His uniqueness may readily be seen. He was alone

in His birth, for He was born as sons of men were never

born before or since. He was alone in His life, for what

life of fallen man could, for a moment, be compared with

His? Which soiled page of human history would we lay

side by side with the spotless purity of His earthly walk?

He was alone in His death—not that others have not been

crucified—not that many have not suffered the venom and

hate of ignorant opposition—but none has ever, or could

ever, die in such relationships to God and man, or die a

death so fraught with far-reaching consequences as He

who was, and is, the Anointed One of Jehovah.

The question we have now before us—What Did He?—

may be considered as ruling out of court Messiah's birth,

for how can birth be said to lie within the sphere of human

activity? In short, reason would lead us to think of birth

as an operation in which man is but the passive subject

of natural laws and powers. But here we may catch a

glimpse of Messiah's "splendid isolation" from other men.

Read, for example, such a Scripture as Phil. 2:7, noting

the evident discrimination of the Spirit in the choice of

words: "He took upon Him the form of a servant." We

may challenge the disputer to apply such a term to any

but the Man of men. On this point the Bible smashes the

Socinian argument into fragments, and heaps ridicule upon
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the attempt of a false philosophy to minimize the glory of

God's Well-Beloved.

It must also be observed, that as human conditions were

not forced upon Him in birth, neither were they forced upon

Him in His marvelous death. The one event was as volun

tary on His part as the other. "No man," said He, "taketh

my life from me, I lay it down of myself." "He bowed

His head and gave up the ghost."

The birth and the death are each the necessary com

plement of the other. Without either the work of salvation

would be incomplete, for if the birth of Messiah was neces

sary to His identification with the humanity He would re

deem, His death was equally necessary to the perfect judg

ment of the sin He would condemn. In His wonderful

birth He brought the divine into the sphere of the human;

in His equally marvelous death and subsequent resurrec

tion, He brought the human into the sphere of the divine.

In other words: In birth He brought God to man; in death

He brought man to God.

A study of the relationships between God and man ef

fected in and by the Cradle and the Cross, would neces

sarily involve us in a more or less detailed study of New

Testament soteriology. We will, therefore, refer to the

facts of His work, rather than the doctrines concerning

these facts; enumerate something of what He did, rather

than stop to consider how it was done.

Just here we would pause for a moment to reiterate what

we have said as to the distinction which exists between the

fact and the doctrine of the work of Christ. In the fact,

if we would be evangelical we must agree; on the theory

(at least to some extent) we can afford to differ. The fact

of Atonement is apprehended by means of our faith, unto

salvation: the doctrine of Atonement is grasped by means

of our intellect unto edification. Through believing in the

fact we are saved; through learning the doctrine we are

instructed. It is not denied that the doctrine may be such

as to negative the influence of the fact; unfortunately this

is too frequently the case, nevertheless it is still true that

believers are saved by the fact of the Atonement, though
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they may, and do, differ in their interpretations of its

theory. When logic becomes the determining factor in

Christian fellowship we may insist upon a uniform creed

as to the mode of reconciliation; but, until love resigns

its place as such, we may only insist upon a uniform faith

concerning the fact.

Sin was the first false note which marred the harmony

of the universe; a moral earthquake, shaking the very

foundations of divine rule; the germ of all subsequent

rebellion against the sovereignty of God. As dynamite

shatters the rock, so did sin threaten to annihiliate the

stability of creation. In it lay the necessity for the Birth,

the Life, the Death of Christ Jesus our Lord.

All sin has its source in unbelief of God, and ever since

its first appearance, has been characterized by the same

unwillingness to credit God with the common truthfulness

which man so readily attributes to his fellow creature.

During the life-time of the race, man has made remark

able advance in the arts and sciences, but all his achieve

ments have been made in unbelief. Men have built great

cities—Babylon, Nineveh and Rome in ancient times; Lon

don, New York and Paris in times more modern—but each

brick that he has placed upon another, and every foundation

that he has laid, has been placed and laid in unbelief.

Whether the house has been the palace of a king, or the

rude hut of a slave, each and all have been erected by man

estranged from God. Man has sought to learn what the

stars could tell him of wisdom, but not what they could

teach him of God. He has navigated the waters of the

deep, seeking unknown lands, but has not sought, if haply

he might find, the unknown God. Add man's discoveries

to man's inventions, and to these add all that man has ever

said, or done, or written, and the value of all may be ex

pressed in this single word—Unbelief.

The Christ of God was unique in this, that He was the

only one born of woman, who fully and entirely believed

God. This was the foundation and source of all He did,—

faith in God. If it were but the pillowing of His sacred

head upon a stone, when as a homeless wanderer He lay
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down to sleep in the world His hands had made, He laid
it down in faith, and slept in simple, childlike trust in His

Father and His God. For the sake of "the pleasures of
sin for a season" Adam turned his back upon God, and

elected to tread the path of unbelief. On the threshold

of His earthly course, the Son sets His heart upon the

Father's business, and yielded Himself to the supreme

control of the Father's will. "At thy right hand" His

joys are "for evermore".

Men's glories here have consisted in the fact that they

have been great authors, great artists, great generals, or

great kings. Some authors have been termed "great" though

their pens were dipped in the foul slime of human filth

and obscenity. Those generals whose names are regarded

as historic treasures, owe much of their celebrity to the fact

that they have bathed their swords in the blood of their

brethren, and left the awful record of their "success"

written in the ashes of ruined homes and broken hearts.

The glory of Messiah, grand in its very simplicity, consisted

largely in this, He believed God. Little did the man who

would have taunted the dying One think, when he cried in

would-be jest, "He trusted in God," that he was but utter

ing the praises of the Man of Faith.

When we understand the place which the divine glory

occupied in the mind and life of the Son of God, we are

prepared to appreciate the tremendous antithesis between

what He was, and did, and the nature and doings of man

as derogatory to that glory.

Sin, as remarked, is the prime root of all rebellion against

the government of God. Sin manifested its real essence

when Lucifer and his hosts exalted themselves to dread

equality with their Creator. Sin contains within itself the

embryo of eternal revolution and revolt, and displayed its

true character when the Prince of Darkness lifted up the

mailed fist against the Eternal. Sin is disruptive in its

consequences, as evidenced in its history, at any and every

stage.

Into a scene where such an awful factor was doing its

deadly work entered the Son of God. In the form and fact

of humanity He pronounced an eternal negative on sin;
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wrested its power from it in the very sphere where it dis

played its victory; and laid the basis of its ultimate eradi

cation from the universe dishonored by its presence. Sin

rebelled; the Saviour took the rebel's place and yielded

God the allegiance which sin had denied. Sin thought

equality with God a thing to be eagerly grasped at; Christ

"emptied himself", took the form of a servant, and clothed

Himself with a humility which murmured not when the

Father's appointment led to the cross instead of the crown.

Sin has the venom of cruelty enshrined in its hideous soul.

As God is love, the soul inverted from Him displays its

estrangement in bitterness and hate. Sin is cruel; it

prompted Cain's murderous blow; inspired the hellish

triumph of Lamech's song; and finally held jubilee when it

witnessed God's Patient One upon the tree. The gentleness

of the Lamb slain in the glorious antithesis to the cruelty of

sin. "He opened not His mouth." He would not question

God's dealings with Him, neither would He rebuke man

for his. The heart of faith delights to meditate on the

fact that God's Gentle One, on the cross, was seeking a

ground of mercy for His murderers—"Forgive them, for

they know not what they do"—rather than seeking to be

occupied with His own loneliness and pain.

Sin hates; Christ loves. Sin wounds; Christ heals. Sin

rebels; Christ submits. What He did was to restore that

which He took not away; liberate those He had not en

slaved; and destroy fetters He had not forged. What He

did was to take sin in all its moral hideousness upon Him

self,—and what such sin-bearing meant to Him, God's

Holy One, can never be comprehended by us until we know

to the full His holiness and the exceeding sinfulness of the

sin He bore.

But sin is not alone, its twin brother is death. Death

completes what sin commences. Death would fain defeat

the purpose of God in creation. It would thwart His de

signs. It would, if not itself destroyed, reduce all worlds

to being mere storehouses of corruption, and transform each

shining orb into a vast City of the Dead. Death's magic

potency reduces an "image of God" to a handful of rotted

dust. Man may speak of Death as an Angel of God; God
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speaks of it as one of His enemies, and Scripture speaks

of it, the destroyer, as being itself destined to destruction.

What sin is in the spiritual world that death is in the

physical, the latter the dark shadow of the former. The

Bible ever links them together in their dread conspiracy

against the Throne.

What man does is to belittle sin and deny death. What

Christ did was to bear sin in all its unvarnished reality, and

descend, a pallid corpse, into the tomb. From thence He

arose in trumph, the sin question solved, and a new and

living way opened from the far country of the prodigal

right into the sacred presence of a satisfied and glorified

God.

The Atonement, rightly understood, was not an invention

on the ground of which God could condone evil. On the

contrary, the Cross was God's emphatic protest against

its presence in Creation. The Cross was the crowning

evidence of His non-toleration of sin. For, if God would

pour the vials of His wrath upon sin when borne by His

spotless Son, what shall His treatment be of those who

revel in the sin that He so signally judged when it lay upon

His Beloved?

Sin was cosmic in its relations. "Things in the heavens"

as well as things on earth" fell under its blighting power.

Such sin required a cosmic Saviour and a cosmic salvation.

We have, therefore, to learn how such requirements were

more than met in Him whose Person we have been consid

ering.

The glory of creation belongs to Christ He is the Alpha

of the universe. The great Architect, on whose design the

worlds were formed. The mighty Mechanic, whose mind

may be seen displayed in the vast, yet silent, machinery of

natural law. The chief Artist, whose palette has furnished

the lights and shadows of scenic beauty.

John the Beloved thus states the relation sustained by

Christ to all Creation:

Positive—"All things were made by Him,"

Negative—"Without Him was nothing made that has

been made." John 1:3.
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But while this fact is widely recognized, another, equally

important, is not as much recognized as it should be. It

is a wondrous fact that the relations of Christ to creation

is all-inclusive; but dazzling glory shines from the further

truth that Messiah's redemptive activities have not been,

and will not be, less extensive than was the exercise of

His creative powers.

The Apostle Paul develops the truth revealed by John.

John, led by the Spirit, brings us back to the beginning of

things. Paul, equally inspired, carries us forward to their

consummation. In Colossions 1:16-20 the apostle thus

groups the commencement and the consummation of the

universe:

"By Him/' "All Things"—their origin.

"For Him/1 "All Things"—their destiny.

The first is an historical fact; the second a prophetic one.

And as everything, without exception, has been made by

Him, so will everything—also without exception—be pos

sessed by Him. To the caviller we would content ourselves

with saying, God's purposes are not easily thwarted, Mes

siah will yet come into His own. The purpose of God may

be deferred, but it cannot be defeated by man.

Having noted the primal purpose of Deity, we are pre

pared to view sin as deflection from that purpose on the part

of the creature. But Omniscence forsaw that departure,

and provided against its damning results, in the Lamb

slain, since the world's overthrow. What Messiah did upon

the Tree was to provide the ground on which the Father

could again unite the bonds which sin had severed, and

bring the universe back again to the harmonious unity en

joyed before the entrance of rebellion.

Let us not pass over too readily the fact of what such

redemption costs our gracious God. Think of the mighty

love-travail of Deity, and the unspeakable repulsiveness

of sin to One who alone could understand what sin meant!

We shudder if circumstances compel us to listen for a

moment to the obscene or the profane; we revolt if forced to

endure the viciousness of the slums for a paltry hour, but
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what must the moral suffering of the Ages be to the thrice

holy and ever omnipresent One!*
The Passion of God extends beyond the limits of the

Cross. Its commencement was co-incident with the apepar-

ance of sin, and will continue as long as the slightest rem

nant of evil remains upon, or within, His work.

The Cross, however, was the crisis. The crisis of sin,

for there sin did its foulest deed in striking with venomed

hate at the Prince of Glory. The crisis of love as well, for

there the full orb of perfect love shone forth in the bleeding

face of the Man of Sorrows. There sin did its utmost, its

blackest, and its worst, and in the doing was vanquished

by One who for the time seemed Himself to be defeated.

Triumphed over in its triumph; vanquished in its victory;

crushed in its very success; this, all this, and more than

this, was what the Cross meant to the Empire of Evil.

The work of redemption may be viewed in two aspects—

objective and subjective. Objective redemption was ef

fected by Christ on the Cross. Subjective redemption—

redemption in its application—is yet to be completed by

Christ in the Glory. It may therefore be seen that what

Messiah did on the Cross is prophetic of what He is yet

to do on the Throne. We may even catch a glimpse of that

future ministry in the vision of the new Creation, where

the river of life flows from the Throne of the Lamb—the

Sacrifice in the place of acceptation and rule. His min

istry on the Throne will be but the development of His

work upon the Tree.

A look of compassion, or a tear of pity, were more than

the world deserved from its rejected Lord. But His grace

transcends all conception. He loves the unlovely, dies for

the depraved, and transforms slaves of sin into joint-sov

ereigns of the universe with Himself. His forgiveness

knows no limit. Exhaustless as Infinity itself, He bestows

His grace unmeasured upon the world. Can we weigh such

love? or measure it? or express it? Are our capacities too

•Many Theodicies seem to be approached from the view-point

of what eternal suffering would mean to man. A more correct

approach would be to consider human destiny in the light of what

eternal sin would mean to God.
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limited and meagre for such a task? Then neither should

we hope to describe the infinite meaning of His work in

the threadbare language of the human lip. His work is its

own glory, the expression of Himself, and will be best un

derstood and most valued by us when He Himself expounds

to us its height and depth, its length and breadth, in the

presence of our God.

We must now pass on to consider, briefly, the place which

Messiah now occupies as the result of His achievements.

Let it suffice in closing to say that as the ages to come will

reveal flesh and deeper glories in the Person of our Lord,

so will they also unveil new aspects of His Work, of which

His earthly ministry, including even the marvels and mys

teries of the Cross, are said to be but "the beginning."

(Acts 1:1.)

A. Burns

The prices of our booklets will be found on the last cover

page. We offer special low prices by the dozen or hundred

to those who wish to distribute them and thus spread these

precious truths. Address Unsearchable Riches, 2823 E.

Sixth St., Los Angeles, Cal.



THE MYSTERY OF THE GOSPEL

PETER'S KINGDOM COMMISSION

The Master's proclamation of the Kingdom has failed. The

King has indeed come, but they do not acknowledge Him.

He has told His disciples the secrets which concerned the
kingdom, after it has been refused. And now He asks

His disciples, "Whom do men say that I, the Son of Man,

am?" Then, turning from the unsatisfactory answer,

15 He is saying to them, "Now, Who are you
16 saying that I am?" Now, when He answers,

Simon Peter says,M2%ott art the C h ri s t, the Son of
17 the 1 i v in g God." Now, whenHe answers, Jesus the G the J

says to him, "H a p p y are you, Simon bar Jonah,
seeing that flesh and blood has not revealed it -it
to y o u, but My Father Who is in the heavens, the F -is

18 Now I, too, am saying to you (seeing that
you are Peter, and upon this rock I will build P, i.e. Rock
My assembly, and the gates of the unseen shall the a -the
not overcome it) I will gi ve you the keys of the

19 kingdom of the heavens, and whatever you should
bind upon the earth shall be binding in the
heavens, and whatsoever you should loose on
the earth shall be loose in the heavens."

The gates into the kingdom had been swung wide open

by the Master, but who would enter? Hades, the unseen

spiritual powers, seemed to get the victory. But there was

one rock which they could not move and that was the great

truth that He was the Messiah. This is the firm founda

tion upon which the kingdom will yet be established. The

acknowledgment of this constituted Simon a "Rock" and

fitted him to carry the keys of the kingdom. The posses

sion of a city's keys and a place in the city's gate denoted

authority and rule in the olden eastern time. So too with

Simon "Rock". His commission includes more than merely
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unlocking of the gates. He was given authority to bind

and loose. His acts were to he ratified in heaven. This

is true of the Jewish assembly's actions, too (Ch. 18:18).

As further proof that the gates of hades should not over

come His assembly, the Master unveils its glories to the

three chosen apostles upon the mount. There Simon "Rock"

had the prophetic word confirmed and was an eye witness

of His majesty. But upon coming down from the mount,

the vision is sealed, the gates into the kingdom are locked,

until the Son of Man be risen from among the dead.

Then, upon the day of pentecost, "Bock" uses the keys

which had been entrusted to him, and he proclaims that

"God hath made Him—that same Jesus, whom ye cruci

fied—both Master and Messiah." And upon this rock the

assembly at pentecost was built. Thus he opened the gates

to the Jews.

But all who are to enter the kingdom must be admitted

by him. So he is sent for by Cornelius, a devout man and

godly, yet the powers of the kingdom do not reach him

until Peter preaches to him. Later he says to the other

apostles, "God made choice among us that the nations

through my mouth should hear the word of the gospel and

believe (Acts 15:7). But that ministry, like His Master's,

fails. The gates into the kingdom are once again swung

shut by Isaiah's solemn message (Compare Matt. 18:14

with Acts 28:26). How then are the gates to be opened

again, now that Peter is no longer here? His epistles

supply the means of entrance. Indeed, in his second letter

he instructs the dispersion how an entrance may be super-

added abundantly into the everlasting kingdom of our,

Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ. Thus Simon, "Son of a

Dove", was the chiefest of the twelve apostles, and unlocked,

and will yet unlock, the gates into the kingdom for the

people of Jehovah.

How refreshing to the weary heart of the Master was

the confession of His impetuous disciple! The Father

must have revealed this to him by His Spirit. He could

not come by this naturally. And so Christ christens him

anew in recognition of this spiritual kinship which was

revealed.
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Simon's father's name was John (John 1:42). When
the Master first met him He surnamed him "Rock" (Peter).

But now He calls him "Simon bar Jonah", or Simon, son

of a Dove". The Divine Dove, that precious embodiment

of the Holy Spirit which had descended upon the Master

at the beginning of His ministry, is present again, now

that Simon is to be given his commission.

Now that the rock upon which the Kingdom is to rest

had been discovered by Simon and he by his confession

has become identified with it,* and, in spite of present

appearances, the spiritual powers of the unseen world are

not to overcome it, it is most fitting that the keys to unlock

the gates of the kingdom be committed to him. So, while

the Master locks the gates into the kingdom, at the same

time He promises the keys to Peter.

♦Protestant expositors are very anxious to show that "Petrol

means a loose or rooling stone, in contrast with "petra" the
solid rock. But, apart from the fact that the Master would
hardly dub him with his failing at this time, Cephas, the Hebrew

equivalent, denotes (Job. 30:6; Jer. 4:99) a large rock In which

a man might be or upon which he might climb. The LXX trans
lates the Hebrew cephas "petra", hence "petra" and "petrotf*
have the same meaning.



PETER'S SHEPHERD COMMISSION

The Head Shepherd was about to leave the flock. When

He came He had found them as shepherdless sheep, scat

tered and lost. But His own sheep had heard His voice.

He hal called them by name, and they had followed Him.

He was the good Shepherd, the true David (Beloved).

He laid down His soul for the sheep. Then the prophecy
was fulfilled:

"Awake, O sword, against My Shepherd,
And against the man that is My Fellow,
Saith Jehovah the Warrior

Smite the Shepherd and the sheep shall be
scattered . . . ." (Zech 18:7).

But now the little flock, to which He had promised the

kingdom (Lu. 12:82) has been gatherer together again

and one must be chosen to tend and feed it in the wilderness

journey. And who does He choose for such a task? We

would have picked out the most faithful and steady hand

to hold the shepherd's staff. We would lean upon a human

arm. But our Master makes better choice. All human

strength is rottenness and care is selfishness. To teach His

shepherd this he must be tried, so to learn the vanity of

His own heart.

"If all should be stumbled in you, I will never be stum

bled," was the proud boast of Peter. But his Master knew

him far better than he knew himself. But Peter insisted

"Though I must need die with Thee, I will not deny Thee."

How melting must have been his soul, when, after denying

his Master thrice the cock crew and the Master, in the

midst of all His maltreatment, turned and looked upon

Peter. Oh, the power of that lookt

And Peter went out and wept bitterly.
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Was it not here he learned that great lesson which he
taught the sheep: "God resisteth the proud and giveth

grace to the humble. Humble ourselves therefore under
the mighty hand of God that He may exalt you in due

time. Casting all your anxiety upon Him for He is con

cerned about you" (1 Pet. 5:57).

Those bitter tears were very precious in the Master's

sight. With what exquisite tenderness He sends His resur

rection message to His disciples "and Peter"l (Mark

16:7).
And Love has still one more lesson. Peter goes fishing.

Six others go with him. But the Master had not ordered

them to fish for aught but men, so they fish all night and

catch nothing. How searching then was a query from a

Man on the shore, "Little children, have you any food?"

(John 21:5).

Peter doubtless thought himself a good fisherman, but

he had to answer "No!" But the Man orders them to

cast on the right side of the boat, and lo! they could not

draw the net for fishes! There were a hundred and fifty-

three, one for every fish the Master caught during

His earthly ministry of which we have any record.

"It is the Lord!" Simon girds his coat about him and

swims to shore in his eagerness to reach the Master.

He helps the others land the fish. But the Master already

had a breakfast spread on the shore. And now that his

hunger is appeased the Master commissions Peter to satisfy

the hunger of His flock.

But it is their spiritual needs he is to supply. This

we learn from the fact that the Master calls him Simon

Jonah. Now Peter's father's name was not Jonah, but

John* (John 1:42 Revised). Before, when he was given

his kingdom commission, when he had acknowledged the

Spirit taught truth that his Master was God's Christ, the

Master had given him the surname Jonah, calling him "the

son of a Dove". He was this by spiritual birth from

•In the attempt to remove the supposed "discrepancy" between
the names of Peter's two fathers, the various passages are all
mutilated.
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above. So, thrice repeated, Love softens its tender rebuke

by the acknowledgement of his spiritual parentage. And

what a rebuke it was! Gentle, yet searching; comforting,

yet cutting to the very heart,

"Do you love me more than these (disciples)?" How

small Peter's boast of loyalty, even to death, now seems!

To the other disciples he had shown himself a coward and

recreant, denying his Master with curses and oaths. He

cannot prove his affection to them. But he knew that

his heart was as an open book to the Master, so he turns

the question back upon himself: "Yes, Lord, Thou per-

ceivest that I am fond of Thee!"

This appeal of immanent love in all its timid weakness,

brings out the first charge:

"Feed My Lambs." The lambs may not have strength

to stand temptation. They may fail, as Simon failed,

when the floods overpower them. Yet one thing is true

of them, they have an affection for the Master. And so

He would have the disciples who knew their weakness

nourish their weakness into strength.

Simon had not only betrayed his Master, but had just

led His disciples astray on a fishing expedition and had

starved them with his skill as a fisherman. The net full

of fishes, one hundred and fifty-three, which came at the

Master's bidding, could not fail to impress Simon with the

fact that no fishing could prosper except the Master give

the word. And the number of fishes tells us that the

Master had called him from his nets to become thencefor

ward a fisher of men.

How truly this accords with the second charge: "Do you

love Me?" "Yes, Master, you perceive that I am fond of

Thee."

"Tend My Sheep." And a third time the Master appeals

to His affection, this time taking up the endearing term

with which Simon had answered His previous questions.

"Simon, Jonah, are you fond of me?" "Master, Thou

perceivest all things. Thou hnowest that I am fond -of

Thee!"

Much stronger is Simon's protest here than what he had
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said before. He leaves the ground that the Master had
perceived or noted his fondness, as he may have displayed

it from time to time, for the deeper insight, the personal

acquaintance, the knowledge that the Master had of his

inmost being. "Thou knowest" he says, "that I am fond

of Thee!" And upon this maturer ground he is charged:

"Feed My Sheep." "Verily, verily, I say unto you, that

when you were younger you girded yourself, and you

walked where you willed, but whenever you are old, you

will stretch out your hands, and another shall gird you

and shall bear you where you will not. But this, he says,

signifying what kind of death he should glorify God. And

this saying He says to him: "Follow Me!"

Simon had girded his fisher's overcoat about him and had

jumped overboard when he heard it was the Master, such

was his desire to be with Him. Now the Master reveals

to him that He does indeed know him. His protestations

of love were not lost upon Him. Even the boast that he

would follow Him even to death would be made good, for

he would not only succeed the Master in the proclamation

of the kingdom, in shepherding the sheep, but also in the

manner of his death. Surely to him He could say as to

no one else: "Follow Me!" In his second epistle Peter

tells those who had obtained like precious faith: "Shortly

I must put off this my tabernacle, even as our Lord Jesus

Christ also has showed me." This commission is carried

out during the Master's absence and does not extend to

His coming as John's personal commission does.

Though quite distinct from his Kingdom commission this

charge is most intimately associated with it. Of old Jehovah

led forth His people like sheep, and guided them in the

wilderness like a flock (Ps. 78:52). He was their Shep

herd (Ps. 28:1, 80:1). They were the sheep of His pas

ture (Ps. 79:13) and the sheep of His hand (Ps. 95:7,

100:8). But like sheep they had gone astray; they had

turned every one to his own way (Is. 53, Jer. 50:6, Eze.

84, 1-81). The false shepherds had spoiled them. When

the Good Shepherd came He bade His apostles not to go

to the nations but to the lost sheep of the house of Israel.

Peter reminds them of this when he writes, "Ye were as
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sheep going astray, but are now returned to the Shepherd

and Overseer of your souls."

And the kingdom is for the sheep only: 'Tear not,

little flock, it is your Father's good pleasure to give you

the kingdom" (Luke 12:82). But the sheep of the king

dom are not Israelies only, but are of the nations as well.

"Other sheep I have, which are not of this fold, them also

I must bring, and then will be one flock, one Shepherd

(Jno. 10:16).

The fold is Israel, with her wall of ordinances. The

flock is those of Israel who follow the Good Shepherd, who

hear His voice. And when some among the nations heard

and followed, they were not proselyted to the fold of

Judaism, but followed the Shepherd with the other sheep.

So that when in Ephesus, the apostle Paul reminded them

of the flock over which God had set them, which they were

to tend (Acts 20:28).

And finally, when the kingdom is set up, and all nations

are gathered before Him, He divides them as a Shepherd

does the sheep and the goats. The sheep are those who

hav succored His brethren in their sore distress, and they

inherit the kingdom, along with His brethren, the Israel

ites. But those nations who illtreated the Jew are not

added to the flock. They have no place in the kingdom;

they are sent away in eonian punishment.

And chief among His millennial glories will be His iron

rod, which is none other than the staff of the Great Shep

herd of the sheep. Before that great day, Peter, by His

epistles, feeds the lambs, tends and feeds the sheep, pre

paring the little flock for the kingdom which will surely

be their portion.



JOHN'S COMMISSION

Peter, in spirit and experience, follows his Master, not

only in the manner of his death but in the spirit of his

epistles. They dwell upon Christ's sufferings and are writ
ten to those enduring trial.

In contrast to this is John's ministry as recorded in his
writings. Eonian, death defying life is the burden of his

account of our Master's ministry. His epistles leap forward
and concern those especially who abide the coming of

Christ and His glory. This is the key to their interpreta
tion.

But especially in the revelation which John receives upon

Patmos, when he reviews the grand scenes attending the
unveiling of Jesus Christ, then, in a very real sense does he

remain until His coming. John saw these things and heard

them. They were as real to him as though he were there
in flesh as well as spirit.

This is the meaning of the incident at the end of John's
gospel:

Peter, when he turns about, is observing the
disciple whom Jesus loved following—who
falls back upon His chest also, at the dinner,
and says "Lord, who is your betrayer?"—
Peter, then seeing this disciple, is say
ing to Jesus, "Lord, now this disciple,
what—?'* Jesus is saying to him, "If I should

want him to remain till I am coming, what
is that to you? You follow Me!" Then their

rumor comes out unto the brethren that that

disciple is not going to die. Now Jesus did

not say to him that he is not going to die,

but "If I should want him to remain till I am
coming, what is that to you?"

The rumor that John was not to die is denied, but never

theless the enigmatic statement was reiterated. "If I
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should want him to remain till I am coming" can only mean

that, in spirit, this was to be the case, though in fact he

would die like other men.

It seems certain that John's "gospel" was not written

until Paul had finished his course. Paul never saw it,

neither did those who received his ministry. Why, then,

should it be deemed absolutely necessary in these days, in

many cases replacing and discounting Paul's teaching? A

right division of the word of truth will acknowledge his

writings, but will also leave them in the place they claim

for themselves. John was a minister of the circumcision and

always refers to the nations as outside the scope of his min

istry. As much of his ministry has its particular point in

the day of the Lord when the other nations will be blessed

with faithful Israel he often speaks of worldwide blessing,

but always, as it will be in that day, is Israel's prior place

acknowledged. He opens his first epistle by insisting upon

a physical relationship to Christ. The waiving of such a

relationship is the very foundation of the conciliation, the

truth for today.

By making John, instead of Paul, the exponent of pres

ent truth much confusion has resulted. The grand doc

trine of the new creation has been well night eclipsed by

the teaching of the new birth, which describes Israel's

regeneration. "Seeing the kingdom of God" has been

twisted to mean an entrance into heaven, and, as a result,

the earthly kingdom has been lost sight of and replaced

by heaven. "Taking nothing of the nations" (3 John 7)

has been twisted into "taking nothing of the unsaved,"

thus obscuring the fact that John received nothing from

the nations, whereas Paul not only received from them for

himself, but brought their bounty to the starving saints

in Jerusalem.

In those days it was clearly understood that John was

not to minister to the Gentiles. When Paul went to Jeru

salem James, Cephas and John, who seemed to be pillars,

gave to Paul and Barnabas the right hand of fellowship,

by the terms of which Paul and Barnabas were to go to

the nations, but John and those with him to the circum

cision*



A SUMMARY OF THE PREVIOUS COMMISSIONS

The various commissions vary in character, in scope, in the

benefits conveyed, in the means used to carry them on, in

the effect upon those who received their message, and each

had a distinct history.

The First Kingdom Commission was characteristically

Jewish. The Apostles were forbidden to carry it beyond

the narrow pale of Israel. It brought temporal blessings,

which signified the nearness of the earthly kingdom. It

was proclaimed by the King Himself as well as those He

commissions, having been made known by public proclama

tion in the cities of Israel. He gathered out of the apostate

nation a remnant in view of the coming kingdom. Its proc

lamation is divided into three periods. The Master Him

self began it and enlisted the twelve apostles. It was re

jected and He stops its proclamation. In the interval He

seeks to occupy them with His sufferings and death. At

pentecost the proclamation was renewed and continued

throughout the period covered by the book of Acts.

Finally it is rejected again, and now once more our

Master stops its proclamation and as before seeks to occupy

us with the deeper truths which flow from His death. Be

fore the kingdom comes it must be proclaimed again, fol

lowed by His glorious appearing.

The Second Kingdom Commission presupposes that Is

rael has received the First Kingdom Commission and as a

result has jurisdiction over the other nations. It is national,

including all the nations except Israel, and assures them a

righteous government if they obey the delegates of the great

King. In that day the King will reward His suffering ser

vants by giving them jurisdiction over the nations. It

brooks no opposition and will be enforced with power dur

ing the day of the Lord.
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Mark's Creation Commission is based upon the resur

rection and is directed to the recovery of the entire creature

realm. It is world wide in its scope, conveys only material

benefits, was proclaimed by the disciples in all the crea

tion under heaven, and thus has been fulfilled. It will find

its fruition when creation is released from the bondage of

corruption when the sons of God are manifested.

Luke's Commission for Mankind is based on the suffer

ings of Christ. While it embraced the whole human family,

it depended upon the authority of the Son of Man and His

delegates for its exercise. It extended a probational pardon

for sins upon the condition of repentance. The power to

pardon was delegated to the apostles as well as others. It3

history is recorded in the book of Acts.

Many who were pardoned drew back to perdition. The

authority to pardon ceases until the kingdom is once more

the subject of proclamation.

Paul, in his early ministry, seems to have had part in all

of these various commissions. But the time has come when

he is separated from the rest and given added revelations.

He first preaches justification to the Jews outside the land

and also to the other nations. But, unlike pardon, this

depended entirely upon grace and was received by faith

apart from any works. Its history is quite the opposite of

pardon because God, and not man, is its strength. It forms

the foundation upon which all further favor has been built.

It is preparatory to reconciliation. It continues today. The

revelation of the mystery has only modified it so that it is

now the equal portion of everyone who believes. This com

mission is exhaustively discussed in the earlier chapters of

the epistle to the Romans and in the Galatian epistle.

The conciliation is the commission for the present. It is

unfolded in the fifth to the eighth chapters of Romans and

in the second epistle to the Corinthians.

It was a secret until that great crisis in Paul's ministry,

to which he always alludes when setting it forth. To the

Romans he writes that he had fully preached the gospel

of Christ (i. e., as Israel's Messiah) accompanied by mighty

signs and wonders (Rom. 15:19). At this juncture he also

writes to the Corinthians (2 Cor. 5:16):
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So that we, from now on, take cognizance

of no one in relation to flesh, since we also are
acquainted with Christ in relation to flesh, but

now we know Him no longer. So that, if

any person be in Christ, there is a new
creation: the old passes by: lol it has be

come new. Now the whole is from God Who

conciliates us to Himself through Christ and

gives to us the dispensation of the concilia

tion, how that God was in Christ conciliating

the world to Himself, not reckoning their

offenses to them, and placing in us the expres
sion of the conciliation.

For Christ's sake, then, we are conducting
an embassy, as it were God entreating through

us. We are beseeching: "For Christ's sake be
conciliated with God. He Who knows no sin
He makes sin for our sakes, in order that we
may become God's righteousness in Him."

Thus we find that the apostle, during the greater part

of this itinerant ministry, has beeen acknowledging the

physical ties which link Christ to the nation of Israel. This

is "knowing Christ after the flesh." But when this ministry

is finished there is a radical change. There is a new creation.

All things become new.

Thus at one stroke the previous commissions are brushed

aside. The physical distinctions which they enforce no

longer obtain.

O that everyone who desires to please Ood in proclaiming

the gospel would take this fact to heart! If, at this junc

ture, all things became new, so that even the great apostle's

ministry underwent a radical change, why should we go back

to that which he obtained? Why should we ignore the glo

rious commission upon which he now enters?

The mystery of the gospel, as the conciliation is called,

is a separate secret from the present administration, the

secret economy, though it was enriched and included in it.

The conciliation was made known in a letter to Rome while

the apostle was still at liberty. During his imprisonment in

Home he makes known the truth of the present in his trinity

of prison epistles. What, then, is the difference between the

administration of the conciliation before the present grace
and now?
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Israel's supremacy had two aspects: they were to be a

royal nation and a priest nation. They were to rule the other

nations for God and they were to bring the other nations

to God. In the grand consummation both of these preroga

tives will become obsolete. But they do not retire at the

same time. Israel's priestly mediancy vanishes when this old

earth flies away, for in the new earth God dwells with all

mankind and no priest nation is needed to bring them

near. But not so with government, for it continues till

the very consummation. Israel is still the ruling nation.

Just as these two prerogatives will retire in the future so

it has been in the past. When the conciliation between God

and mankind was first made known Israel's priestly as

cendancy vanished, while they still held their prior place

as to government. But when the present secret administra

tion is revealed, there is reconciliation not only with God

but there is peace between the faithful of Israel and the

nations also. Heavenly rule will be shared equally by all

who are in Christ Jesus.

Thus there were two distinct steps in ushering in the

conciliation. In view of Israel's apostacy, their priestly

functions fail and God opens up the way into His presence

by proclaiming peace to all the nations and access by faith

apart from any mediancy whatever. And when the secret

is made known of Christ's heavenly exaltation in that celes

tial realm, the physical supremacy of Israel has no place. A

new humanity is created without the jarring elements the old

contains. Thus reconcilation effaces both the alienation be

tween various sections of mankind as well as that between

God and man.

And finally, we are taught, this grandest of blessings will

embrace the entire universe of bliss.
A. E. K.

For the benefit of those who have not seen the earlier

numbers of our magazine, we have republished "A General

Survey of the Divine Mysteries" in pamphlet form. Sec

advertisements on back cover. This will aid greatly in un

derstanding the series on the Divine Mysteries which we are

presenting.
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